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Shaking Table Testing
of a Reinforced Concrete Frame with Biaxial Response

Michael G. Oliva

Department of Civil Engineering

University of California

Abstract

The program in this report involved testing of a one third scale 2 story reinforced concrete

frame, having rectangular section columns, with inelastic biaxial motion induced through earth

quake excitation on a shaking table. Close inspection of the experimental response, and com

parison with previous test results on a similar frame under pure uniaxial motion, found that

biaxial motion seriously reduced the column yield strength. Local and global response charac

teristics indicated a tremendous amount of interaction between the rectangular column's strong

axis motion and weak axis response. Weak axis stiffness was reduced to less than one third the

initial value, through strong axis interaction, associated with narrow hysteretic load-deformation

response, characteristic of a low energy absorption mechanism.

Analytical correlation with experimentally measured response, considering response

independently along the frame's major axes, was unsuccessful. Necessary modifications to

current analysis techniques, for accurate modelling of multi-axial loading, including biaxial

bending, of reinforced concrete members is discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The specialized area of earthquake engineering strives to develop system designs which

will survive structurally under forces and deformations induced during ground shaking of the

strongest likely intensity, while avoiding:

1. collapse of the structure itself,

2. loss of life due to failure of structural or non structural components acting structur

ally.

Unlike gravity loads, earthquakes transfer considerable kinetic energy to the system. In an elas

tic structure, the energy appears in the buildup of large resonant vibratory motion, limited

solely by damping and duration of the shake. Energy stored in such a fashion will most often

exceed strength and deformation- capacities, resulting in one or both undesirable consequences.

Seismic research is directed towards controlling the way such energy is manifested, through

design for, and analytical prediction of, the response which will be developed under excitation.

An earthquake design philosophy has evolved in which energy absorption and dissipation

mechanisms are integrated into the load resisting system. In most wood structures, the material

itself has high energy absorption capacity and joints providing energy dissipation, even when

designed primarily for gravity load. Research in steel has suggested development of critical

regions within the structure where material energy absorption will occur with large local defor

mation. Methods of design in reinforced concrete have been proposed which likewise try to

isolate energy absorption mechanisms within specific limited regions.

Reinforced concrete has frequently relied upon ductile moment resisting frames (DMRF)

to provide vertical and lateral strength and stiffness in low to medium rise buildings. Elastic

response to the lateral loads requires a significant strength capacity beyond that needed for grav

ity. Economic limitations, however, mandate inclusion of energy dissipation in the form of ine

lastic deformation to reduce dynamic internal forces and required lateral design capacity. The

current DMRF design technique in concrete recognizes the critical importance of maintaining

vertical load capacity of columns at all times to avoid sudden collapse. Hence, development of

regions where inelastic behavior may occur is forbidden in column members. New structures

are using a 'strong column-weak girder' approach [l2]t where the combined bending and axial

capacity of a column is designed to be higher than the sum of capacities of girders framing into

it. Thus, inelastic action should be initiated in beams prior to columns.

t Numbers in brackets denote references listed at the end of the text.

I
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While earthquakes create horizontal motions in randomly oriented directions, most struc

tural design and analysis procedures consider only the independent response of a building along

each of its principal axes. Minimum code design requirements, including the estimate of base

shear, shear distribution and overturning moments, allow the assumption that forces along the

separate main axes of a structure act non concurrently [I2l. This approach is permitted because

multidimensional analysis has been difficult and costly, there has been little information avail

able regarding the load deformation behavior for reinforced concrete sections under biaxial

bending, and it has been assumed that orthogonal peaks of motion are unlikely to occur simul

taneously.

Independent uniaxial design of reinforced concrete columns has resulted in serious

failure, however, particularly under seismic excitation. In frame structures, the multidimen

sional motion of earthquakes has its greatest effect on column loading. They are· subjected to

biaxial loads from both 20 lateral motion and structural torsion, with added varying axial loads

due to overturning effects, in addition to the gravity forces. Previous experimental and analytic

studies [20-26,301 using square and circular section columns, have noted that the biaxial bend

ing during inelastic motion may significantly decrease stiffness and increase total drift. Ultimate

and yield strength in any particular direction is decreased by the existence of simultaneous

moments along another axis. Multiple loading with biaxial bending may cause inelastic defor

mation in columns, even with strong column-weak girder design, particularly il the multiaxial

nature of the loading has not been considered during design.

Since a structure's response to a given earthquake is dependent on its strength, initial

stiffness, damping and the overall relation between internal forces and deformation, which qual

ities define its hysteretic deformation capacity, variation of these characteristics under 2D lateral

motion from those assumed with 10 motion may cause the ·response to differ from the

assumed 1D response. One of the most graphic recent examples of deviation from 10 lateral

response is the Olive View Hospital failure during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. The ina

bility of ID analysis to explain the magnitude of displacement measured at the hospital (namely

large residual drift) was mentioned in various investigative reports [25,27,28,29l.

The work described herein is the first study to experimentally investigate the behavior of

rectangular concrete columns under biaxial bending, and to test a large scale reinforced con

crete frame with multiple columns under loading induced by earthquake motion. While a

smattering of research reports documenting tests and analyses of circular and square columns

under biaxial loading followed the Tokachi-Oki '68 and San Fernando earthquakes, there has

been no significant work on rectangular section columns, even though they are in common use.

Circular columns, having no principle axis of flexural rigidity, and square columns, (the quadri

lateral section with the most similar characteristics) would be expected to exhibit less biaxial

response coupling than rectangular columns. The very nature of a rectangular column, with

different moments of inertia along its principle axes, should induce exaggerated interaction

effects under biaxial loading. Detailed inspection of the local bending characteristics of the

columns in the present test, found a surprising amount of stiffness degradation and bending
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interaction due to concrete cracking, crushing and rebar elongation. A comparison of the inter

nal resisting forces developed in the frame under biaxial bending with those from an identical

previous frame tested under similar but uniaxial motion, found a definite apparent decrease in

strength along the analogous axis when biaxial loading was present. Though interaction effects,

such as reduced stiffness in one axis direction, were created by multiaxial loads in a particular

column, the remaining columns had slightly different loads and different behavior. If
numerous columns are joined in a single structure, the motion of any column will be con

strained by that of the structure as a whole. All of the previously cited studies involved single

columns tested under prescribed motion paths or analytic models of single columns with a

lumped mass and earthquake excitation. In a structure such as tested in this program, where

the columns are joined, the overall response may be less affected by individual interactions

occurring in particular columns than has been witnessed in component tests.

If column response during a loading sequence remains within the so called elastic range,

very little interaction would be expected, and an analytic prediction of response, based on a

planar model of the structure with ID bending, should provide accurate results. However, once

the column reaches the inelastic deformation stage, some interaction (due to concrete cracking

and rebar yield from load along one axis affecting the stiffness along the other axis) will occur,

and a planar mathematical modelling, which considers motion along the two axes as indepen

dent, would be expected to predict erroneously. Aktan [25] and Pecknold and Suhawardy [31l

claimed that as long as the analysis using a planar model predicted a maximum ductility of less

than 2, then planar analysis should be acceptable. In the present program, planar analysis of an

earthquake motion which caused inelastic deformation was attempted using a fairly sophisti

cated column modelling element which included inelastic moment rotation behavior and

degrading stiffness [13], and resulted in a predicted peak first story displacement of 1.8 inches

longitudinally, a displacement ductility of 3.4. In this case planar analysis was in fact not capable

of effectively modelling the additional stiffness deterioration in the test structure caused by ine

lastic interaction of the multi-axial loads., However, actual displacements did not critically

exceed the planar prediction, as postulated by Aktan, a result of the restraint provided by other

columns under differing load.

The primary reason multidimensional analysis is not commonly employed is its complexity

and cost. Until recently, very few mathematical techniques had been developed which could

even model the biaxial bending behavior of a reinforced column, regardless of section shape.

Two basic approaches have appeared within the last ten years. The first method

[22,25,26,&30], explicitly models the column by dividing its cross section into a number of

smaller areas (filaments). Each area is assumed to be uniaxially stressed and to have behavior

governed by hysteretic stress-strain characteristics of the material it simulates. Force deforma

tion characteristics of the column are then calculated by assuming the displaced shape of its

axis, with internal forces calculated at various sections from resulting curvatures. Results are

accurate, but the computation is too complex and costly for general use and concentrated end

rotations due to effects such as bar slip within joints are not simulated. A second strategy

[20,21,23,29J is appealing in both its elegance and its direct approach to simulating load-
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deformation behavior. The model uses a flexure-rotation relation based on interaction equa

tions between the biaxial moments, and a plasticity method to define moment vs rotation

behavior. Though computationally less complex than the former, it is unable to include some

of the specific effects (crushing of unconfined concrete, or yielding of particular bars) which are

implicitly part of the filament type model.

[n this program, the behavior of the section required special modelling, not met by the

plasticity type elements, to duplicate interaction effects noted in the weak direction. Specific

characteristics needed to model such weak axis interactions accurately are listed with observa

tions and conclusions from the response study. Information on local behavior and overall

structural response collected during the test sequence provides an excellent data base for corre

lation checks and development of new mathematical techniques to aid in prediction of inelastic

response and structural safety during earthquake motions..



Chapter 2

Project description

Introduction

This report covers the experimental earthquake testing, investigation of response

behavior, and analytic correlation of a large scale reinforced concrete frame with inelastic biaxial

column bending. The structure used in this test program was identical to a frame studied previ

ously under similar excitation, but with only uniaxial column bending [I]. The present frame

was subjected to 3-dimensional motion, creating biaxial bending as well as varying axial load

within rectangular section columns. This first detailed study of rectangular columns under biax

ial bending was achieved by thoroughly monitoring the column response through various force

and deformation measuring devices. A significant amount of interaction between strong axis

and weak axis column motion was readily apparent. Attempts to model the structure's response

with computer implemented mathematic techniques using traditional 20 planar frame model

ling were unsuccessful when multi-axial interaction had a significant effect on the behavior.

Model frame-

The test model was a two story structure, rectangular in floor plan, and had floor slabs

cast integrally with beams spanning in the longitudinal and transverse directions between four

supporting columns which were also of rectangular cross section (Fig. 2. I). Basic design is of a

strong girder-weak column type intended to induce inelastic deformation in the columns first.

As a result of the rectangular floor plan, and columns oriented with their weak axis in the

frame's short direction, the structure had different natural frequencies of lateral vibration along

its two main axes. General frame properties are listed in Table 2.1.

reinforcing steel
concrete

Table 2.1

Material Properties
Grade 40, spec. min. yield 40ksi (276MPa)
spec. 28 day strength~ 4000psi (27.6MPa)
strength at test date= 4720psi (32.5MPa)

Mu strong
Mu weak
My strong
My weak

Design Colnmn Ultimate and Yield Strength
size= 8.5x5.75 in. I strong and weak axis

197in-k (22.3kN-m)
100in-k (I1.3kN-m)
146in-k 06.5kN-m)
88in-k (9.9kN-m)

5
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MODE2
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Design Column Moment of Inertia i/1. 4

strong axis 294. gross area
129. cracked seclion

weak axis 135. gross area
43. cracked seclion

Initial Lateral Vibralion Frequencies (Hz)
strong axis weak axis

3.44 207
8.86 5.43

Figure 2.1 Experimental frame on shaking lable,

with safety frame under floor in case of collapse.
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Test sequence-

A ground displacement history, derived from the Taft, California 1952 earthquake record

[8], was used as the primary test motion with magnification factors applied to provide various

specific amplitudes. Between shaking table tests with the Taft earthquake motion, the

structure's natural frequencies were measured using free vibration tests. Descriptive charac

teristics for the sequence of test motions are listed in Table 2.2

Table 2.2

Earthquake Test Sequence- Table Motion

Peak Peak
TEST Acc. Displ.

(g's) Gn.)
TaftlOO(l) 0.062 0.503
Taftl00 (2) 0.061 0.498
Taft1000 0.685 5.07
Pacoima 1.49 5.23

Frame repaired I epoxy it\iection
Pacoima 1.37 5.25
Taft1000 0.711 5.06

Test results-

Considerable inelastic deformation occurred during the Taft 1000 large scale earthquake.

The first mode lateral vibration frequency deteriorated by 46% in the strong axis and by 49% in

the weak axis direction. Numerous bending type cracks developed at the joints near the ends of

the lower story columns. Crushed concrete, part of the unconfined exterior cover, was visible

at specific corners near the base of the columns. Very little visible damage was apparent in the

beams other than cracking which had occurred during placement of the dead load mass blocks.

Overall global response parameters of the frame may be seen in Table 2.3. Values of peak local

quantities for the present (RCF5) frame are listed in Table 2.4 with comparable results from

the previous uniaxial tests.



Table 2.3

Global Response Quantities

TlOO(2) TlOOO

8

.

Peak Values of Local Quantities

measured during TlOOO test

RCF5 RCF2(W850)
Table accel.* 0.620g 0.570g Table 2.4 (left)

Column shear
weak axis 4.63k

strong axis 7.28k 8.54k

Column moment
weak axis 108in-k

strong axis 270in-k n.a.

Column axial 46k 27k

Residual displ.
first floor

weak axis 0.058in.
strong axis 0.065in.. 0.1 55in.

Peak displ.
first floor

weak axis 1.54in.
strong axis 2.12in. 2.04in.

Rebar strain
(milli in./in.) 18.1 20.7

Avg. cone. strain
(milli in./in.) 0.0158 n.a.

Column base

rotation (cad.)
weak axis 0.0226

strong axis 0.0223 n.3 .
.. Ground oral. mll/pOllell1 along strOllg axis o.lframl?

Table accel. 0.061g

Strong Axis'

peak acceleration
1st floor 0.144g

2nd floor 0.198g

peak rei displ.
1st 1100r D.Jin.

Weak axis

peak acceleration
1st floor 0.041g

2nd floor O.072g

peak reI. displ.

1st floor 0.087in.
2nd floor n.a.

Peak torsion

0.685g

0.684g
1.093g

2.12in.

0.306g
0.451g

1.54in.

2.05in.

0.0043rad.

The amount of inelastic deformation is reflected in the values of peak column base rotation,

peak rebar strain and estimated peak concrete strain. Indications of the effects of interaction

during the biaxial frame test became apparent when shear vs. first floor displacement plots from

the present structure were compared with those of the uniaxially tested RCF2 frame. Even

though the present RCFS frame was constructed of slightly stronger materials, it did not

develop restoring forces, in the form of longitudinal shear or a vectorial combination of simul

taneous shears along the two axes, as high as measured in the uniaxial RCF2 frame. Columns

from both frames had identical initial stiffness, however, the columns under biaxial load

differed from the uniaxial in having a crucially greater amount of stiffness degradation during

inelastic response. Close inspection of the local bending behavior revealed further interaction.

Bending response in the column weak directions exhibited obscure characteristics with little of

the regular hysteresis behavior seen in mosl bending tests. The moment vs. curvature loops
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became quite pinched, and traveled very erratic paths due to exaggerated strong axis motion

interaction effects on the weak axis behavior caused by concrete cracking, crushing, and resi

dual rebar elongation.

Analytical correlation-

A common inelastic computer analysis package (DRAIN2D [13]) was employed for

response prediction, to be correlated with experimental frame results. The program has only

2-D planar frame analysis capability. Since codes generally allow seismic design based on appli

cation of simulated earthquake lateral loading independently along a structure's main axes,

attempts at obtaining an analytical vs. experimental correlation were made with the same

approach.

Mathematically predicted response was successfully correlated with the measured frame

displacement history for the low amplitude TaftlOO(2) earthquake test. Interaction effects had a

minimum of importance during the elastic motion of that shake, allowing the independent

planar frame approach to be used with success.

Prediction of the frame's motion during an excitation which produced inelastic response,

using independent planar frame modelling along the two major axes, resulted in poor correla

tion. With inelastic deformation, interaction effects significantly affect the overall structural

response making independent frame analysis inappropriate. In short, stiffness degradation

occurring along a particular axis of the structure can not be developed in the analytic model as a

result of loading along that axis alone.

Concrete column mathematical modelling was attempted using an element included in the

DRAIN2D computer program which allows bending moment- rotational stiffness degradation.

However, appropriate estimation of the parameters needed to describe degrading characteristics

accurately for the element would have been impossible without already having member test

results in hand. No general guidelines have been developed which allow prediction of such

parameters based on material characteristics and section dimensions.

Observations-

1) Results of the tests indicate that designers of reinforced concrete columns (particularly if

rectangular), which may resist biaxial loading, should be cognizant of the possibility of

reduced strength and increased degradation of stiffness compared to that expected under

uniaxial load.

2) Prediction of loading and subsequent strength design, based on separate analyses along a

structure's main axes, ignores the effects multi-axial interaction may have on the stiffness

and natural vibration frequency.
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3) Existing techniques, of 3-dimensional frame modeling do not include all the necessary

components, noted in the investigation of local response of the present tests, needed to

describe column behavior under multi-axial inelastic loading for successful prediction of

structural response,

4) Even planar analysis of concrete bending relies on member modelling elements with

stiffness degradation (a necessity) that requires estimation of descriptive parameters for

which no defining guidelines exist Incorrect estimation of such parameters critically

changed the predicted response, A commonly used computer program for reinforced con

crete nonlinear dynamic analysis, upon which the correlation studies were based, was

unable to simulate the response due to multi-axial interaction effects, and moreover

required guesswork to establish parameters for the mathematical model resulting in a

predicted response which was no more accurate than the guessed parameters,



Chapter 3

Model Description and Properties

Structural model

The entire project described herein was designed to closely parallel a previous concrete

frame test program. That frame, described by Clough and Gidwani [I], and hereafter referred

to as RCF2 (Reinforced Concrete Frame 2), was tested under uniaxial motion. Both the present

skewed frame, Figure 3.1, and RCF2 model structures were built to nearly identical

specifications. They are two story reinforced concrete frames with a single bay in each direc

tion. The four columns are framed in the long direction by longitudinal symmetric section con

crete "T" beams and in the short transverse direction by concrete single flange unsymmetric

"T's" cast integrally with the floor slabs. The basic design is purposely of a strong girder-weak

column type to initiate inelastic deformation primarily within the columns, however, even in

strong column-weak girder design, inelastic action is expected to occur in columns due to the

effects of combined multiaxial loading. Structural dimensions are indicated in Figure 3.2.

The primary difference between the research conducted on the RCF2 frame and the

. present model is in the type of motion allowed to occur in the frame during testing. The

present model was allowed to displace freely in any direction and was mounted in a manner

which would purposely induce multiple motions, while the RCF2 was only allowed to move

along a single horizontal axis. As indicated in Figure 3.3, this model, RCF5, was mounted on

the shaking table with its longitudinal axis at a 25 degree angle to the axis of horizontal motion

of the table. Thus, horizontal movement of the table could induce horizontal ~esponse along

each of the model's principal axes, whereas the RCF2 frame was mounted on the table with its

longitudinal axis exactly parallel to the direction of motion as indicated in Figure 3.4. In addi

tion, as indicated in Figure 3.2, I" diameter (2.54cm) steel bracing cables were attached to the

RCF2 frame in the transverse direction near the column at each floor level to constrain the

structure against any transverse or torsional movement. The cables were simply hand tightened

with a turnbuckle, supposedly providing enough slackness to allow longitudinal motion to occur

unimpeded while restraining significant motion in other directions.

The basis for design of a model structure with these particular dimensions was originally

described in a report by Hidalgo and Clough [2]. The structure was intended to represent a

portion of a typical small (low rise) apartment or office building designed to meet most of the

ductile requirements of the 1970 Uniform Building Code and the ACI-318-71 Code. Scaling

between prototype and the model was according to the following ratios:

II
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-------.~

Figure 3.1 Skew mOUnled frame 011 table. viewed from north-east.
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Length ratio

Area ratio
Strain ratio

=0.707

~0.50

=1.00

Stress ratio (assumed)

Gravity ratio

Acceleration ratio

~1.00

=1.00
~1.00

However, since normal reinforcing bars were used, the scaling of reinforcing area and therefore

stress and strain, was altered by the available bar sizes. The same model configurations and

dimensions were used in this test series to provide a direct comparison of damage and response

between a structure undergoing simultaneous motion in two horizontal directions and a struc

ture under similar magnitude of excitation responding along a single horizontal axis. The only

difference in design of the two frames occurred in the size and detailing of the footings used in

tying them to the table and can be seen in the detailed plans in Appendix B.

The original design was intended to represent a single bay of a long narrow building. To

allow testing on the 20 ft. x 20 ft. (6.1m x 6.1m) shaking table and for economy, the model

was built with dimensions approximately 7/10s those of a real building. This large scale model

ling allowed use of "real" materials for construction (i.e. common reinforcing bars and normal

concrete), thereby avoiding material modelling difficulties between prototype and model which

generally occur in studies involving nonlinear behavior due to inelastic deformations. The scale

also allowed design of a structural model whose natural response frequencies were within the

table's range of excitation. Length scaling and a desire to simulate full dead load effects did

require the addition of artificial masses at each floor level of the model frame. The weights of

the structural frame sections, as measured before testing, and the added mass blocks are noted

in Figures 3.2 and 8.2. A second deviation from the real building configuration was caused by

the placement of force transducer units described in AppendiX C at the mid-height of each

column. This mid-height location, near the column's normal bending inflection point and

stiffness of the same magnitude as the concrete column insured a minimum of influence on the

structure's dynamic response behavior (see Chapter 6 ).

Model member configuration

As indicated previously, the test frame is composed of columns, symmetric and unsym

metric T beams, floor slabs, and footings. The prime purpose of the footings is to provide a

means of attachment between the test structure and the moving table. To eliminate the

unnecessary added complexity due to rocking, uplift, and sliding, which could comprise a

separate study in itself, each footing is cemented down with a lime-gypsum based compound,

and pressed against the table with an approximate pre-load of 90 kips (400 kN) creating good

lateral restraint due to the bond and friction and causing an effective fixed base for the first

story columns in the structure's initial condition.

The columns are rectangular in section with 4 longitudinal no. 5 reinforcing bars. (The no.

5 designation indicates the number of 118 inches in the diameter, ie.-no. 5 is 5/8 in. diameter.)

Closed ties of no. 2 undeformed bars encircle ihe longitudinal bars at spacings required to

insure that the shear capacity would be higher than the simultaneous moment capacity and to

provide confinement for concrete under compression. A typical column cross section is drawn



Figure 3.3 Plan of biaxial
test frame on shaking table.

Figure 3.4 Plan of uniaxial
frame on shaking table.
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in Figure 3.5. All reinforcing steel was specified as ASTM Grade 40 material with minimum

yield strength of 40 ksi (276 mPa) and not exceeding 50 ksi (345MPa).

'1.
I

Figure 3.5 Typical
cross section.

column

1.44, 5.82 1.44"

8.50'

TOP STORY AND BOTTOM
STORY COLUMN

All of the T-beams are of similar cross-sectional dimensions with varying size and
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Figure 3.6 Beam cross sec
tions.

amounts of reinforcement dependent on their location as seen in Figure 3.6. All the beams use

either two no. 5 or two no. 4 reinforcing bars as bottom reinforcing and varying amounts of no.

3 or no. 5 bars in combination with slab mesh as top reinforcing.

The slabs are both 2 7/8 in.(7.3cm) thick, with top and bottom reinforcing of 4" x 4"

(IO.2cm x 10.2cm) mesh of 4 gage wire (O.23in, or O.58cm diam.).

Material properties

Specimens of all materials were individually tested to determine their mechanical strength

vs. strain properties. Specific details of the tests are included in the data and plots of Appendix B

from which average stress-strain properties were obtained and are listed in Figures 3.7-3.9 of

this section. The average stress-strain values are used in Chapter 8 to define the mathematical

models of member behavior used in structural computer analysis predictions of the exact

member strength and frame response.

Reinforcing bars-

The general behavior of each of the types of reinforcing bars used in the structure can be

characterized by specific quantities as shown in the stress-strain plot of Figure 3.7 and the listed
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average values. All the steel reinforcing bars are deformed ASTM A615 Grade 40 steel bars

except the no. 2 stirrups which were undeformed. Strain hardening moduli ( Esh ) are given

for the initial tangent slope after strain hardening commences.

ReFS Steel Properties

size
dim E J;, I., Esh Esu Esh
(in.) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) On.lin'> (in.lin.) (ksi)

5 .625 30880 49.9 79.6 .0090 .121 1170.
4 500 31080 49.2 73.8 .0160 .l21 838.
3 .375 29200 56.7 80.1 .0185 .093 902.
2 .250 31460 58.2 85.1 n.a. n.a. n.a.

STRESS

'...,

" . RCF2 STEEL PROPERTIES,,,
" 'f 'f '"

f
SUL €SULT

NO. IKSI) {K$l) IK5\), 29.8 41.5 0.00140 0.0094 72.5 0.113

• 28.0 56.1 0.00201 0.0176 83.9 0.140

, 28.4 52.0 0.00183 0.0289 n.6 0.193

, 29.5 41.3 0.00141 0.0198 54,7 0.190

STRAIN

Figure 3.7 Typical steel stress-strain curve from pseudo-static tensile test.

The reinforcing bars in the present frame were in general stronger and stilfer than those used in

the RCF2 structure. Most significant is the high yield stress measured in all except the no.4

bars and the higher modulus of elasticity in all of the bars.

Wire mesh

The slab reinforcing wire mesh, also ASTM Grade 40, exhibited less ductility than the

normal reinforcing bars due to brittle breaking at the welded intersection points. The typical

behavior is represented by the plot and values shown in Figure 3.8. The general behavior of

the mesh is fairly consistent for each of the two model frames with the exception of the lower

initial elastic modulus measured in the wire of the present frame. There is no distinct point of

yielding as seen in the regular reinforcing bars though the strain hardening moduli are very

similar to that in normal bars.

Concrete

The concrete was purchased from a commercial readymix plant with a specified design

requiring 28 day compressive strength of 4000 psi (27.6 MPa) with maximum aggregate size of

3/8 in. (0.95cm) and a slump of 5 in (12.7cm). The actual slump measured before and during

the pour waS 3 1/2 in.(8.9cm). Fourteen 6" x 12" (15.2 x 30.5cm) concrete test cylinders were

taken at various stages of the frame pour and stored in conditions as identical as possible to

those of the model frame. Cylinders were compression tested at 7 days, 14 days, 28 days and
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STRAIN (IN liN)

WIRE MESH - SLAB REINFORCING

Figure 3.8 Stress strain curve for steel mesh, slab reinforcement.

near the time of testing of the actual structure at 244 days. Similar cylinders tested near the

time of actual frame testing (91 days) for RCF2 indicated an average compressive strength of

4395 psi (30.3MPa). The concrete in the RCF5 frame had a 28 day strength of 3450psi

(23.8MPa) and a 244 day strength of 4720psi (32.5MPa). Thus the actual concrete strength at

time of structural testing was 7% higher in the present frame than in RCF2. Typical plots and

average property values which generally characterize the concrete cylinder stress-strain mechan

ics for each of the concrete frames are given in Figure 3.9.

STRESS fc

f, t----------------::::::==----t---_

CONCRETE (J'-€ CHARACTERiSTICS

~.C.~~t) 244 4.94 0.00305 0.0031 0,000765 2906,0

• E," ASSUMED ~OR RCn

•• (0·0.4510 /EO,451,

ACTUAL 6" l 12'
CYLINDER TEST

0.45 fc 1---------,'- FRAME AGE f c
(DAYSI (KSII

RCF2 9' 4.39~

E c Ecu• E..4~fc Ec••
1;./;.) lin/;,I (;0/1.) (KSI)

0.00335 0.005 0,000741 2640,0

STRAIN E. c

Figure 3.9 Characteristic compression stress-strain curve for concrete cylinders.
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Member section properties

General section properties for the main members of the frames are calculated by various

methods including use of the designed member geometry, actual built member geometry, and

both the expected and measured material properties. Expected section strength for the columns

was initially predicted using calculations including design dimensions, the expected steel yield

stress (40ksi), the assumption that concrete can carry no tensile stress, and use of a concrete

compressive stress block at 85% of the cylinder compressive stress over 85% of the depth to the

neutral axis of a member in bending; resulting in the following estimates in the column's

strong and weak axis directions:

M u (strong) = 197in-k (22.3kN-m)

Mu(weak)~ lOOin-k O1.3kN-m)

with Ie' =4000psi and I y =40ksi, design dimensions

strong and weak refer to the wide and narrow

column directions,

Which represents the design column strength for the RCF2and RCF5 frames. Expected yield

moments calculated similarly, though assuming a linear concrete stress-strain relation, are:

column
My strong=

My weak=

146.in-k 06.5kN-m)
88.in-k (9.9kN-m)

Ee~57000sqrt(je')

E-29000ksi
j,,-40ksi
design dimensions

A realistic estimate of column strength must use more exact member and material model

ing, including the following:

a) average 'as built' column dimensions,

b) accurate description of concrete stress-strain behavior for the unconfined cover concrete

with crushing and spalling,

c) accurate description of concrete stress-strain behavior for the confined core section such

as that suggested by Kent [3] (see Appendix B , or Vallenas [I J]),

d) use of a stress-strain relation for reinforcing steel which correctly reflects the rebar's real

modulus, yield stress, and post-yield behavior including strain hardening and rupture.

This type of analysis is possible using the RCCOLA computer program for column analysis

developed by Mahin [4], In addition to the above criteria the program is capable of evaluating

uniaxial moment-axial load interaction. Results for column strength and yielding (under zero

axial load) for average measured 'as built' column dimensions and measured material charac

teristics are listed below.
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Table 3.1

Column strength, no axial load, RCCOLA·
RCF5 RCF2

(in-k) (kN-m) (in-k) (kN-m)
Mu strong 250. 28.2 223. 25.2
Mu weak 124. 14.0 106. 12.0
My strong 168. 19.0 145. 16.4
My weak 103. 11.6 86. 9.7
·from RCCOLA column analysIs program, Mahml41

Stiffness-

The relative stiffnesses of the column and beam sections, given in terms of the moment

of inertia, can be estimated by using the original gross .section area, transformed section,

cracked transformed section or by explicit analysis including yielding, strain hardening, etc., as

in the RCCOLA analysis program.. Column stiffnesses, as calculated in Appendix B are listed

below for the various methods of calculation.

Column moment of inertia- in. 4

design dimensions avg. built dim.
RCCOLA

gross trans. trans. RCF5 RCF2
axis area area cracked elastic elastic

strong 294. 357. 129. 146. 159.
weak 135. 149. 43. 50. 52.

Table 3.2

In the actual structure the columns are under a static dead load of 10kips (44.5kN)

compression. Structural overturning moments increase or decrease the column axial' load

significantly during dynamic shaking. Estimates of column strength and stiffness will vary

depending on the axial load which itself will vary. Interaction diagrams, plotting maximum

moment achievable while under a given axial load, are shown in Figure 3.10. The strengthen

ing effect on moment resistance from addition of a small amount of axial compressive load is

obvious. The change in capacity at different maximum compressive strain levels is a result of

spalling and variation in material stress- strain properties with varying strain levels.

As mentioned, variation in axial loads affects column stiffness under bending. While

increasing the bending strength, the added axial compression decreases the total ductility avail

able. Both of these effects are detectable in the column moment-curvature plots seen in Figure

3.11. Small stiffening effects of a compression load, and softening due to tension loading are

apparent as well. The concrete spalling and loss of a large resisting area of the section when the

column is loaded in the weak direction creates a notable drop in moment capacity.

Additional illustration of column capacity, calculations and comparisons with RCF2

predicted characteristics are included in Appendix B along with calculations of beam strengths

and stiffnesses.
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Chapter 4

Test Instrumentation

Over one hundred and forly measuring devices of various sorts were used to obtain a dahl

description of the tests. The instruments. including <.IcceleroJ11ctcrs. force transducers. strain

gauges. dispb.!ccmcnt measuring potentiometers and differential transformers. recorded the

Same Iypes or basic dala as oblained in previous leslS and repOrls rrom these, II I. 121. may be

consulted I'DI' a morc thorough understanding of the instrumcnL<llion and oata reduction pro

cess. Certain new forms of instruments. additional devices to measure biaxial mol ion and data

analysis devi<.:cs were applied in the presellt tests and arc specifically noted. Detailed dcscrip.

lions of each type or instrument and its range of applicability arc included in Appl'II(f,x C.

Table Molinn

The actual lable 1110tion will always vary slightly from the input <':0111111,1I1d signals due to

the mechanical and hydraulic limitations or the systcm itself. Response of the tablc to a given

coml11and signal is limited by aV(lilablc displacement at low frequencies (Q·21Iz), by vclocity

and oil !low capacities at mid-frequencies (2~15 liz), and by maximum i.lcccicration and oil

pressure al high rrequencies (15 liz) as described by Rea el al [5!. Thererore, acceleromelers

and direct-current-differential transformer «(JeDT) displaccment measuring devices explicitly

record the actual table motion including horizontal acceleration and displacement in the direc

tion of motion, horizontal acceleration tr,lI1sversc to the direction of 1110tion, vertic;JI accelera

tion and displacel11ent. and twist. roll, pitch angula.r accelerations.

Structural Rt'SPOIlSl'

The prll11ary structural response quanti\ies, 11001' displacements and accelerations, were

measured at each noor level using linear variable potentiometers (POTS) and accelerometers.

Three potentiometers per noor, mounted on reference frames off the table itself as diagrammed

in Figure 4.1. provided the data required to calculate the longitudinal and transverse displace

ments at the center of each noor combined with the horizontal angular torsional displacement.

Difl'ercnces between the floor displacements and the measured table displacement provide rela

tive structural values. Uniaxial accelerometers were mounted at the center of span of each

noor on the cast and south sides of the structure oriented in the transverse and longitudinal

directions respectively. Additional accelerometers were placed in the two directions on the can·

crete mass blocks fix.ed upon each noor to detect differential accelerations due to rocking pro~

duced by bending or the supporting slab and beams. Force transducers measuring shear and

moment along the two symmetry axes of the columns are located at midstory heighl of each

22
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Figure 4.1 Location and .:t/[achmenl of 3 POTs at each floor.

POT! Ifll l, ,I

'- -' L "e-Sr
MEASURED
DISPLACEMENT

Figure 4.2 Strain gauges mounted on column reinforcing bar.

Ml'lIIl)l'r Bl'Il~I,'ior

individual column. The transducer outputs. from 4 or 2 active arlll strain gauge- 4 arm Wheat

stone bridge circuits, when l1lultiplcd by appropriate calibration factors. provided direct force

readout. Since the base shears, as output by the lower column transducers. arc directly propor

tional 10 inertial forces (luring dynamic excitation, the consistency of the transducer's shear out

put C<lll be checked by comparison to the 111i:ISS acceleration data 1'1'0111 the accelerometer output

(Sl'l' CI/(JjJ/{'r ()J.

Individual member response in terms of member rotations and component strains were

measured. as in lhe previous leS{S. using DCDT's and strain gauges attached to reinforcing

bars. Strain gauges. or clastic range and POSt yield type. as shown in Figure 4.2. were attached

directly to many of the reinforcing bars in both columns and beams.

Most of the gauges were located at critical column·footing. column-beam or beam-beam joint

interfaces. Combinalion of these gauge results at each column or beam end allowed calculation

of curvalure at {hell location. Addilional g,luges were ,Ipplied slightly (] in. or 7.62cm,) [0

either side of the critical interface gauge at certain locations as indicators of the amount of yield

propagation and bond loss along the bars.
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Figure 4.3a Column

DCDT mountings.

Figure 4.3b Beam DCDT

mounting system.

Direct current differential transformer (DCDT) displacement measuring instruments were

mounted on columns and beams near the joints all opposite sides of the members (0 determine

relative rotation between the member and joint through the differential DeDT displacements.

At the column ends the DCDT's were mounted on threaded studs cast integrally into the

columns at the center of each column face and located an average distance of 4in. (l0.16cm)

from the joint interface. Targets for the DCDT's were glued to the footing or beam bottom

surfaces. The location and attachment at a typical column base is shown in Figure 4.3a. Beam

DCDT's were mounted on frames as described in References [I J and [2J and shown in Figure

4.3b.
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Data Acquisition

The data acquisition process was nearly identical to that described earlier, [2], and briefly

summarized here. Extra devices to increase the number of data collecting channels and a new

instrument to provide direct frequency analysis were utilized as well. The basic data acquisition

system, a permanent facility at the Earthquake Simulator Laboratory, consists of multiple signal

conditioners preceding a 128 channel signal scanner and analog to digital data conversion unit

coupled to a minicomputer and disc storage unit on line with a magnetic tape deck. The bal

anced, nulled or conditioned signals from all of the individual instruments are read in bursts at

0.01952 second intervals with a phase lag of fifty microseconds between sequential channels and

the signals are converted to digital data and sent to disc storage. Thus, on this system the data

read rate is 51.23 times per channel per second (51.23 Hz.).

A second data acquisition unit was used in parallel with the system described above to

provide'an expanded data collection capability of 20 channels. The equipment configuration of

the system was nearly identical to that above, except that the digital data was written directly on

magnetic tape, skipping the disc storage step. Data collection on this system was run at exactly

50 Hz with 0.0200 sec. between each burst of channel readings.

Interfacing of the data collected on the two systems above was accomplished through the

use of a channel common to both systems. A single peak on this common channel was used to

define the time scale of the second system relative to the first. After matching the common

time point in both systems, the data from the second system was converted to the same scan

interval as the first system (0.01952 sec.) using a parabolic interpolation algorithm.

The new data interpretation device, a real time spectrum analyzer, was used to evaluate

the structure's natural frequencies at various times during the testing sequence. Between tests,

a pseudo white noise generator was used to deliver a low level noise command signal to the

shaking table with the envelope characteristics shown in Figure 4.4. The response of the struc

ture as interpreted through the four floor located accelerometers was viewed sequentially

through the spectrum analyzer allowing determination of the natural frequencies from the

spiked peaks as seen in Figure 4.5 for a particular accelerometer.
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Figure 4.4 Spectrum of actual table motion with noise command signal.
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Figure 4.5 Spectrum of frame's response to table motion of Fig. 4.4.



Chapter 5

Experimental Program

The test program for this present frame included graduated shaking tests on the shaking

table, intermediate testing of structural natural frequencies and damping, repairing of the dam

aged frame using commercial repair techniques followed by mOre shaking and frequency tests

and finally static testing of the frame under lateral load to destruction. This overall sequence

was generally similar to the RCF2 frame tests conducted previously and allows comparisons of

results between the two projects.

Earthquake motion

The primary dynamic test motion applied at various amplitudes through the shaking table

was a displacement record derived from the accelerogram of the Taft N69W component of the

1952 Kern County, California, earthquake. As described by Hidalgo and Clough (2), this par

ticular signal was selected because of its broad frequency spectrum and long duration of strong

amplitude motion. It has been used as the basic test signal in the previous reinforced concrete

frame test programs, including the RCF2 testing. The shaking table's amplitude of motion

under this signal can be continuously varied up to a maximum displacement of over 5 in. 02.7

em.) by applying a scaling factor to the original Taft record. At the maximum (5 in,) displace

ment setting the peak table acceleration, (with structure-table interaction) would be approxi

mately 0.7 g's or 4.4 times the measured acceleration of 0.16g in the Taft record.

Earthquake Test Sequence

Six earthquake tests were performed with the concrete frame on the shaking table. Four

tests were initially executed causing significant inelastic motion and stiffness deterioration. The

frame was subsequently repaired using a commercial epoxy injection procedure and retested

with two strong motion shakes. The entire sequence of tests with descriptive quantities is listed

in Table 5.1 with the analogous sequence used in the RCf2 test program.

A very low intensity shake was the first signal applied through the table with the intention

of inducing minor cracking in the virgin frame to replicate the condition of a real structure

which has seen service loading. The actual peak acceleration amplitude of the table during this

test was 0.06 g. A second, identical test was conducted with the same peak acceleration. The

data from this second test describes a normal frame's elastic response to a minor excitation.

The next severe shaking of the undamaged model under the same magnified signal simu

lated the effect of a sudden intense earthquake upon a normal frame structure forcing an

27
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Table 5.1

TEST

frame repaired

TaftlOOwl

Taft850w2

Taft850w3

Earthquake Test Sequeuce- Table Motion

Peak Peak
TEST Ace. Displ.

(g's) (in.)
TaftlOO(I) 0.062 0.503
TaftlOO(2) 0.061 0.498
TaftlOOO 0.685 5.07
Pacoima 1.49 5.23

Frame repaired / epoxy injection
Pacoima 1.37 5.25
TaftlOOO 0.711 5.06

RCF2 uniaxial frame
Peak
Ace.
(g's)
0.097

0.57

0.65

Accelerations given are

the same as components

along longitudinal axis.

inelastic response. The table's horizontal acceleration during the signal reached a peak of

nearly 0.7 g or more than ten times the amplitude of the previous tests. The ground (or table)

displacement reached 5.1 in. (13 em,), nearly the limit of the shaking table facility.

In completion of this test sequence a final strong motion test followed with a similar

intensity to study the effect of a severe aftershock. A new signal from the derived Pacoima

accelerogram of the 1971 San Fernando, California, earthquake provided a different frequency

input and a short duration of strong motion. Application of this signal was the first major varia

tion from the RCF2 test sequence. The maximum horizontal acceleration of the table in a very

sharp peak, was 1.49 g's. Sufficient damage was observed during this shake to warrant repair

by an epoxy adhesive pressure injection technique prior to continued testing.

After repair the frame was subjected to a second test sequence starting with a high inten

sity run of the Pacoima record and followed with a duplicate of the strong Taft motion used

previously.

Frequency measurement

The fundamental natural frequencies of the structure were acquired between each of the

dynamic tests as a means of measuring the amount of stiffness decay and associated structural

damage along with an indication of the effective modal damping. Natural frequency and damp

ing values could serve a useful basis in establishing effective analytical models during subse

quent response correlation studies. Three separate methods of frequency determination were

employed and served as cross checks upon each other.

Free Vibration tests were accomplished by pulling the first and second floors of the struc

ture horizontally along each of its principal axes under a static load applied through a cable with

a sudden cutting of the pulling cable. The resulting response and vibration decay were moni

tored through appropriate accelerometers with variable filters and plotted in analog form

through which frequency and logarithmic damping could be measured. The same signals were

led to the spectrum analyzer and frequencies could be verified from the position of sharp

response spikes. Digital data collected during the free vibrations was used as input for a Fast
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Fourier Transform program in the system's minicomputer and the resulting spectra were plot

ted. The maximum amplitude of vibration of the second floor during these tests varied from

0.05 to 0.2g in top story acceleration.

Frequencies were also determined using the response decay phase in the motion of the

structure during the earthquake shaking tests after the table motion had ended. The frequency

under these conditions represented the real characteristics of the structure supported on a soft

foundation. The "soft" foundation provided by the shaking table supported on its hydraulic

actuators, passive stabilizers and air cushion interacting with the model structure has shown a

tendency to reduce the apparent frequency of vibration of the structure below that on a fixed

foundation. The frequencies again were measured from analog plots of floor accelerations and

verified by the output of a spectrum analyzer. The amplitude of the vibration during the

measurable signal decay period varied from 0.02g in the light shakes to 0.3g after the TIOOO

tests.

The third and simplest technique of natural frequency analysis used the pseudo white

noise generator described previously to create a very low amplitude noise type vibration of the

table; and response of the structure interpreted through the spectrum analyzer. The actual

maximum structural accelerations induced were approximately 0.04g's.

It is important to note that the natural frequencies determined under low amplitude vibra

tion conditions do not necessarily characterize the natural frequency of the structure at any par

ticular instant during a large scale shaking. Inelastic or nonlinear behavior such as crack open

ing or bond slip continuously modify the structural stiffness, and therefore frequency, during

large amplitude motions, but may not occur during small movements. Hence, the variation of

natural frequency under low amplitude tests can only be taken as a coarse indication of struc

tural damage.

Static Destructive Pull

Static horizontal displacement testing of the frame provided a final measure of its

strength, the remaining stiffness and overall ductility. The structure was pulled horizontally at

the second floor level. Constantly increasing displacement was slowly applied until the struc

ture had deformed sideways more than two feet (0.6Iml. The measured force and displace

ment quantities are plotted in analog form in Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Test Results

Visual damage description

The general nonhomogeneous character of concrete structures causes complex force

resisting mechanisms which constantly change state during applied excitations. Under low level

loading, the resisting mechanism may be simply dependent on the gross section properties or

transformed combined concrete and steel section and essentially respond like a homogeneous

linear elastic member. As loading increases, concrete cracks in tension regions, the concrete

stresses are no longer linearly related to strains in the compressive region. steel stresses reach

the yield point, steel to concrete bond deteriorates, the neutral axis moves, unconfined concrete

crushes and spalls off the member face, all causing consecutive changes in the member

stiffness. Some of the progressive deterioration mechanisms result in physically visible

phenomena. Cracks appear in tension loaded concrete; concrete cracks open significantly when

yielding produces large strains in tensile loaded steel and large steel yielding causes bar to con

crete bond deterioration; concrete spalls when high compressive stresses occur in unconfined

material. Observation of these effects allows some judgement as to what state of resistance

mechanism the member is in at any point in time.

In addition to pinpointing local state of stiffness the listed visually detectable qualities pro

vide an immediate indication of where within a full structure critical high force to member

strength ratios are occurring. Unexpected types of cracking or cracking in unusual locations

may signal the importance of response mechanisms which might not normally be considered.

Since the majority of structures damaged during earthquake motions are not instrumented

to indicate exact load response history and the extent of deterioration of stiffness, it would be

desirable if physical observation could be employed to some extent as a criterion for judging

continued serviceability. Cracking would indicate development of lowered stiffness, easily

repairable through epoxy injection. Concentrated multiple cracks may be indicative of local

yielding in reinforcing and loss of bond in the yielded region difficult to fully repair with epoxy

injection. Spalling of surface concrete implies a significant deterioration of strength and

stiffness with loss of exterior rebar to concrete bond, requiring full rebuilding of the section. If

such deterioration is present in a significant number of locations relative to the indeterminacy

of the structure, a partial plastic mechanism may be formed, resulting in large deformation or

collapse with continued loading. To this effect visual observations were made on the test model

for use in correlation with actual measured data.

30
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A. Taft 100(2)

The Taft 100(2) signal was the second low intensity shake applied to the structure with a

peak acceleration of 0.06g's. This test was intended to excite the structure within its so-called

elastic range. Very little cracking could be observed after completion of the test. A few

micro-cracks developed at the extreme corners near the tops and bottoms of the first floor

columns indicating that the effective section stiffness, in the column end region, should be

based on cracked section properties for analysis purposes. No additional cracking was evident

within the T-beams beyond the small amount of cracking (under positive moment) which had

occured near the center of the longitudinal beams when the mass blocks were set on the floors.

Figure 6.1 Crushing at
lower column base, past
T1000 test.

B. Taft 1000

The first large magnitude shaking of the frame was under the Taft signal with a maximum

table acceleration of 0.7g. Considerable cracking occurred at member joints throughout the

lower story of the frame. The bottom floor columns showed bending type cracks, as wide as

0.05in., particularly at the column corners within 6-81n from the top and bottom ends. Column

cracking generally seemed to be concentrated at the very ends of the members. All of the

columns had a crack around their full circumference at the column footing joint. Crushing of

the concrete cover was definitely detectable at key points (see Figures 6.1 & 6.2) of high defor

mation including:

Crushing

- southeast corner of column at the bottom, north B-frame lower column,

- southeast corner of column at the bottom, south B-frame lower column,

- southeast corner of column at the top, north B-frame, lower column,

- northwest corner of column at the top, south A-frame, lower column,

Spalling accompanied the concrete crushing at the 2nd and 3rd locations listed above. The spal

ling in this test, occurring only at column corners, differed from the type seen in the RCF2

frame where spalling developed along the column face as expected in uniaxial bending.
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Figure 6.2 key 10 column and frame notation.

All of the lower columns had 0.025in. wide cracks at their top column to beam joints. At

both the north A frame and south A frame column to transverse girder joints a crack opening

of O.OSin (13mm) wide remained in the columns. Cracking due to bending was concentrated

within the top 4in (JDcm) of the column. There were no significant shear cracks in any of the

columns and there W3S no cracking within the vicinity of the force transducers. Upper columns

showed very lillie cracking except for small (less than 0.025in. wide) cracks at the joint with the

first floor slab.

Damage to the transverse and longitudinal girders varied significantly from the RCF2

uniaxial frame. The RCF2 test damage after the first major shake was reported as follows III:

"also, cracks developed in the longitudinal girders near the column joints,
extending from the bOllom surface to the base of the slab. Some minor crack
ing oecurred at the top of the first floor slab along the line of the transverse
girder,

In contrast, there was no visible slab cracking in this frame. A single crack, less than 0.025in.

wide. appeared on the bottom of the transverse girder ncar the nonhwest co\umn on the exte

rior cantilever beam segment and ran only I in. (2.54) up into the beam. This lack of cracking

deformation in the slab and beams seems to indicate that under the biaxial motion greater

stiffness deterioration occurred in the lower columns than in the RCF2 test and most of the

horizontal displacement of the frame may have been a result of inelastic hinge formation at the

lower column extremities. allowing columns 10 bend or sway without causing signific.mt beam

deformation. Spalling, which was in evidence at the column bases, supports such a postulated
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hinging effect at yield load.

Figure 6.3 Spalling along

north face of SB column at

footing. post Pacoima.

c. Pacoima lest

A considerable amount of additional damage was caused by deformation during the major

"aftershock" Pacoima test. Extensive serious cracking. crushing. and spalling occurred at the

column to footing joints. All of the columns except the south B frame column exhibited spal

ling along their entire north and south faces with damage concentrated at the corners as seen in

Figure 6.3. The entire base of each column was cf<:lcked at the footing in a manner similar to

that in the photo. Crack widths were as large as 0.1 Oin. in most locations. There were very

few cracks in the midseclion of the columns, morc than 8in (20c01) above the footing. Similar

cracking and spalling existed at the lower level column tops such as that shown in Figure 6.4.

Spalling was concentrated at the corners and the north and south faces. In Figure 6.5 the crack

ing pattern on the exterior north face of the north column can be observed to continue above

the beam column joint; yet the cracks are definitely concentrated in the joint region. Extension

of cracking into the joint was interpreted as indicating that either rebar yield and/or bar slip had

developed within the joint region.

Again, lhere was very lillIe cracking ;n {he beams or [he slab. The complelc lack of

significant beam cracks may be noted in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The minor extent of slab cracking

and upper column damage is obvious upon inspection of the typical joint shown in Figure 6.6

which shows a second story column and noor slab. The type of crack visible in the slab in the

lower right hand corner should particularly be noted. Diagonal slab cracks intersecting the

column near its imcrior corner have been noticed in previous tests of similar frames. They are

a result of tensile force being from the rebar of the T-beam nanges to the slab concrete and car

ried by shear stress to the column itself. Shear stresses developed within the slab result in the

diagonal crack (across the direction of principal tension) when stress levels reach a limiting

magnitude, effectively separating the T-beam flanges from the column and decreasing the beam

to column joint stiffness.
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Figure 6.4 Cracking and

spalling at firsl story SA

column lOP, viewed from

east. post Pacoi rna.

Figure 6.5 Cracking at first

story column top, NB

column, view from north·

C£lst.

--.Rf PAC011\A 1000

Repaired frame lesls

After the Pacoima test, the epoxy injection repair took place followed by additional test

ing. Though the remainder of this dissertation will concentrate on the frame behavior during

the firsl major Taft lest (Taft 1000), it is of interest to examine the exaggeraled damage which

occurred in Ihe firsl Pacoima test and Ihe repaired frame lesls 10 collect further clues loward

understanding the types of damage mechanisms in operation.

The lola I exlent of the column base damage after tesling of the repaired frame is evident

from Figure 6.7. The concrele cover is crushed and spalled 10 the poinl where Ihe resisting
I

~
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Figure 6.6 Cracking in first

floor slab at base of N A

second slory column.

,O\T P~(Ol.fI\" \000,

mechanism consists of the rebars with residual elongation after yielding and the confined con

cretc. The column lOps were in an cll1a)ogoLJs condilion. illustraled in Figure 6.8. A view of

Ihe same column from the north (exterior) side is taken in Figure 6.9. All the cover concrete

in the joint region has loosened or spallccl away from the north face of the column. indicating a

loss of bond and existence of bar slip for the visible longitudinal column reinforcing bars (Fig

ure 6.10). Though no calastrophic collapse occurred. the Slructure failed in the real sense that

it waS no longer able to provide required lateral stiffness.

Natural frequl'ncies

The change in the model's basic natural frequencies after each test might be construed as

an indication of the relative damage and stiffness deterioration caused by the preceding motion.

In fact numerous existing buildings in California and elsewhere have been field tested under

small amplilude forced vibrations to determine their natural frequencies. It is hoped Ihat if any

of Ihe buildings experience strong ground shaking. elfects of Ihe shaking may be inferred from

Ihe change in frequency properties 161.

Variations of Ihe present structural models' natural frequencies along the two principal

axes are portrayed graphically in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. (Mode I lateral vibration refers to the

characterislic displacemenl patiern in which the enlire frame simultaneously moves in the same

direction laterally. In mode 2 vibration, the directions of lateral motion for the two noors are

opposile of each olheL) A slight decrease in frequency is observable arter the firsl Tart low
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;1
Figure 6.7 NB column at

footing joint, dam<.tge to
repaired colul11n.

Figure 6.9 Loss of cover

concrete and bar bond, lOr

sion shear damage to nrst

noor slab, NA column top.

- ..Figure 6.8 Extensive

corner and face spalling al

NA column top,

Figure 6.10 Closeup of bar

and crushed concrete in NA

column at nrst noor joint.
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Figure 6.11 Longitudinal axis natural frequency variation.
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Figure 6.12 Transverse axis natural frequency variation.

magnitude shaking as would be expected if minor cracking occurred reducing the effective sec

tion size and moment of inertia at critical locations. The second low magnitude Taft signal

caused virtually no change in frequency and hence it probably excited the structure in a nearly

elastic manner without a/fecting further cracking. However the Taft 1000 strong motion signal

reduced the first natural mode frequency along each of the principal structural axes by nearly

one half. The second modal frequency in both directions was reduced by thirty per cent. The

aftershock, in the form of the Pacoima record, resulted in a small additional decrease in fre

quencies. Considering the significant extra amount of visible damage in the form of column

cracking and spalling that was recorded after the Pacoima test, it is surprising to find such a

small decrease in frequency. Apparently the internal damage was caused during the Taft signal

from the few major displacement cycles and the additional displacement cycles of the Pacoima

signal forced already crushed concrete to spall giving the impression of extensive further dam

age.

The commercial epoxy injection repair procedure which followed the initial testing barely

brought the structural natural frequencies above the level existing after the first large Taft test,

especially along the transverse axis. If frequency is indeed an indication of structural damage

levels, this repair procedure was quite inadequate to restore initial stiffness. After the first

retest, with the Pacoima motion,the frequencies immediately fell near to or below their pre

repair levels. Average frequencies, the result of previously described measuring procedures are

listed in Table 6.1.

Comparing results of the tests for structural frequencies run on the present frame with

those from the RCF2 frame we find an indication of similar degradation. The first mode fre

quency in the longitudinal direction shows less of a decrease after the first small scale shaking

but greater degradation during the first large scale inelastic test. Second longitudinal mode
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MODEl

Table 6.1
Frequency and Damping History·

Frequency Hz
longitudinal I trans.

RCF2 RCF5 RCF5
trans.
RCF5

initial 3.80 3.44 2.07 1.28 4.78 "4.68
TI00(I) 3.13 3.43 2.02 4.20 2.17 3.14
TI00(2) - 3.46 1.99 - 1.95 3.19

TIOOO 2.03 1.86 1.01 5.77 3.87 3.77
Pacoima - 1.58 0.94 - 5.34 4.76
Repaired 2.58 2.03 1.21 2.67 3.93 4.54
Pacoima - 1.70 0.93 - 4.18 6.09

MODE 2
initial 9.80 8.86 5.43 1.59 1.87 -

TI00 (I) 8..70 8.60 4.95 . 1.93 1.58 2.58
TI00(2) - 8.52 4.92 - 1.95 -

TIOOO 6.70 6.03 3.57 2.99 2.36 -
Pacoima - 5.42 3.29 - 2.94 3.80
Repaired 7.22 6.20 3.51 2.00 2.64 -
Pacoima - 5.40 3.02 - 3.68 -

*Damping given as a percent of criNcal.
Data indicated for state after given test signal.

Frequency ratios- /1'/2
initial TlOO(J) T100(2) TlOOO Pacoima Repair Pacoima

LONGITUDINAL
RCF2 0.39 0.36 0.30 0.36
RCF5 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.31 0.29 0.3J 0.31

TRANSVERSE
RCF5 0.38 0.41 0.40 0.28 0.29 0.34 0.31

frequencies show the same behavior though less accentuated.

Damping, as measured by logarithmic decrement during free vibration decay, varies inex

plicably in the first two measurements associated with all the vibration modes, but generally fol

lows the variation seen in the previous RCF2 model during the remainder of the test sequence.

Decay associated with the first and second modes of the structure was obtained by pulling the

structure laterally, at the top and lower floors respectively, and suddenly releasing. The per

cent of critical damping associated with second mode of vibration in the transverse direction

was impossible to measure in certain instances due to difficulty in filtering undesirable associ

ated frequencies out of the free vibration acceleration signal.
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Figure 6.13 PSV spectrum plots for original Taft earthquake, nooo
motion, RCF2 W2 motion, with 2% damping.

Structural response under earthquake shaking

The original Taft earthquake created damage in the Taft, California, area consistent with a

Mercalli intensity of VII and specific damage at a near fault localized area indicating a scale XI

intensity. The magnitude, judged from acceleration records, was calculated as 7.5 to 7.7. A

pseudo velocity spectrum with 2% damping as derived from the accelerogram is plotted from

CalTech [7] data in Figure 6.13. The earthquake records originally recorded at Taft Lincoln

High (S69E) and distributed in corrected form (Cal Tech [8]), showed a peak acceleration of

0.18g's. velocity pulse of 10.6 in/sec. and maximum displacement of 2.5 in. in the initial thirty

seconds.

Though the signals used in frame testing were based on the ground motion derived from

the Taft earthquake record, the actual movement of the table was, in general, not identical to

the historic record. Moreover, the motion is not exactly repeatable from one test motion to

another. These variations result partially from mechanical limitations of the hydraulic pump,

transmission and actuator system (as described previously). Differences seen from one test to

another can also be caused by progressive aging and deterioration due to heating of components

within the closed loop electronic control and feedback system and from model system dynamic

interaction effects with models at slightly different frequencies.

Table motion:

Time histories of table displacement and acceleration for the TIOO (2) and TIOOO (Taft

Signal) tests on the present frame and the W2 Taft 850 test on the RCF2 frame along with

spectra plots are exhibited in Figures 6.31-47 at the end of this chapter. The following table

lists common parameters used to characterize earthquake ground motions for the principal tests.

The nOO(2) shaking was very mild and similar to common weak earthquakes. The Tl 000
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Table motion characteristics:

TlOO(2) 0.062 0.503

TEST

peak
accel.
(g's)

peak
displ.
(in.)

max.
velocity

pulse
(in's)

4.01

peak accel.*
long. trans.
axis axis
(g's) (g's)

0.056 0.026

TlOOO 0.685 5.07 32.46 0.621 0.289

0.57 0.00n.a.W2 T850 0.57 4.10
RCF2

·Calculated as components o/the peak acceleration.

shaking contained a velocity pulse of 32.5 in/sec (82.5cm/sec) three seconds into the signal

with a second pulse of 31.1 in/sec (79.lcm/sec) under the peak acceleration at six seconds.

The effective ground accelerations along the frames' two principal axes were calculated as the

vector components of the table acceleration. The peak acceleration of the RCF2 test was

slightly lower than the longitudinal axis component of the present frame. Thus if the frame

damage is proportional to peak inertial force, the present frame would be expected to show a

slight bit more damage regardless of biaxial effects. However, high frequency spikes in the

acceleration are not always correlated with the occurrence of maximum damage. More often,

inelastic response and damage follow from a short sequence of lower amplitude shaking near

the structure's natural frequency, building up elastic resonant response, followed by a sizeable

energy pulse, creating inelastic deformation.

SOLID = RCFS
DASH = RCF2
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Figure 6.14 Table displacement in the RCF5 TlOOO and RCF2 850 W2 tests.

The frequency content of the test signals may be inferred from the approximate velocity

response of a one degree of freedom system to the motion as presented in a pseudo-velocity

response spectrum plot. The spectra for the major tests and the original Taft motion are plotted

in Figure 6.13 for a system with 2% of critical damping. The RCF5 plot was calculated from

the component of motion along the longitudinal axis of the frame to allow comparison with the

RCF2 spectrum. The two spectra are very similar in character and indicate comparable
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frequency content though the RCF5 signal tends to be slightly stronger especially in the lower

frequencies (longer periods). The ground (table) displacement components along the longitu

dunal axes of the frame are plotted in Figure 6.14 for the same tests. The two motions have a

strong resemblance though the RCF5 test displacement is again slightly greater. Towards the

end of the shake, after 15 seconds, the two displacement records have a distinct relative base

line shift. The shifting baseline, caused by low frequency components (greater than 1Hz), has

very little effect on structural response.

Test model response

The overall response of a structure to applied load is often described in terms of various

global parameters such as floor accelerations, base shear, floor displacements and story drift.

Values for such parameters are tabled for comparison of the motion during the prime tests.

Global structural response

Frame and test signal

RCF5 RCF5 RCF2

TIOO(2) nooo 850-W2

table acceleration* 0.055 0.620 0.570

longitudinal axis:

acceleration peak(g)
1st floor 0.144 0.684 0.798

2nd floor 0.198 1.093 Ll07

rel.displacement peak(in.)
1st floor 0.108 2.12 2.04

2nd floor 2.73

transverse axis:
acceleration peak(g)

1st floor 0.041 0.306

2nd floor 0.072 0.451

reI. displacement peak (in.)

1st floor 0.087 1.54

2nd floor 2.05

torsion (radians)

1st floor 0.0043

*accelcralion component along longitudinal axis;

Table 6.3

Of the one hundred and forty-one data measuring devices monitored during testing, the results

from only one instrument were detected as inoperable. Unfortunately, the potentiometer

measuring longitudinal motion at the south end of the frame at the second floor had a poor

electric wire connection resulting in an intermittent open circuit during the TlOO(2) and TlOOO

tests of the present frame. However, since the majority of the inelastic deformation occurred

below the first floor, mainly in the first floor columns, this was not a critical loss. Plots of floor

accelerations and displacements in time-history form can be found in Figures 6.37,38,41 and 42

at the end of this chapter.

Histories of the first floor deformations in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 immediately indicate the

difference in the model's natural frequency of vibration along the two principal axes. The

difference is obvious in the plots mainly because the model is responding primarily in its two
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first lateral vibration modes. If a significant amount of displacement occurred in the second

lateral vibration modes, the obvious wave form in the Figures would be obfuscated by the

higher second mode frequencies. The predominance of first mode response is further verified

by the floor acceleration plots (Figures 6.37,38,40, and 42) where second mode effects should

be accentuated due to the w' effect. The true biaxial nature of the displacements becomes

apparent if the motion is viewed from above the frame producing a displacement path trace as

plotted in Figure 6.17.
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As mention previously, the response of a structure may be more often a function of the

excitation frequency (vs.the structure's natural frequency) than of the peak acceleration of the

ground motion. The lack of correlation between the times of buildup and decay in the 2 dis

placement histories along the axes of this structure (Fig. 6.15 & 6.16) is indicative of such

dependence. While the transverse axis motion builds up to high levels at 3.5sec. or at 25.4sec.,

the longitudinal motion is low; and vice-versa, the longitudinal motion builds up at l3sec. and

18sec. while the transverse motion is low. However, both axes show peak displacement near 6

seconds, due to some resonant build-up, followed by a large energy sequence in the ground

motion. The close tie between resonant amplitude buildup and input signal frequency can also

be seen by comparing the response with records produced by Shoja-Taheri [9J, in which the

Taft signal is separated into components of small specified bandwidths.
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Figure 6.18 Firs! /loor longitudinal displacement, RCF5 and RCF2.

Displacements along the longitudinal axis of the RCF2 and RCF5 frames are superim

posed in Figure 6.18 from the Tl 000 test. The two models show nearly identical displacements

until the negative peak at approximately 6.2 seconds. At that instant the ReFS frame has a

peak in displacement along the transverse axis as well as the longitudinal and apparently suffers

greater stiffness deterioration than RCF2 as evidenced by the decrease in frequency relative to

the RCF2 frame over the remainder of the test.
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A comparison of the. overall stiffness and strength of the present frame versus the RCF2

frame can be seen in Figure 6.19. Major enveloping cycles of column displacement-shear,

in the longitudinal direction, (similar to displacement-base shear) are plotted with the RCF5

results solid and RCF2 results in dashed lines and shaded. It is of interest to note that:

I) both frames have essentially identical initial elastic stiffness;

2) the present frame shows a lower yielding level;

3) the present frame tends to have greater stiffness degradation.

Even though individual materials in the present frame were slightly stronger than those used in

the RCF2 test, the yield capacity of the present frame, under biaxial bending, was substantially

lower than under uniaxial load. Not only was the longitudinal shear capacity lower, but the

maximum principal shear, a vectorial combination of the shears occurring simultaneously along

the two axes, was just 7.44kips, definitely lower than the 8.5kip shear capacity developed in the

uniaxial RCF2 test. Such capacity reduction under multi-axial load may have serious conse

quences in columns designed using the code approved method of design in which independent

lateral load analysis is used along a structure's principal axes [12]. Though the plot (Fig. 6.19)

is of shear and displacement, it is important to understand that the major part of the displace

ment is a result of column bending and the three points given above are appropriately applied

to the bending behavior.

5.0 ,.--------;;~---_:;_-----...,..,===--_,

Figure 6.20
Figure 6.21

PSV spectra for the Tl000
ground motion with first
mode frame natural fre
quencies noted.
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Variation of natural period of the structural model during several of the shaking tests is

shown with plots of the pseudo-velocity spectra (with 3% and 5% of critical damping) for the

component of ground motion along each of the model axes in Figures 6-20 and 6-21. In both

axes the structure's period moved past relative peaks of the spectra plots. In general, based on

results of concrete frames previously tested [lJ,I2], [10], the natural period during a major test

decreases toward and remains in a valley of the spectra plot; strong shaking provides energy at

the necessary frequency - creating inelastic stiffness deterioration and moving the natural period

to an adjacent valley with insufficient additional energy input to cause further damage.
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Model local response

Additional quantities describing the overall response of the pr~sent frame and providing a

comparison with the previous test are listed in Table 6.3.

Table 6.4

Peak Values of Local Parameters
TlOOO:RCF5 frame

850-W2:RCF2 frame

peak max. shear max. moment residual displ.

accel*
column column after test

(g) NS EW NS EW 1-)ong. I-trans.
test

(k) (k) (in-k) (in-k) (in) (in)

TlOOO 0.620 7.28 4.63 270 108 0.065 0.058
850-W2 0.570 8.54 - - - 0.155 -

max. strain residual strain max. rotation res. rotation max. axial
column·· column** column"· , load

test milli in./in milIi inJin (radians) (radians) (kips)

NS EW NS EW compo ten.
TlOOO 18.1 6.6 0.0223 0.0226 0.0016 0.0035 45.6

.
·29.3

850-W2 20.7 6.9 . - - - 27.3 -5.5

.. acceleration of ground along longitudinal ax.is.;

U strains from no.5 reinforcing bars;

.u rotation in bottom 4" of column, for column lNAB;

The maximum column moments given in the table occurred at the base of the INA column.

Maximum moments measured at the column midheight, center of the force transducers, were

34.8in-k (3.9kN-ml in the north· south or strong axis and 13.5 in-k (1.5kN-ml in the east

west weak axis direction, indicating that the column moment inflection point never deviated far

from center. The maximum N-S moment (270in-k, 30.5kN-ml is higher than the statically

predicted column strength of 250in-k (28.2kN-ml as described in Chapter 3, this variation will

be investigated further in Chapter 7.
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A difference in residual first floor displacements found in the RCF2 and RCFS nooo
tests, and listed in Table 6.3, is noticeable in Figure 6.18; the Cause is not readily apparent.

The resonant build-up, peaking at 12.5 seconds and again at IS.8sec. seems to add progres

sively small amounts of permanent lateral drift which remains through the following response.

Column rotation was measured over a 4 inch (IO.2cni) gauge length at the column bases.

If the entire listed maximum rotation was considered to occur in a concentrated hinge at the

column base, the resulting displacement (if the column were a cantilever beam) at the opposite

end of the column would be 1.52in.(3.8Scm) with a residual displacement of 0.24in (0.6cm).

Since similar regions of.concentrated rotation, though smaller in' magnitude, form at the

column tops as well, a fair proportion of the 2.12in. (S.4cm) of lateral first floor displacement

becomes explainable.

"';;
"=0
"'Ui
-C/)

UJ
UJo:
uo
0:::;;
00u,u

50.000,---,--,-,.,---,.--_-, -,,....... ,-_-'-_-,

-25.000

...J "
<t+x ...... -50. 00 0o!-'-'~~~,J-;:-~~""'"":C'f_,......~~_;_f..,.....~~_:_:!'--';'~~_":';"_'::_~~.....,_!« S.O 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0

TIME IN SECONDS

Figure 6.22 History of NA column axial force.

Because of biaxial motion in the present frame, dynamic overturning moments formed

along both of the structural axes. When peak amplitudes occurred simultaneously, select

columns were subjected to double components of axial loading, increasing or decreasing the

summed axial load nearly twice as high as, or well below the RCF2 tests (Table 6.3). The

higher axial loads interacting in the columns change the moment capacity (see the moment

axial load diagrams, Chapter 3

Fig. 3.10) accentuating the overall change in bending behavior under biaxial motion. The axial

load history of the INA column is plotted in Figure 6.22.

A check on the accuracy of the shear channel of the column force transducers was possi

ble by comparing the total base shear as a sum of the individual transducer outputs, with the

total calculated inertial force. The inertial force was computed from the accelerometer data at

each floor and on the mass blocks multiplied by the proportion of structural mass associated

with each accelerometer. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 compare the calculated inertial force and the

transducer output. The summed transducer shear output is plotted in a solid line and the iner

tial forced dashed. (The agreement is so close that the two histories are nearly indistinguisable.l
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Figures 6.23 & 6.24 Comparison of transducer measured shears and inertial force.

Static pull to destruction

After completion of dynamic testing the structure was subjected to a lateral force applied

statically at the top floor level in the longitudinal direction (with the force transducers

removed). The only data measured consisted of force and structural floor displacement. A

plot of the load-deformation response, as shown in Figure 6.25, indicates the amount of ductil

ity available in the model frame. (Overall displacement ductility, measured from the plot of

Fig. 6.25, was 4.2 times the yield displacement of 5.6in.,) Figures 6.26 through 6.28 illustrate

the amount of deformation obtained (nearly 24" at top floor), and the column to beam inelastic

hinging behavior at member ends.
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Figure 6.25 Lateral load vs displacement plot, pseudo-static test.
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Figure 6.26 North rrame. Figure 6.27 First Ooor column joint.

Figures 6.26-6.28 Frame damage after
pseudo-static lateral test. approx. 24 in.
displacement at second Ooor.

Figure 6.28 Column rooting joint.
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Summary

Visual observation of physical evidence of damage, such as concrete cracking, crushing, or

spalling, and formation of concentrated regions of high deformation, was attempted as a means

of evaluating the amount of damage created during any test. While such damage inspection

provided a general indication of where inelastic energy dissipation mechanisms formed within

the frame, it did not effectively evaluate the amount of damage which had occurred. After the

Pacoima test, first story columns showed considerable concrete spalling at their bases which led

to a conclusion that sizeable stiffness degradation developed during the test. However, fre

quency data indicated that the actual damage (and stiffness deterioration) had occurred during

the preceding TaftlOOO test.

The frequency measurements produced quantitative information regarding the extent of

damage in the model, but essentially provided no definite information regarding where or how

the deterioration occurred.

Combination of visual inspection and frequency testing of an earthquake damaged system

could provide much of the information required to evaluate future structural safety. The quali

tative knowledge of approximate section condition (e.g. effective moment of inertia) and loca

tion of inelastic deformation from visual inspection may be used to develop an analytic

mathematical model of the system. Calculated natural frequencies from the analytic model

could be correlated with quantitative measured frequency data. The resulting analytic model,

with correct frequency characteristics, could then be used to predict structural response and

member load levels during future excitations as a means to judge future safety.

Column lateral strength, measured in the present biaxial tests, was substantially lower

than measured under uniaxial load. In addition, column stiffness, as determined through fre

quency tests and load-deformation relations, deteriorated to a greater degree under biaxial load

than under uniaxial. Both effects have serious implications regarding lateral load capacity of,

and design procedures for columns under earthquake loading. Accepting the random nature of

earthquake induced horizontal ground motion, it is obvious that columns, particularly in build

ings which rely on ductile moment resisting frames for lateral strength, will experience biaxial

loads. If columns are designed to resist loads along their principal axes directions indepen

dently, their capacity may be insufficient to resist induced multi-axial loads. Even when

columns are designed to successfully handle biaxial loading, reduced lateral stiffness, caused by

inelastic interaction, may result in structural failure.
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Figure 6.41 Second story transverse acceleration history, TIOOO test.
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Chapter 7

Local Behavior

The overall response of a structure is just a summing or coupling of the behavior under

excitation from the multiple elements, such as columns or joints, which form the structure.

Thus, it is the characteristics of individual elements which basically determine the reaction of

the whole structure to any applied deformation or loading. Local behavior is of particular

interest in the present test. The natural loading, including biaxial bending, in the columns and

axial force due to overturning moments, with full inelastic load reversals occurring in a fraction

of a second, allows an opportunity to study column behavior in a test situation which has not

been adequately achieved previously.

Section 1: General Column Mechanics

A set of load-deformation relations comprise the characteristics necessary to describe the

local column behavior. The exact form of such a relation is difficult to define for reinforced

concrete elements; even in the case of uniaxial loading, formulation of a moment bending

response description requires complex modeling. Under biaxial inelastic motion, coupling of

separate deformations, such as increased rotation about both axes due to yielding of reinforce

ment caused by combined moments, could render simple combination of two uniaxial response,
descriptions, where yielding might not occur under either of the individual moments, inap-

propriate. The loading and deformation of the columns in the present test have been closely

monitored to obtain a history of local behavior and to define the response characteristics. The

description of those results in the remainder of this Chapter will consider only the Taft 1000

earthquake test.

Column loads

Column force transducers provide a direct measurement of the four primary force quanti

ties, two bending moments and two horizontal shear components, at the mid-height of the

columns. Application of equations of force equilibrium allowed determination of moments at

the top and bottom column extremities. Column axial loads were calculated through a combi

nation of equal compressive forces from the measured model self-weight and additional axial

components varying in each column resulting from inertial overturning moments acting in the

frame's two principal axes. (The overturning moments came from a summation of the

56
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products of lumped

mass elevations multiplied by inertial forces, which were calculated as the lumped mass times

its acceleration.) Column torsion force was not measured. Though slight torsional rotation of

the individual columns did occur, the effects of torsional loading and deformation on individual

column elements has been neglected in this program. The relative size of the bending and axial

forces (as noted below) justifies the assumption that it was these which primarily controlled the

response. Maximum forces occurring (not necessarily simultaneously) in many of the column

members are listed in Table 7.1 with their frame location keyed in the sketch of Figure 7.1.

COLUMN "NB"

NORTH~SOUTH

MAJOR
AXIS· .....\-\

COLUMN "Ntl'

EAST -WEST

MINOR
AXIS,

,", '
\ '

COLUMN "SA"I

SHAKING TABLE

AXIS OF TABLE

~
MOTION

Figure 7.1 Key to column and frame notation

Column deformations

Lateral displacement at the column ends was calculated from the measured relative dis

placements on the first floor level assuming that the floor acted as a rigid diaphragm in its own

plane. Column bending was monitored by calculating the differential output from displacement

measuring DCDT's mounted on the column faces with a 4in. gauge length to give local

member rotation. The individual strains in each of the column rebars was measured and their

differential values were combined to give a second measure of rotation or curvature. Peak rota

tions, displacements and measured strains at various parts of the model frame are listed in

Table 7.2.
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Table 7.1

Peak Column Forces-Taft test (TIOOO)

C~lumn Shears (kips)

INA ISA INB ISB 2NA'

north~south
7.15 7.28 6.91

(strong axis)
7.17 4.04

east-west
3.34 3.83 4.63 3.34

(weak axis)
1.75

Column Moments (in-kips)
(at column basel at column top)

INA ISA tNB ISB 2NA

north-south

east-west
-2711245
108/-114

-2681240
1221-126

-233/-224
152/-150

2321-203
108/-110

87/180
53/-59

" 2NA re./i?rs 10 second sfOlY column.

Column Axial Loads (kips)

INA ISA INB ISB

compression
tension

45.6
-21.3

33.8
-24.2

42.1
-16.0

39.2
-27.0

Maximum "principal" forces- column INA
(vector combination of simultaneous components from the two axes)
Shear: Vp= 7.44 kips

Moment: Mp= 274 in-kips

Table 7.2

Peak Column Displacements- Taft test (1000)
(units in inches)

first story columns:
displacement NA SA NB 5B
north-south
(strong axis)
east-west
(weak axis)

2.14

1.50

2.14

1.81

2.10

1.50

2.10

1.81

principal* 2.31 2.35 2.27 2.32

3.4%3.4%3.5%3.4%horizontal
drift(%)**
torsional rotation of all columns ~ 0.0043 radians

'i" principal displacement = vector sum oforthogonal compOllellTS;

** based on principal displacement. dnji=displacementlcolumn height;
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east-west

Peak Column End Rotatious - Taft test (TIOOO)
measured over 4in. gauge

(units in radians)
north-southcolumn:

INA bottom
ISA bottom
INB bottom
ISB bottom
INA top
ISA top
2NA bottom

0.0223
0.0223
0.0220
0.0224
0.0120
0.0119
0.0053

0.0226
0.0208
0.0161
0.0210
0.0126
0.0169
0.0035

Peak Column Strains - Taft test (TlOOO)
(milli in./in.l

bar location

column: north
west

north south
east east

south
west

INA bottom
INA top
ISA bottom
ISA top

8.45
14.03
9.52
13.60

18.14
11.72
13.59
7.24

13.71
16.22
14.66
3.86

15.31
10.92
16.79
2.47

location:

Peak Beam Strains-Taft test (TlOOO)
(milli in./in.)

top bars bottom bars
transverse beam at
column INA
long. beam at
column INA

0.83

2.02

1.14

1.58

As mentioned in Chapter 6, a simple rotation at a column base of 0.022 radians could

cause a deflection at the column top of 1.49 in. (3.8cm.l if the column were a cantilever.

Nearly 70% of the actual first floor column drift would be immediately explained by such a

mechanism. In fact the column top peak rotations, noted in the previous table, occur simultane

ously with the peaks at the bottom, actually forming a double hinged column. A rotation of

0.022 radians was measured over the bottom 4 in. of the columns from the DCDT data.

Presumably the displacement data from any three non-coIinear devices at any horizontal

section of a column should be sufficient to define the rotation about horizontal axes of an ini

tially horizontal plane cut through the column at a section relative to its initial position. Having

four displacement or strain measuring devices at each section allowed a check to be made on

the plane deformation calculated from the output of any three of the devices. The displace

ment or strain output from all four devices located around the column at any section were

incorporated into a least squares plane fitting computer algorithm, with the sum of squared

errors taken as an indication of goodness of fit. Rotation along the two horizontal axes of the

column section was defined by forming a unit normal vector to the rotated plane and resolving

it into components along the column's own axis and the original horizontal axes of the section.

Data sets from reinforcing bar mounted strain gauges and column face located DCDT's were

both analyzed in this manner.
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The fit of a plane surface to the DCDT measured column deformations was exceptionally

close, even during large inelastic rotations, and was a pleasing verification of the basic engineer

ing first order theory that plane sections remain plane after loading. An estimate of the alge

braic equation for the deformed plane of the lower north A-frame column, based on the DCDT

measured displacements over a 4 in. (10.2 cm.) gauge length, had a peak sum of squared error

equal to 0.0000313 in. 2 at a time when the measured displacement on the north face was 0.215

inches. If the full error existed in anyone of the DCDT locations it would be less than 2.6% of

the maximum measured displacement at that instant.

Estimates of a deformed surface based on the strain gauge data produced results indicating

distortion of the assumed plane. The sum of squares of the errors between the actual and the

predicted strains from the estimated plane of deformation peaked with a value of 0.0000644

(strain squared) when the measured strain was 0.015. If that full discrepancy had existed at

one of the bars it would represent an error Of 0.008 or 52% of the maximum strain measured at

that time. Local measurements of. the column curvature based on such estimates of the

deformed plane have an unacceptable amount of error.

The natural non-homogeneous state of reinforced concrete should lead one to expect a

certain amount of nonuniform behavior at the the local level. The section distortion indicated

by the strain gauge measurements could be caused by local irregularities such as the discrete

cracking of concrete rather than a uniform straining in tension regions. Strain gauges placed at

locations on bars where concrete to re-bar bond deterioration has occurred will show

significantly different behavior than gauges on other bars at the same section with bond still

intact. In contrast, the DCDT's average the effect of such discrete phenomena over a longer

gauge length and avoid accentuating irregularities while providing a record of the desired

member rotational behavior. All the reinforcing bar peak strains listed were measured at

column-footing, column-beam, or beam-column joint interfaces. The peak deformation, at

1.8% strain, represents more than eleven times the yield strain. Moreover, alternate yielding in

tension and compression actually produced an unknown accumulated amount of inelastic strain,

considerably beyond that represented by a single cycle to eleven times the yield strain.

The additional strain gauges placed to either side of the joint interface gauge on a few of

the reinforcing bars provided further indication of reinforced concrete's non-homogeneity. The

south-east rebar at" the top of the ISA column is featured in Figure 7.2. Strains measured by a

gauge at the column-beam joint are described by the short dashed line, strains 3 in. into the

joint by the long dashed line, and strains 3 in. out in the column by the solid line. The bar

yields significantly in the column but not in the joint or at its interface. Specific location of

yielding in bars depends extensively on location of discrete tensile cracks in the concrete.

Yielding of this gage away from the column joint may well be a result of crack formation.

Figure 7.3 shows results from the north-west bar at the bottom of column INA. Here, the

solid line is the lowest gauge 3in. inside the footing, the short dash is the middle gauge- at the

column footing interface, and the long dash is located 3 in. up in the column. The straining is

similar to Figure 7.2 though the middle gauge shows some yielding.
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Figures 7,2-7.4 Rebar strains near column end joints,

Figure 7.4 comes from the south-east gauge set in the sapie column as the previous plot, ie,

the rebar diagonally opposite to that of Figure 7,3, Strain gauge representation is identicaL

Here both of the nonfooting gauges show yielding at approximately 4,25 seconds though in

differing amounts, Then, at 5.2 seconds, the rebar at the interface yields further after which

the gauge at the interface and in the column show nearly identical strains with a residual offset

of approximately 0,57% (strain of 0.0057), Certainly the concrete cannot withstand such tensile

straining without considerable cracking, The high strain combined with virtually no change

over the 3 inches separating the gauges is indicative of a loss in concrete-steel bond around this

bar, Similar behavior had probably occurred in numerous other ungauged bars at the column

bases,

The poor fit of a plane surface to the distorted rebar strain data could be a direct result of

the phenomena seen in the Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. Some of the bars may yield at the joint

interface while others remain elastic at the interface and yield at a location slightly inside the

member as seen in Figure 7,2, Or, bond loss over short distances may occur in certain bars and
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not others. In either case, the strain gauges cannot be used to provide an accurate estimate of

the local column curvature.
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Figure 7.5b East-west displacement vs
base shear, first floor.

Column load-deformation relations

A comparison between the changes in load and the related displacements in individual

elements throughout the frame's response history might directly indicate the element's

behavior characteristics. In real buildings the structure is often categorized by the floor dis

placements or relative floor drifts developed under lateral loading. Such a comparison for the

present model frame is illustrated in Figures 7.5a,b. Figure 7.5a, longitudinal first story dis

placement vs. base shear, exhibits:

-definite yielding, particularly in pOSitive or south direction with an estimated displace

ment ductility of 2.4 along the strong axis,

-several nearly full displacement reversals.

It is obviously impossible to follow the load deformation response timewise in Figure 7.5a due

to the numerous cyclic reversals during the response history, plotted atop one another. How

ever, a similar response plot, for a particular column, may be observed in detail through step by

step plots presented later in this chapter. Figure 7.5b of transverse shear vs. displacement, does

not include identifiable yield behavior, although numerous large displacement cycles, resulting

from biaxial interaction, are evident. To obtain structural characterizations analytically, as

shown in Figure 7.5, it is necessary to describe the individual column behavior in terms of the

lateral displacement expected at one end relative to the other, when a lateral force is applied.

The overall structural response will then follow as a sum of the column results.

The lateral load response at a structure's floors is normally given by the product of a

stiffness factor and the structure's lateral displacements. But the individual column load

response depends on the whole structure's torsional motion as well as the lateral displacements.

Figure 7.6 shows traces of the individual column displacements as seen from above the frame.

The difference in movement between the columns is due to varying additional lateral com

ponents caused by the frame's torsional twist. The peak torsional rotation of 0.0043 radians

would cause a lateral movement of 0.31 in. (0.79 em.) in the columns. The force and
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deformation quantities in each of the columns should differ slightly with the varied overall dis

placements.
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Column lateral load - displacements

The displacement under lateral load (shear) relation along the strong N-S axis of one of

the column elements is shown in Figure 7.7 from the TIOOO test. The stiffness in the north

south direction starts out as II kips/inch (I9.2 kN/ClIl) but begins to degrade in the first large

displacement cycle and remains near 3.1 to 3.3 kips/inch (5.7 kN/cm) through most of the test

after the initial strong motions at 6.3 seconds. The actual stiffness appears to depend on the

sign of the shear. Under negative shear, the slope of the curves (= stiffness) is slightly higher,

especially during the initial strong motion or large displacement cycles. This may be attribut

able to increased axial compressive force, a result of the frame's dynamic overturning moment

in the north-south direction, since it is co-incident with motions causing a negative shear.

Definite yield-type response may be observed as well. The "yield" level seems to depend on the

sign of the shear just as the stiffness did.
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The cause of the apparent load versus displacement response cannot be explained quite so

easily, though. Figures 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10 show the simultaneous load-shear displacement

response of the other three columns of the frame. The same axial loading due to north-south

dynamic overturning moment occurs in the north A-frame and north B-frame (NA and NB

columns), and thus the effect should be similar. However, comparison of Figures 7.7& 7.8

indicates distinct differences. In general, there still seems to be slightly higher stiffness under

negative shear in both the plots but the load behavior under negative shear is significantly

different. In the NA column, Figure 7.7, the shear peaks of the three highest cycles go higher

than -7.0 kips (31.1 kN) while the NB column of Figure 7.8 has all three of the correlated
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peaks less than or equal to -6.0 kips (26.7kNl. The loads and displacements under the two sets

of peaks are listed in the following table.

Time Shear NS Axial Load Di,pl. NS
Peak kips kips inches

sees.
NA NB NA NBNA NB

Table 7.3
peak 1 3.34 -7.3 -5.6 32.9 13.1 -0.92 -0.75

peak 2 5.17 -7.4 -6.0 32.8 19.8 -1.51 -1.54

peak 3 6.11 -7.2 -4.8 45.4 3.5 -1.59 -1.65

peak 4 7.44 -5.6 -5.4 18.6 29.1 1.50 1.48

In each of the three initial negative peaks (Fig. 7.7, 7.8), the actual compressive force is

considerably higher in the NA column than in the NB column, a result of the overturning

moments in the north-south and east-west directions combined. The column displacements,

listed with the axial load and shear values in the preceding table, are very close or nearly identi

cal in both columns. The higher shear or lateral load level at similar displacements is indicative

of a higher effective lateral stiffness under axial com pression. Examination of load and dis

placements in the two simultaneous fourth negative peaks shows that the shear in both columns

under very similar displacement is nearly the same, indicative of identical lateral stiffness, in

this instance with the NB axial load increased.
,

Additional differences in the response behavior may be due to the variation in the column

displacements mentioned earlier. Certain specific characteristics, such as the continued increase

in displacement under decreasing lateral load, as seen in the first major negative peaks of Fig

ures 7.7 and 7.8 are results of multi-axial interaction effects and will be investigated thoroughly

in the latter half of this chapter.

The major enveloping cycles of the NA column from Figure 7.7 are compared with the

shear displacement results from the same column location of the previous uniaxial RCF2 test

frame in Figure 7.11 (reproduction of Figure 6.19 in the preceding chapter). If the parameters

affecting the lateral load versus deformation relation for the columns in either of the two
frames are:
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column shear. displacement

a. lateral shear,

b. lateral displacement,

c. axial load,

as considered in the preceding comparison of behavior of the columns in the present test, then

one could expect that the additional axial compressive or tensile loads caused by the east-west

dynamic overturning moments would explain deviations between the column behavior in the

two test frames. However, even with the additional component of axial compressive load

(east-west overturning), which the uniaxial RCF2 column did not have, in the first three nega

tive peaks, (axial compression was greater than the maximum, 27k, in RCF2). The stiffness

and maximum shear are less than seen in the RCF2 column; but the higher axial compressive

load should have caused the exact opposite results.

This unexpected lower strength and lower stiffness in the column of the present skewed

frame must be the result of additional unconsidered parameters, beyond the three mentioned

previously, namely interaction effects due to the lateral force and displacement components

occurring in the second minor axis direction. Even when the two simultaneous shear com

ponents in the column were combined, the resultant 7.4k maximum shear was less than meas

ured during ul)iaxial testing.

Lateral load versus displacement behavior along the weak (east-west) axis of the NA

column is plotted in Figure 7.12 for the same test period as used in the north-south axis of Fig

ure 7.7. In this Figure positive shear is coincident with axial compression due to dynamic over

turning moments in the east-west direction. Once again, a steeper slope, indicative of higher

stiffness can be detected when the column is under positive shear and compression due to

east-west overturning effects. There is no definite "yielding" .behavior obvious along this axis

although certain irregularities in stiffness are apparent. Initial lateral EW stiffness of the NA

column was 3.4k/in. but degrades after 6 seconds and remains approximately l.lk/in there
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after even though no normal yielding was detectable. The substantial decrease of stiffness in

this weak direction was a result of inelastic deformation developed through the strong axis

response, as will be seen in Section 11 of this chapter.

Figures 7.13-7.15 Column weak axis
shear vs displacement, NB, SA, and SB
columns respectively.
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Similar response histories for the remaining three lower story columns are included in Figures

7.13,7.14, and 7.15. Greater displacement variation between columns can be seen in this weak

axis direction than in the previous strong direction because the structure's torsional rotations

are multiplied by a longer "arm" in determining the structure's contribution to the total east

west displacement in each column. Once again unexplainable differences are apparent when
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results from the various columns are compared. For instance, the negative shear peaks marked

'A' in Figures 7.12 and 7.13 which occur simultaneously. The forces and displacements exist

ing at the two peaks are listed below. Though the peaks have exactly identical east-west dis

placement, and displacement in the orthogonal axes of -0.208in.(NA) and -0.146in.(NB), the

shear in the NB column (Fig.7.13) is nearly twice that measured in the NA column, indicating

that one column has an effective lateral stiffness twice as high as a similar one while deformed

equally. Since the north-south shears in both columns are comparable the contrasting stiffness

must be a result of the very high axial compressive load (90% of the maximum compressive

peak) occurring in the stiff NB column while the NA column has a small amount of tensile

force.

Table 7.4
-1.16
-1.16

-14.8
40.0

-1.0
-1.2

-2.3
-4.5

"A" - EW Column loads, displacements at 3.81 seconds

VEW VNS A.XIAL DISPL-EW

kips kips kips inches

NA
NB

Column

Column local moment-rotation relations

Since column lateral displacements are caused primarily by bending and are affected by

end support conditions- ie. the end continuity and end moments, it is necessary to define the

amount of lateral bending which will occur under given bending moments as a basic component

of the element load deformation characterization. In dynamic lateral vibrations, primarily of

the first natural mode, a column with an initially 'fixed' base and stiff girder at the top will nor

mally have a bending inflection point and change of sign of moment near its mid-height. The

measured peak moments at the column mid-heights in the present test were never higher than

20% of the peak moments at the column ends. Therefore most of the inelastic non-linear

bending response occurred in concentrated rotational hinging measured by the DCDT devices

over a 4 inch gauge length, at the column top and bottom extremities. (Strong-girder and weak

column design was purposely implemented in this frame to initiate and localize inelastic defor

mation in the columns. Normal ductile moment resisting frames are required to use the oppo

site design approach, however, biaxial loading may still cause unexpected inelasticity within the

columns.) The bending moment and rotation response in the major north-south direction is

illustrated in Figure 7.16 for the base of the north A frame column. Once again, the behavior

seems to show a slight stiffening effect when under negative north-south moment which

corresponds to compressive axial loading resulting from north-south dynamic overturning

moments. The overall characteristics of the moment-rotation diagram in Figure 7.16, particu

larly including the major cyclic peaks, are in general very similar to the north-south shear

displacement response cycles for the same column as seen in Figure 7.7. Knowing that the

column base-moment corresponds directly to the column shear, the similarity between the

shear - displacement and the moment - rotation response substantiates an analogous situation

between column top displacement and base rotation due to bending. As mentioned previously,



Figure 7.16 Strong axis
moment and curvature of
NA column at footing.
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the peak positive rotation plotted in Figure 7.16, if mUltiplied by the distance to the column

top, wQuld produce more than half the peak positive displacement plotted in Figure 7.7 (see

Figure 7.17). Moment versus rotation plots for the remaining three columns are similar to Fig

ure 7.16 and are displayed in Figures 7.62, 63 and 64 at the end of this chapter.

Figure 7.17 Effect of column base rotation.
r'f

1;,",
The progressive degradation of the column stiffness becomes clear when the thirty second

response plot of Figure 7.16 is separated into four consecutive segments or 'windows', of five

seconds duration each, as in Figure 7.18. Within the first frame the initial uncracked (67000

in-k/rad) column strong axis stiffness and the cracked (360'00 in-k/rad) column stiffness are

readily apparent. Overall shape of the hysteretic load-deformation loops would be described as

having a pinching effect, Le. the loops tend to squeeze together near the level where the sign of

the moment reverses. Increased pinching effect is associated with development of a less

efficient energy dissipation mechanism since the energy absorbed during cyclic structural defor

mation is proportional to the area enclosed by the hysteretic load vs. deformation path. After

the inelastic yield cycles of the second window, the member has a varying stiffness depending

on the instantaneous load level and previous loading history. The medium amplitude cycles in

windows or frames 3 & 4 exhibit such varying stiffness; moreover the loading path under nega

tive moment can be seen in frame 3 (also true in frame 4) to be consistently directed toward

the previous peak moment rotation point shown by the dashed lines.

The moment rotation behavior of the same column (north A-frame) in the weak axis

direction is significantly different. The response, Figure 7.19, seems to lack any simply

described phenomena as existed in the strong direction behavior of Figures 7.16,7.18. The
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Figure 7.18 Strong axis moment and curvature of NA column at footing, sequential 5
second intervals.

Figure 7.19 Weak
moment and curvature
NA column at footing.
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response is also broken into four consecutive intervals of five seconds each in Figure 7.20. An

uncracked stiffness of 72000 in-k/(rad/in) is apparent iii the first frame's initial motion. From

that point and on, the motion tends to be quite irregular, especially in the second frame, the

same interval within which the response in the major strong axis had large inelastic excursions.

Average stiffness in the second, third, and fourth plot segm~nts had deteriorated to less than

one third of the initial, a very substantial reduction, without significant yield occurring! Furth

ermore, characteristics of the weak axis motion, illustrated in Figure 20, indicate considerable
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Figure 7.20 Weak axis moment and curvature of NA column at footing, sequential 5
second intervals.

deformation with little energy dissipation. Such action in a real building could result in serious

non structural damage due to high floor drift and a resonant response unconstrained by inelastic

energy dissipation. The peculiar response along the weak axis results partially from the effect

of axial load as seen previously in the shear displacement behavior and additionally, from

interaction between the simultaneous bending moment and inelastic rotation occurring along

the perpendicular strong north-south axis. Bending behavior in the east-west direction of all

the columns had obscure characteristics which are illustrated in Figures 7.65, 66 & 67 at the

end of this chapter. The bending, shear and axial response and interactions within the north A

frame column are iiwestigated and explained in further detail in Chapter 7- Section 2.

Axial interaction

The effect of axial load on bending strength is normally considered in the design of con

crete beam column members. Effects of axial loading are frequently considered when estimat

ing the curvature under bending and available curvature ductility, though with only uniaxial

bending. It has already become obvious that the axial load, particularly the varying component

from the two overturning moments, had a significant effect on the load deformation mechanism

existing in the individual columns of the present test frame. A time history of the dynamic

plus static axial load in the north A frame first story column is plotted in Figure 7.21. The

static component, due to the dead weight of the model and the attached mass blocks was 8.93

kips (39.7 kN) in each column. Large axial forces, including axial tension were added to the

static load, particularly from the east-west overturning moment because of the close column
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Figure 7.21 NA column axial load history,

spacing in that direction. While the unrealistically close column spacing in the present frame

exaggerated effects of overturning moment in the weak ax~s direction, large varying axial forces

and their exhibited interaction effect must be considered in design for seismic resistance.
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Figure 7.22 Predicted uniaxial moment- axial load interaction curves, for various max
imum extreme fiber concrete strains, strong and weak axes.

Figure 7.23 3D moment vs moment vs
axial load interaction surface.
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The importance of axial loading on the column's lateral response behavior is easily

presented in the form of the familiar uniaxial moment- axial load interaction diagrams of Figure

7.22. The actual limit states under biaxial bending would be represented by 3-dimensional

interaction surfaces for the various deformation conditions such as reproduced in Figure 7.23.

Regardless of the method used to develop the 3-d surface (see Appendix A ), the moment capa

city along each of the principle axes of a rectangular section, under any specified axial load, will

be a maximum when the other orthogonal moment component is zero. Thus, the uniaxial

interaction diagrams of Figure 7.22 will act as conservative envelopes for the immediate capa

city at any instant during the column's response history if they are compared to the two princi

ple axis components of the biaxial bending moment.
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Figure 7.24 NA column simultaneous moment and axial load, left: strong axis, right: weak
axis, dashed line ~ predicted curve for 0.005 extreme fiber strain.

A trace of the moment component and simultaneous axial load value for the two axes of

the North-A frame column can be viewed in Figure 7.24. Segments of the uniaxial interaction

curves as calculated in AppendiX B and based on average column dimensions, are shown as

dashed lines in Fig. 7.24. It is quite apparent that deformation limit states represented- by the

uniaxial N-S interaction plot were exceeded a significant number of times and the actual 3-D

surface would have been crossed at least as often. The deformation existing at a maximum

concrete surface strain of 0.005 would include a considerable amount of inelastic behavior

including spalling and crushing of the concrete cover and yielding of the reinforcing bars with

concrete cracking in the bending tensile regions.

Explanation of the super capacity seen in the excursions beyond the uniaxial interaction

plots in Figure 7.24 will be left until Section 2 of this chapter where moment-axial load interac

tion relations will be predicted for the specific dimensions of the column where the moment

and axial load exist.
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Section 2: Local Mechanics of a Specified Column

Local load deformation response and its variation during the Taft 1000 (peak ground

accel. =0.685g) test should provide the detailed information necessary to understand the "irreg

ular" behavior noticed in the previous section and to describe the predominant mechanisms

involved in multiaxial response coupling. Since the instantaneous response of a member which

is undergoing or has seen inelastic deformation is dependent on it's past history (Le. cracking,

spalling, residual steel strains), the local response of a specified column will be followed step by

step through the earthquake shaking sequence.

Description of response characteristics

The behavior of the North A-frame first story column at its base near the footing joint

(jNAB) will be investigated in this section by a close examination of:

I.) simultaneous moments acting in the north-south (strong, major) axis and the east-west

(weak, minor) axis,

2.) simultaneous axial load,

3.) comparison of simultaneous axial load and moment along each axis with the predicted

uniaxial moment-axial load interaction envelope,

4.) simultaneous moment-average curvature values along both axes,

5.) average corner concrete strains estimated from average column base deformation,

6.) reinforcing bar strains and estimated strain rates,

7.) reinforcing bar stress estimated from measured strains.

Items 1,2,3, and 4, simultaneous moments, moment-axial interaction and moment-average cur

vature, will be shown in plotted form along with a listing of values at critical points. The values

for the remaining items will be listed near critical points.

Moments, axial forces and column curvature were determined at the column base as

described in the previous section of this chapter. Data from the four DCDT's mounted at the

bottom defined the deformed location of a plane through a column section 4 inches from·the

base relative to the footing, as outlined in Section 1. Average concrete corner strains were cal

culated from the amount of corner deformation over the 4 in gauge, as an indicator of the

degree of cracking (tensile strains) and the amount of concrete providing compressive resis

tance at any instant.

Strains in reinforcing bars were measured al the column to footing joint. Strain rates,

estimated from strain values at sequential time points, indkated whether increased strengths

could be expected as a result of dynamic loading. Stress values for each of the bars were calcu

lated from the strains using a trilinear stress-strain relation including an elastic portion, a

Preceding page blank
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"Bauschinger" effect portion with 20% of elastic stiffness and a strain hardening portion as fully

described in Appendix B.

Predicted uniaxial moment-axial load interaction plots were based on section strength

analysis using the actual dimensions at the INAB column with reinforcing bars located as meas

ured immediately prior to concrete placement. Confined concrete was assumed to possess a

stress-strain behavior as proposed byKent [3]; unconfined concrete was modeled after the con

crete cylinder results with crushing and complete loss of strength at a strain· of 0.0051. The

theoretical moment-load interaction envelopes are shown for various maximum strain levels at

the extreme compression fiber. Further details of the column theoretical strength modeling are

to be found in Appendix B. Figures 7.25 and 7.26 display the moment-axial interaction

envelopes and expected moment curvature behavior for the INAB column with uniaxial north

south moment. Figures 7.27 and 7.28 include similar resujts for east-west moments. Again,

the predicted effect of axial load on the column moment curvature resisting mechanisms should

be noted. A maximum axial compressive load of 45 kips occurred in the INAB column.

Time Windows

The response data was divided into discreet time "windows" for plotting purposes to allow

a clear view of the plot trace without overplotting from subsequent excursions. The length of

each "window" was arbitrarily defined as the time required for the moment in the north-south

strong axis to change through one cycle, from maximum positive value to the next following

positive peak value.

Figure 7.25 Strong axis
uniaxial moment-axial load
interaction, NA column.
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Figure 7.26 Strong axis
uniaxial moment curvature
and axial load, NA column.
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Figure 7.27 Weak axis
uniaxial moment-axial load
interaction, NA column.
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Figure 7.28 Weak axis
uniaxial moment-curvature
and axial load, NA column.
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Column INAB local behavior

Window 1, time 0.0 to 3.14 seconds, Figures 7.29-7.32

The column responds elastically until the first major displacement excursion in the south

east direction between 2.95 and 3.14 seconds. At 3.104 seconds strain data indicates the north

east bar initiates yielding and remains in yield condition to 3.143 seconds. The other bars

remain elastic ihroughout with only the southeast bar showing compressive stress. The calcu

lated average concrete compressive strain value of 0.0044 in the southeast corner occurs simul

taneous with a crossing of the 0.002 maximum strain envelope on the uniaxial moment axial

load interaction plot. At the same instant the other column corners are under tensile strains

indicating definite concrete cracking across most of the north column face. Though bar yielding

and possibly some concrete compressive crushing occur in one corner there is very little evi

dence of significant non-linear behavior in the moment-curvature plots for either the strong

north-south axis or the weak east-west axis. The change in stiffness is representative of

deterioration from gross section to cracked section stiffness, though the actual cracked section

has a skewed neutral axis as obvious in the strain data below.

units.: loads - in-k,kips
stress=ksi
strain (x 0.000

+ -tensile
-= compression

moment N-S, +-compo south
moment E-W, +=comp. west

time Axial
3.143 20

reference corner
time NW NE SW SE

steel stress
3.143 50.0 42.1 17.6 -4.2

cone strain
3.143 8.62 3.99 0.69 -4.38

Key to time
pts. on plots

key:
time:

A
3.143
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Window 2, time 3.16 103.61 seconds, Figures 7.33-7.36

At 3.24 seconds (point A) a sudden softening occurs in the east-west bending stiffness

visible as a small step on the E-W moment curvature plot. The moment in the north-south

direction is simultaneously changing sign from positive with south compression to negative and

north compression causing a changed effective section and neutral axis orientation. As the

column N-S moment increases, the NW corner also closes with only small additional strain in

the already closed NE corner, causing an apparent west(+) rotation. With 'the full north face

closed the column stiffness resumes its previous appearance.

At 3.37 seconds (C), another small decrease in the bending stiffness is apparent. The

increasing west moment again causes the NE corner to open simuitaneous with yielding of both

the south side bars due to the high N-S moment resulting in a revised effective cross section

and section stiffness.

During the same time period (3.34'to 3.40 seconds) the north-south moment reached a

negative peak coincident with a very large axial force due to combined overturning moments

along the two structural axes. The two south bars, in tension, begin to yield at 3.33 seconds

and the N-S bending stiffness would ordinarily be expected to decrease. However, as obvious

in the N-S moment-curvature plot, the stiffness actually becomes negative with continued cur

vature under a decreasing moment. Referring to the moment-axial load plots and the effect of

axial load as seen in Figure 7.26 it is obvious that an effective. decrease in column strength is

possible. With the increasing axial load near -40 kips and curvature ranging from 0.001

rad/inch at 3.34 to 0.002 rad/inch at 3.37 it is apparent that significant concrete crushing should

be occurring, especially in the NW corner where the biaxial moments compound the compres

sive strain. The curvature is nearing the point where compressive bar yielding could severely

decrease the column strength (Fig.7.26). The measured average concrete compressive strain of

-0.0101 at 3.42 seconds and associated compressive failure verifies a loss of strength due to

combined tensile yielding and concrete crushing with "cover" strength loss.

Finally, from 3.46 to 3.51 seconds (E to F), the EW bending shows an effective negative

stiffness. No bars are yielding at this point. The moment in the NS direction changes sign at

3.48 seconds. A decreasing north moment leaves the full column section with an open crack

while loads are carried on the reinforcing bars which have residual elongations from previous

yielding. Until the SW corner starts closing and carrying compression in the concrete at 3.50

seconds the section rotates in the east west direction.

Internal Forces reference corner

time MNs MEW Axial time NW NE SW SE

3.24 -4.7 -28 +2 steel stress
3.34 -27\ 39 -33 3.38 -t9.3 23.8 52y 52.4y
3.37 -250 72 -41 cone strain
3.40 -234 84 -46 3.42 -10.1 3.12 6.2 19.9
3.46 -85 98 -40
3.51 95 84 -26
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Window 2, Figures 7.37-7.40,

Plots of curvature vs curvature, displacement vs displacement, shear vs shear and shear vs

displacement are shown for the same time section as the previous window plots. In general,

the shape of the shear NS vs shear EW and the corresponding moment vs moment plots are

nearly identical- as, expected considering the close relation between column shear and moment.

Comparing the column top displacement with the column base curvature plot, a significant

similariiy is apparent. Considering the close match between shear and moment response and

the match between displacement and curvature deformation, the shear displacement plots tend

to be similar in characteristics to the moment-curvature plots though the shear-displacement

plots have the sharp corners smoothed since the displacement results from cumulative deforma

tion over the height of the column.

There is very little useful additional information within Figures 7.37 - 7.40 that is not

presented already in the previous plots, Figures 7.33-7.36. For the remaining time windows

only plots of the first type will be shown, ie- moment vs moment, moment-axial and moment

vs curvature.
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Window 3, time 3.63 to 4.08 seconds, Figures 7.41-7.44,

In the previous window it became apparent that strong axis motion had a significant

influence on the weak axis motion- particularly when strong axis unloading followed an inelastic

deformation. This is conceivably due to non uniform yield deformation in the reinforcing bars

under combined loading and residual strains with column concrete section being cracked open.

Since the "arm" between the reinforcing bars in the east-west direction is only 2.4 inches, while

the arm in the north-south direction is 5.1 inches, the east-west direction has considerably less

stiffness oand wil1 undergo twice the curvature for a given bar strain than the north-south direc

tion will show when the concrete section is cracked open and resistance is dependent on the

bars alone without compressive concrete.

In thOe present window the north-south moment changes from positive to negative at 3.76

seconds after a small elastic peak positive moment. In this case there seems to be none of the

rocking or rotation in the east-west direction as had been seen in the previous windoW. In fact,

at 3.76 seconds (A), and slightly before and after, both the NE and SE corners should be

closed based on the deformation data, with the concrete in compression under the east-west

moment, and no sudden east-west rotation should be expected.

By 3.81 seconds the east-west moment has reached a peak value with a simultaneous peak

axial tension (due to EW overturning) causing inelastic tensile deformation in the NW and SW

bars.

As the EW moment and NS moment decrease from maximum neptive peaks, a p(lint is

reached at 3.96 seconds o(C), where both the north-south and east-west moments are changing

sign or directions. With the decreasing moment the only remaining closed corner at the north

east, re-opens, leaving an open fully cracked section. A decrease in stiffness is again apparent

in the east-west moment vs. curvature plot. At 4.06 seconds (0), the SW corner closes under

compression from the new bending moments and an increasing stiffness may be seen on the

EW moment-curvature plot.

units: 1oads-in-k.kips + -tensile
stress-ksi --compression
strain (x o.oOt)

moment N-S, + -compo south
moment E·W. +-comp. west

Internal Forces
time M NS MEW Axial
3.76 -5.8 -70 12.3
3.81 -45. -84. 14.8

C D
3.96 4.06.

A B
3.76 3.81

Key to time key:
-""-'--'-'---"--=---=-

pts. on plots time:
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Window 4, time 4.10 to 4.57 seconds, Fignres 7.45-7.48,

A single unusual feature of note during this period occurs in the east-west moment vs

curvature plot at approximately 4.45 seconds (B). Once again there is an abnormal change in

the bending stiffness. This variation follows a positive peak of the EW moment at 4.18

seconds. At 4.47 seconds (e) the NS moment changes from negative to positive. With the

decrease in the NS moment, a concurrent low MEW and axial force below the dead load level at

4.45 seconds, the previously closed NW corner opens and the stiffness becomes that of a fully

cracked beam with rebars resisting bending. By 4.55 seconds (D), the SE corner has closed in

compression and the section stiffness has increased.

units: loads=in-k,kips += tensile
stress=ksi ~=compression

strain (x o.oon
moment N-S. + =comp. south
moment E~W, +=comp. west

Internal Forces

time MNs MEW Axial
4.18 -15 108 -34.8

4.45 -23 -17 -7.8

4.55 79 -35 7.1

C D
4.47 4.55

A B
4.18 4.45
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Figure 7.45 Column moment vs curvature, NS (strong) and EW (weak) axes.
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Window 4a, time 4.41 to 4.82 seconds, Figure 7.49

This special interval, which overlaps windows four and five, allows a clear study of the

behavior of the column bending mechanism in the east-west (weak) direction, particularly

between 4.62 and 4.67 seconds. At the end of window 4, time equals 4.57 seconds (B), the

moment in the east-west direction has reached a negative peak value. The next window shows

an unloading from that peak for a very short interval, until 4.62 seconds (C) with both MEW

and the east-west curvature decreasing. However, shortly after 4.63 seconds M£w begins

increasing again while the curvature continues to decrease. If one assumes that the global dis

placements of this column are principally defined by the motion of the frame as a whole, due to

frame inertial effects and the summed restoring forces provided by all the columns, then the

local curvature deformation is essentially being dictated by the frame and the local restoring

force (moment) is the result of the instantaneous column stiffness.

The experimental data indicates that all of the rebars should be within the purely linear

stress-strain range during this period (4.55-4.70 seconds) with no Bauschinger degrading or

yielding. Predicted concrete compressive strains are quite low and certainly far from a level

(crushing) which might cause non-linear column bending response. In terms of normal indivi

dual material behavior the column stiffness would be expected to show a linear response. Once

again the effects of residual deformations in the bars and concrete cracking in the composite

beam-column seem to affect the behavior at low load levels, particularly in the weak east-west

direction.

reference comer
time NW NE SW SE

steel stress
4.59 26. 6. .1. -31.
4.61 22. 3. O. -28.
4.63 18. O. 3. -24.
4.64 14. ·3. 7. ·19.
4.66 10. -6. 12. ·13.

oonc strain
4.61 7.00 0.12 5.81 ·1.10
4.63 6.25 -0.45 6.17 ·0.53
4.64 5.43 -1.06 6.63 0.18
4.66 4.61 -1.55 7.13 1.03
4.68 3.52 -1.82 7.43 2.20

Internal Forces

time MNs MEW Axial
4.55 79 -35 7.1
4.57 81 -36 9.5
4.59 72 -33 10.7
4.61 56 -29 to.1
4.63 37 -29 8.8
4.64 16 -33 6.0
4.66 ·7 -36 2.5
4.68 -29 -36 -1.0
4.70 -47 ·34 -4.4

Measured data, listed in the accompanying table, shows both low moment and axial

(below dead load level) load during the interval of unusual response, 4.62 to 4.67 seconds,

including reversal of MNs ' During this period the southwest rebar changes from compressive

to tensile stresses, the NE corner concrete closes in compression (4.62 sec.) and the SE corner

concrete cracks open at 4.64 seconds. Under a decreasing south moment the column is now

rotating towards the north. After the NE corner closes, the section gains an asymmetrical

stiffness about the east-west axis and the north rotation tends to create a rocking in the west

direction as well. Since overall column deformation is governed by movement of the frame as

a whole, an internal column moment (-MEW) must develop to constrain the natural rocking

effect.
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Figure 7.49 Column moment vs curvature, EW (weak) axes.
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Window 5, time 4.59 to 4.96 seconds, Figures 7.50 to 7.53

By the start of this period the column has already been subjected to a fair amount of ine

lastic deformation. The reinforcing bars had residual tensile strains of 0.0005 in the NW

corner, 0.0008 at the NE corner, 0.0023 at the SE and 0.0032 in the SW corner. Calculated

compressive strains in the concrete have reached peak values of 0.010 at NW, 0.004 at NE,

0.004 at SE, and 0.005 at SW with all of the corners having had nominal tensile strains greater

than 0.008 indicating full cracking.

The initial irregularity in the EW moment-curvature plot (4.64 sees.) has been described

in the previous section. A second similar motion occurs between 4.85' and 4.94 seconds (B and

D) in the east-west response. Again, an increasing MEW occurs witb a decreasing curvature in

the east-west direction. The rapidly increasing north-south moment causes the SW corner to

close first in compression (the SW bar was under high compressive strain) causing a rocking

effect which decreases the west curvature and forces development of an increased west moment

since the column is constrained to follow deformations of the entire frame.

units: ioads=in-k,kips + =tensile

stress=ksi -=compression
strain (x 0.000

moment N-S, +=comp. south

moment E-W, +=comp. west

Internal Forces

time MNs MEW Axial
4.85 64 17 -13
4.90 166 23 -4

4.94 211 18 3

reference corner
time NW NE SW SE

steel stress

4.86 4. 11. -37. -25.
4.90 30. 37. -38b -36b

cone strain

4.86 0.33 6.47 -1.86 4.21
4.90 5.20 9.60 -2.89 1.27
4.94 8.61 11.3 -2.97 -0.58

Key to time

pts. on plots

key: A B

lime: 4.64 4.86

C D
4.90 . 4.94
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Window 6, time 4.98 to 5.39 seconds, Figures 7.54-7.57

The second large moment in the north-south direction reaches its peak at 5.16 seconds

and tends to be the dominant feature at first inspection of the response plots. However, again

one can detect an unusual motion in the east-west direction between 5.05 and 5.09 seconds (A

to B) under a very small MEW. As in previous cases this motion occurred as the strong axis

moment changed sign and increased from -1.7 in-kips at 5.05 secs to -168 in-kips at 5.09 secs.

The changed moment was accompanied by rapid straining of the compressive rebars until the

previously open compression face crack closed. In addition, the new tensile rebars (in the

south face) changed from compressive to tensile stress at 5.06 seconds. The reversal of stress

may cause a finite amount of slip between the bars and concrete until the bars reseat them

selves, since the high bar strains which have occurred prior to this interval (-0.00626 at SW)

undoubtedly caused some crushing of concrete adjoining the bar.

Also, since both MNs and MEW are nearly zero at 5.05 seconds, the deformation data are

essentially indicators of residual column curvature and strain following previous inelastic

motions. Column curvature at 5.05 was -0.00313 NS and 0.00374 EW radians per inch.

By 5.11 seconds (C), the north-south moment vs. curvature plot starts to show a typical

rounding associated with the initiation of column yielding. Since the residual strains in the NW

and NE bars were quite low (see data at 5.05 seconds) the north face concrete starts carrying a

large portion of the compression force before the two north bars can reach their yield point. In

fact, at 5.13 seconds (D), the uniaxial NS moment-axial load plot reaches the limiting interac

tion curve for maximum north face compressive strain of -0.005. The actual column concrete

strains reached are -0.0071 in the NW corner and -0.0013 at the NE corner. Between 5.13 and

5.17 the axial load, MNS and MEW all increase slightly with the MNs axial load plot seemingly

moving parallel to the E, =-0.005 uniaxial interaction curve. A small underestimate of the

steel yielding point in the SW and SE bars (at 5.11 and 5.13 seconds respectively) may exist

since strain rates in those bars reach nearly 20% per second, ie "dynamic straining".

After unloading from the high north moment, the north-south bending stiffness shows a

distinct decrease at 5.29 seconds. At this point, the stress in the NE bar reverses from

compression to tension and both the SE and SW bars reach the "Bauschinger" range, near

compressive yield, where stiffness decreases. By the next time step, both bars have started

compressive yielding.

At 5.37 the two north face tensile bars enter the Bauschinger level as well, with yielding

occurring by the next time step and the north-south moment curvature 'plot showing a yield

effect. The slope or stiffness in the north-south direction is negative. Considering the north

south moment vs axial load plot, the column loads have crossed the 'uniaxial interaction plots at

concrete strain levels of -0.002, -0.005 and -0.010. Measured data indicate a maximum strain

of -0.0034, above crushing level in the SE corner. The apparent negative'stiffness is the result

of concrete crushing and reduced moment capacity (while axial load is increasing). Since the

predicted interaction curves were calculated using a statically obtained steel stress-strain rela

tion, an underestimate of the column strength would occur if the actual loading were at a speed
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causing fast dynamic strain rates. Under rapid straining the apparent steel yield strain is higher

than under statically applied loading. Between 5.37 and 5.39 seconds the strain rate in the NE

and NW bars was greater than 22% per second.

Internal Forces

time MNs MEW Axial
5.05 -2 1 -10

5.09 -168 -2 -18
5.11 -223 -1 -24
5.13 -249 4 -26
5.17 -260 16 -32
5.37 215 1 7
5.39 211 -9 11

reference corner
time NW NE SW SE

steel stress

5.05 -22. -23. -6.1 -8.7
5.13 -30. -16. 56.y 55.y
5.29 -12. -2.3 -33.b -32.b
5.37 41.b 49.b 44. -46.y

steel strain

5.05 0.165 0.497 2.58 4.31
cone strain

\05 -0.55 1.64 2.07 4.35
5.13 -7.12 -1.33 1.35 1.99
5.17 -9.17 -1.52 1.87 2.71
5.37 13.4 12.1 -0.40 -2.12
5.39 18.9 16.2 -0.15 -3.43

units: loads=in-k,kips + = tensile
stress=ksi -=compression
strain (x 0.000

moment N-S, + =comp. south

moment E-W. +=comp. west

Key to time -'k:.:e"y:_...:Ac:..._..:B'---_C=-_..:D'-------'E=-_..:F__G=-_~H'____
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Window 8, 5.93 to 6.38 seconds, Figures 7.58-7.61

The response behavior during this period re-emphasizes most of the multi-axial interac

tion effects and inelastic yielding· seen in the previous windows. Looking at the east-west

moment vs curvature plot, the window starts with a phase of very low stiffness between 5.93

arid 5.99 seconds (A to B). At the start of this phase (5.93 seconds) the column is under a low

axial load with high residual elongations .in the rebars. The entire concrete section has been

cracked. With the medium size south moment (119 in-k) and small MEW the SW bar was

yielding in compression and the SE bar is near compressive yield. By 5.99 seconds, MNs has

reduced to zero and the NW corner concrete has closed the previous open crack under an

increased axial compression with the small west moment. The SW bar waS under elastic

compression while the SE bar reversed the previous near yield compression to tensile stress.

The steady MEW with continuing west rotation was a result of the large change in strain of the

yielding NW bar under the increasing axial compression and decreasing south moment.

After the NW corner concrete closes and begins carrying compressive stress at 5.99

seconds (B), the effective section stiffness increases and becomes unsymmetric. The increasing

north moment after 5.99 tends to cause a coupled north and east rotation of the unsymmetric

effective section. Since the actual deformation is constrained by the entire frame an additional

west moment has formed to prevent the easterly rotation which would occur in an unrestrained

beam with unsymmetric section under increasing moment and deformation ·along one axis.

Thus between 5.99 and 6.05 seconds (C), the east-west motion shows a sudden stiffening effect

due to the actual increased stiffness of the column and the increase in west moment required to

restrain the section deformation.

Looking now at the behavior in the north-south direction, the column shows a change in

stiffness signifying "yielding" under north moment at 6.05 seconds. At that point the NW bar

has a low Bauschinger stiffness and is near compressive yielding; the SE bar has just started

yielding in tension and the SW bar is near tension yielding. At 6.05 seconds only the NW

corner concrete is closed and carrying compressive stress with a strain of -0.0102.

The yielding reduces the· stiffness in the east-west direction as seen in the plot interval

between 6.05 and 6.07 seconds (C to 0) crushing occurs in the NW corner with its strain

reaching -0.0124 (previous max was -0.0101 in window 2 at 3.42 seconds). Between 6.03 and

6.11 seconds the stress in the SW bar increases 53 ksi while the SE bar, which is yielding

through most of the interval increases 13 ksi. The differences in the stress increases of the two

bars, which elongate with nearly identical change in strains, causes an effective moment in the

east direction. The combined result of loss of strength due to inelastic deformation and crea

tion of an effective east moment allow the continued curvature under decreasing west moment

seen between 6.07 and 6.11 seconds in the east-west moment vs curvature plot.

The north moment reaches a peak value of -255 in-k at 6.11 seconds simultaneous with a

peak axial compression of 45.4 kips. The two load values appear in the MNs - axial load plot

just across the predicted uniaxial interaction strength curve based on a maximum compression

strain of -0.010. The MEW axial load plot shows fairly large forces along the column's weak
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axis at the Same instant the peak north moment exists. The biaxial moment-axial load interac

tion surface predicted for a -0.010 compressive strain would certainly have been crossed as well.

Calculated concrete strain based on curvature data at 6.11 seconds was -0.0153 in the NW

corner. Unlike the previous cases, where the predicted interaction surface was passed, in this

case the strain rates, 8.8% per second in tensile steel and 11.3% per second in compression con

crete, do not fully explain the measured overstrength.

With a reversal in the north-south moment at approximately 6.25 seconds (F), once again

a definite change in the north-south bending stiffness is apparent in the moment-curvature plot.

At that point the two south rebars, both having just previously yielded in tension with residual

elongation are reaching a state of compression yield while the concrete at the south face is still

with open cracks and the northwest is the sole corner with concrete compressive strain.

Between the time when the compression bars start yielding (6.25) and 6.33 seconds (G)

the east-west moment vs curvature plot once again has a plateau of "zero stiffness" where the

west curvature is decreasing with no change in MEW' During this entire period the column, at

its base, essentially stands on the four reinforcing bars alone; since previous inelastic cycles

have elongated the bars and completely cracked the concrete. The stiffness in the east-west

direction becomes very small because of the short distance between the east and west moment

resisting bars.

At 6.34 seconds (H), the concrete in the SE corner closes causing development of an

unsymmetric stiffness which in turn forces formation of an east moment since east-west defor

mation is constrained to follow the deformation of the frame as a whole. The stiffening and

developed moment are both evident in the sudden slope change of the east-west curvature plot.

As mentioned, the SE corner closes at 6.34, the same instant the two north rebars start

yielding with tension stress, again decreasing the M Ns curvature slope. By 6.38 the SE corner

concrete has reached a higher compressive strain than measured previously, -0.0073, indicating

concrete crushing, and producing the slight negative slope due to loss of strength with increas

ing deformation. As the crushing occurs between 6.36 and 6.38 seconds, the plot of M Ns vs

axial load again moves parallel to the predicted interaction curve. Tensile steel strain rates

between 6.32 and 6.38 seconds average 12% per second; not high enough to justify the strength

increase beyond the predicted interaction curve.
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Internal Forces

time MNs MEW Axial
5.93 119 17 -6

5.99 2 25 -16
6.11 -255 59 -45
6.25 48 14 -14

6.33 195" 8 5
6.34 211 4 7
6.38 223 -36 16

units: loads=inwk,kips +=tensile
stress=ksi -=compression
strain (x 0.001)

1!l0ment N-S, + ""'comp. south
moment E-W, +=comp. west

reference corner
time NW NE SW SE

steel stress
5.93 6.2 38. -44.y -31.
5.99 -29. 3.2 -25. 1.4
6.05 -47.b -15. 35. 56.y
6.11 -49.y -17. 58.y 58.y
6.25 -10. 1.0 -33.b -25.
6.34 53. 58. -36. -46.y
6.38 55. 61. 7.7 -31.

steel strain
6.05 -0.34b 7.28 8.65 9.63y
6.11 -0.823y 7.25 l1.3y 12.1y

cone strain
5.93 10.2 13.3 -0.64 2.13
5.99 -0.52 10.2 0.41 11.1
6.05 -10.2 6.32 6.88 24.0
6.07 -12.4 5.88 9.55 28.4
6.11 -15.3 4.75 14.5 35.5
6.25 -9.14 9.94 5.96 25.5
6.34 19.6 19.9 -0.78 -1.12
6.38 37.4 27.5 3.55 -7.33

H I

6.34 6.38

G
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D E
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B C
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Summary: observed local response qualities

Response along the weak axis of the rectangular column was found to be greatly affected

by motion along the column's strong axis. While the initial weak axis stiffness was 3.4k/in., a

decrease to a stiffness of 1/3 the initial, while under low load, was due to inelastic damage

~ithin the column section caused by strong axis motion. The major part of that damage

occurred during the initial fifth of the earthquake motion, thus, the weak axis response

remained at the low stiffness level through most of the shaking.

Unfortunately, the particular type of response (Figure 7.20) associated with the low load:

low stiffness weak axis column motion, is specifically of a low energy dissipation character.

Hence, once strong axis motion causes inelastic damage within the rectangular column section,

and the weak axis stiffness deteriorates, resonant motion of fairly large amplitude may build up

in the weak axis direction- a result of inefficient mechanisms for energy dissipation.

Implications of such lowered stiffness and associated large displacement must be con

sidered in seismic resistant design. Besides the obvious possibility of serious damage occur

ring with failure of non structural components, such glass, plaster, etc., the possibility of struc

tural overload in the absence of energy absorption or dissipation must be kept in mind. In

addition, loss of weak axis lateral stilIness under biaxial load may increase the danger of catas

trophic structural failure under the multiaxial loading combined with P- ,1 effects.

Analytic modelling of weak axis response by simulating the characteristics such as con

crete cracking, bar elongation and rocking, which were seen to influence the behavior strongly

would be extremely complicated. Comparison of Figure 7.5b, which exhibits the shear displace

ment in the weak axis direction on the first floor, and Figure 7.19, which plots behavior for one

of the columns, indicates that the inelastic interaction effects apparent in an individual column

become somewhat masked when averaged with other columns to form structural response

behavior. The averaging effects of multiple columns in a structure may slightly decrease the

global importance of interaction and allow use of a somewhat less sophisticated analytical model

to achieve acceptable response prediction.

Inelastic structural behavior is often quantified by definition of a 'ductility', frequently dis

placement ductility, the total structural displacement divided by yield displacement. In the

present frame, displacement ductility along the longitudinal axis was effectively 2.4. However,

in a situation with biaxial bending, ductility loses its meaning as a measure of inelastic deforma

tion to a large extent, particularly with non axisymmetric sections such as rectangular columns.

A rectangular column would essentially have varying ductility dependent on the specific direc

tion, with respect to its principal axes, one considers. Definite unique ductilities could certainly

be assigned along the principal axes. However, even then ductilities may have little real mean

ing as a measure of inelastic deformation since, as noted in the present tests, inelastic motion

along one axis may create lowered stiffness and allow large deformations along the orthogonal

axis, resulting in a high ductility rating along that axis, though there may have actually been no

inelastic deformation developed through loading along that axis itself.
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The step by step inspection of the local load deformation response at the base of the

north-west first floor column allowed a detailed look at certain seemingly irregular characteris

tics of the column restoring force mechanism. In addition to the apparent bending and shear

stiffness increase under axial compression load mentioned in Section I, the following local

characteristics indicate additional load interaction effects.

(I) The most frequently seen irregularity was a change in the apparent EW (weak axis)

column bending stiffness, concurrent with a reversal in the sign of the strong axis column

moment. This particular behavior started occurring after the initial column yield in bend

ing under a large motion, causing the first non-linear action.

a. After bar yielding has occurred, residual elongations remain keeping the concrete

section cracked open under low loads. The effective column section at the crack

location simply 'consists of four reinforcing bars. Since the distance between bars on

the east and west faces was fairly small, the column showed a low instantaneous

bending stiffness in the east-west or weak direction. A given change in strain in any

of the four bars caused by a combination of axial forces, MNs and MEW would

create twice as much change in the east west as in the north south curvature.

b. The residual deformations frequently resulted in the formation of an unsymmetrical

stiffness about the NS axis when the moment and curvature in the NS axis direction

were changing. This usually occurred when a previous tension crack on the north or

south face began to close due to a moment reversal with either the west or east

corner closing before the other and causing an unsymmetric EW stiffness due the

newly effective concrete area in one of the corners. Continued bending in the NS

direction would then tend to cause a secondary rotation in the EW direction and the

constraint on the column deformation imposed by the frame as a whole would

require formation of an internal EW moment opposing the secondary rotation.

Unexpected moment changes and curvatures were detected along the EW axis under

such conditions.

(2) When reinforcing bars reached their yield points due to restoring forces along one axis,

the response in the other perpendicular direction showed a loss of stiffness as well. The

bar yielding was normally caused by NS moments or combination of MNs and MEW with

axial loading, and the secondary results of yielding were frequently seen in the EW bend

ing stiffness.

(3) During sequences where high bending moments (partiCUlarly MNs ) occurred simultane

ously with high axial force, (and the predicted limiting moment-axial curves were

reached) the actual loads seemed to change in a manner which resulted in their following

the shape of predicted limiting uniaxial moment-axial interaction curves. Generally, the

axial load would continue to increase due to the structure's overturning effect and the

column internal moment decreased, though curvatures continued to increase, producing

an apparent negative bending stiffness.
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(4) Under the rapid earthquake induced dynamic motion, strain rates in some of the column

reinforcing bars reached 22% per second (0.22 strain per second). Such rates can be con

sidered "dynamic" and stress-strain relations from static tests would underestimate the

yield level stress.
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Chapter 8

Analytical Modelling and Correlation

Analysis of a structure requires amodel describing the spatial geometry, connectivity,

stiffness, strength, and mass in mathematical form and an algorithm capable of solving the

equations of motion for the model under a given excitation. The spatial geometry, connec

tivity, and mass are readily described using discrete elements joined to match the o,bvious shape

and weight of the prototype. Modelling the behavior in terms of stiffness and strength, requires

an understanding of the response characteristics of each of the discrete elements included in the

spatial geometry of the structure, -beams columns, footings, slabs and their joints. An element

in a structure undergoing small deformations may have behavior which can be accurately

described by a simple unique linear or non- linear relation between internal force and element

elongation. More likely, especially under heavy loading or earthquake eXcitation, the element

behavior will be irregular and history dependent, and the analyst may find she/he has few

guidelines for defining mathematical behavior. When the model itself is ,defined, with equa

tions established througn element characterization and connectivity, various dynamic or static

algorithms of proven accuracy may be used to solve the equilibrium equations.

In the present structure, attempts have been made to correlate analyses with the measured

test response for the T(t00(2) "elastic" and the TIOOO "inelastic" test motions. The actual meas

ured shaking table horizontal acceleration history was used as the excitation input for each set

of analyses. While the structure's global response, in the form of lirst floor displacements, was

the prime descriptive quantity considered in the correlation, certain aspects of locid element

behavior were compared as welt.

The second purpose of this project was to evaluate the correlation between measured and

analytically predicted response. Overall the intent of the correlation procedure was not to

search for a mathematical model wnich would duplicate the measured response, but to select

certain 'rational' models based on predicted element characteristics by the use of commonly

available techniques for element section analysis and compare such predicted structural

responses with the experimental results. However, during analysis of response to the strong

TIOOO motion, a lack of established guidelines for estimating parameters controlling element

behavior and particular shortcomings in the element behavior resulted in a certain amount of

trial and error procedure.
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Elastic analysis, TlOO(Z)

Concurrent multi-axial forces during elastic column motion should cause no detectable

interaction between the response along the various axes. If such interaction is negligibly small,

then separate 2 D analysis of the beam-column frames along the structure's major axis would

provide accurate estimates of the lateral displacement response to horizontal earthquake

motion. Code defined methods [12] of design for lateral loading often assume loading along the

principal axis of a structure will be resisted separately by frames or walls parallel to the direction

of loading. Of course the results of such independent frame analyses neglect the combined

components of axial force and deformation in the columns caused by structural overturning

moments along the two major axes.

The analytical model selected for elastic correlation consisted of a single beam-column

frame in each direction: along the structure's longitudinal and horizontal axes. The two 2D

frames resulted in a total analytical approach which is simpler to describe mathematically than a

3D model, and provided an opportunity to determine if interaction due to concurrent multiaxial

loading (particularly bending) is significant during elastic response.

LUMPED MASS
TRUSS

ELEMENT

Figure 8.1 Overall geometry of
analytic model, circles indicate
nodes.

STRUCTURE MASS

LUMPED AT NODES '1----4'----"'--_-+

RIGID SHAKING TABLE

TABLE SUPPORT

LONGITUDINAL

e:C;~~~RIC\

CONNECTIONS,f.-_-1

The spatial geometry of the longitudinal and transverse analytic models is outlined in Fig

ure 8.1 with the masses as detailed in Figure 8.2. Centerline dimensions were used for column

spacing and nodes were placed at levels of intersection with the neutral axes of the beams.

Column-beam joints were originally considered rigid and short eccentric connections of length

equal to the dimension to face of the beam or column extended from the joint nodes (as

represented by heavy line segments at the joints in Figures 8.1 & 8.2). Simulation of rocking

of the added mass blocks supported on the longitudinal beams was attempted by locating

lumped masses at a height above the floors equal to the distance to the center of mass of the

actual blocks. Such lumped masses (Figure 8.2) were tied to the floor beams at locations ident

ical to the actual supports by stiff truss members. Columns were modelled by single elements,

one story height in length. The longitudinal T beams were split into 3 segments for modelling

purposes. Since the effective moment of inertia of a T beam depends directly on the sign of

the bending moment, designating a value for section inertia becomes difficult if moment
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80TH
STORIES

'0'STORY

BOTTOM
S1MY

STRUCTURE IDEALIZATION

Ills·STRUCTIJRE STORY MASS, ASSUMED TO SE LUMPED AT FLOOR. U::VEL

lIle"MASS FROM CONCRETE SLOCKS AND ATTACHMENTS

GRAVITY LOAD FOR EACH GIRDER
FIXED ENt) MOMENTS BASED ON CLEAR OISTANCES

Figure 8.2 Structural idealization, masses, initial forces for analytic model.

reversals are possible. With tbe large static loads applied at the center of the longitudinal

beams, the center segment was continuously subject to a positive (sagging) type moment and

an effective I under positive moment could be used. The end segments were for the most part

under negative bending and either the negative I value or an average of the negative and posi

tive I's was feasible.

The shaking table is supported by a cushion of compressed air and moved by a system of

hydraulic actuators. In addition to the horizontal and vertical active actuators a second set of

passive hydraulic cylinders act as a spring-dashpot system, in the vertical direction, to resist

table pitching caused by structural overturning moments. The pitch resisting mechanism of the

shaking table was modelled by a set of vertical springs under the table itself. If the analysis

algorithm were able to accept horizontal and rotational (pitching) type ground accelerations, this

table support modelling would be unnecessary. Since the amplitude of motion during the elas

tic test was small without large overturning moments, very little table pitching motion

developed and the springs were considered as rigid.

Computer program:

There are numerous computer solution algorithms which could be used for the elastic

frames analysis. In this instance DRAIN2D [l3] was selected because the same mathematical

model of the structure could be used for elastic and inelastic analyses. DRAIN2D is a general

purpose dynamic analysis program for inelastic plane structures, is distributed through the

National Information Service for Earthquake Engineering (NISEE), and is frequently used for

private commercial analysis. The step by step dynamic analysis procedure and Direct Stiffness

Method of stiffness formulation are described in reference [l3] which is available from NISEE.

The program was used in a completely unmodified condition, as obtained from NISEE. A

library of structural elements developed for use with the DRAIN2D program includes an
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element intended to model reinforced concrete beams in the inelastic range. It has stiffpess

degrading rotational springs at the member ends, which are necessary for proper simulation of

behavior during inelastic motion. It does not include any type of multi axial interaction effects.

Member stiffness-longitudinal frame:

Stiffnesses, in the form of bending moments of inertia, are described in Appendix B for

various methods of formulation. Selection of member stiffnesses for the columns and beams in

the present situation depends on the past loading history of the frame. The beams, particularly

at the lower floor, have been heavily loaded with the sustained dead load of the concrete mass

blocks. The dead load moments in the lower beam were 100 in-kips, positive in the center

region and negative at the ends, or approximately one third of the section capacity at yield.

Cracked section stiffnesses are definitely warranted for the lower beam. The dead load

moments in the upper beams are 43 in-k at the center and 59 in-k at the ends. A tensile rup

ture stress of 7.5 .JJ:' (ACJ[J4]) will develop when the positive moment reaches 21 in-k.

However, the beam is under less stress between the points of maximum moment and use of

cracked section lover the entire beam length may result in a generally low stiffness estimate.

A section of positive cracked section stiffness for the center beam segment and negative gross

section stiffness in the end sections was used for the initial analysis.

The frame had already experienced a minor shaking from the TlOO(J) test. Column

moments reached 60-70 in-Kips at the lower level and less at the upper story. Column yield

strength was predicted as approximately 200 in-k under 10k axial compression plus bending.

The upper and lower story column ends would be expected to have cracked section stiffness but

the low stressed material at the column mid-height probably would not yet have experienced

cracking. As an initial estimate, cracked section stiffness was selected for the lower column and

gross section stiffness for second story columns.

The member stiffnesses selected for the initial frame response analysis are compiled in

Table 8.1. Since the test was at a fairly low acceleration level (0.06g's) the yield behavior of

the members was ignored by specifying very high yield levels for the inelastic member elements

to force elastic analytic behavior.

Damping in an uncracked bare frame concrete structure would be expected to fall between

2 and 5 per cent of critical damping. With an increase in the amplitude of motion, cracking and

slip or other energy dissipation mechanisms would require values near the 5% per cent of criti

cal level to properly model the response. In the initial longitudinal analysis values of 2% critical

in first mode and 3% in second mode were used to define mass dependent and tangent stiffness

dependent damping factors. An integration time step of 0.02 seconds was selected for the

analysis, approximately one-fifteenth of the first mode natural period

Analytical results-longitudinal frame:

The analytical response results from the proposed engineering model of the structure are

compared with the measured response, in terms of 1st story displacements, in Figure 8.3. For

enhanced clarity only the initial portion of the history is shown; the remainder of the predicted
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Longitudinal frame- Elastic analysis (1)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower 150 cracked section
-upper 280 gross section

Beam-lower
ends 1440 gross section

Table 8.1.center 550 cracked section

Beam-upper
ends 1440 gross section

center 1440 gross section

Damping: specified as 2% first mode
3% second mode

combination of mass and tangent
stiffness proportional;
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Figure 8.3 Results from first analysis, longitudinal elastic response, TIOO(2) test.

signal bears as little resemblance to the measured results as that shown, and is of less ampli

tude. Various conclusions based on comparison of the two response histories may be noted

immediately.

I. Counting the number of cycles occurring during a particular interval of time indicates that

the experimental response had an average frequency of 3.IHz, the analytic had an average

of 3.6Hz. The mathematical model was too stiff.
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2. The rapid buildup of resonant response in the analytical model may indicate that damping

was set too low.

The observation made in note I, above, should have been suspected. With fairly high

dead load moments already existing in the longitudinal beams and superimposed earthquake

loading, cracked section estimates for moment of inertia in the end segments would have been

appropriate. The correct value for damping is more difficult to estimate. A value twice as

high was tried in the second model. The properties used in the second analysis are listed in

Table 8.2. Since the moments in the end beam segments generally changed sign from one end

to the other, with low moment values in between, a value between the gross and cracked sec

tion estimates, though much closer to the latter, was selected and is denoted by cracked section

+.

Longitudinal frame- Elastic analysis (2)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower 150 cracked section
-upper 280 gross section

Beam-lower
ends 560 cracked section+ ••

center 550 cracked section

Beam-upper
ends 400 cracked section+ ••

center 400 cracked section ••

Table 8.2.

Damping: specified as 4% first mode ••
3% second mode

*'* Value modifiedfrom first analysis.

The time-history plot of first floor displacements in Figure 8.4 indicates a fairly good

agreement between the floor response measured during the test and predicted by the modified

.mathematical model. The analytic response peaks tend to be slightly higher than measured,

indicating that the damping should probably be increased slightly. However, the results do indi

cate that a fairly simple model, based on cracked section estimates of stiffness used in a planer

frame analysis, is able to simulate the ~ctual response. If interaction between the responses

along the structure's transverse axis and longitudinal axis significantly affected longitudinal

response, successful planar simulation would not have been obtained.

Member stiffness-transverse frame:

Geometric modelling of the transverse frame may be seen in Figure 8.1. The structure

and added masses are again modelled as lumped masses placed at the floor levels. Short

transverse beams are replaced by a single beam modelling element, rather than segments, as
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Figure 8.4 Results from second analysis, longitudinal elastic response, TlOO(2) test.

used in the longitudinal frame. A moment of inertia part way between the I for positive bend

ing (365) and the I for negative bending (333), with a cracked section, was selected. Again, a

cracked section stiffness was chosen for the columns as indicated in Table 8.3. Mass and

stiffness dependent damping factors were included to give an effective 4% first and 3% second

mode damping.

Transverse frame- Elastic analysis (1)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower SO
-upper SO

cracked section
cracked section Table 8.3.

Beams-lower
upper

340
340

cracked section
cracked section

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

Analytic results-transverse frame:

The results for calculated vs measured floor displacement are plotted in Figure 8.5. Only

the first portion of the response history is' included, however it is representative of the entire

sequence.
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The major discrepancy is again a mis-match of frequency caused by high stiffness in the

mathematical model. The estimated response frequency predominating in the experimen

tal results (by measuring time interval between peaks) was 1.8 Hz, and in the analytic

response, 2.2Hz.

Cracked section stiffnesses were already used in the column and beam elements. The cracked

section I used for the column was 50 in. 4 while the estimated cracked sectio~ I under zero

axial load (Appendix B) was 49 in. 4. Since overturning moments would develop during earth

quake excited motions in the transverse direction, due to the close column spacing and high

aspect ratio, the column could be subjected to axial tension forces during intervals in which

high accelerations occur. With one column in tension (and having an associated lower

stiffness) the overall lateral stiffness of the frame would be slightly decreased.

The beam-column joints provide a second source of flexibility which was neglected in the

assumed rigidity of the analytical model. Undoubtedly a finite amount of deformation must

occur in any joint under loading and the analyst is faced with a decision regarding the method

of modelling non rigid joints and defining the effective length of members meeting at a joint.

In the present case the orientation of the columns and transverse beams at the joint is such that

the column is wider, out of plane, than the beam, and the continuous column steel is located

fully outside of the beam cage. While neglecting shear deformation within the joint, it may be

reasonable, for bending purposes, to assume that the effective length to be modelled by the

column elements extends into the joint region. Modification reflecting such changes in joint

stiffness may be seen in the table of characteristics for the second analysis of the transverse

response. (Table 8.4)

Response of the modified analytic model is compared with the experimental history in

Figure 8.6. The changes in column stiffness and effective length brought the measured and
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Transverse frame- Elastic analysis (2)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower 45 . cracked section **
with 10k axial compo

No eccentricity
at top joints, **

Table 8.4

Beams 340 cracked section

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

... Value modifiedfrom first analysis.
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Figure 8.6 Results from second analysis, transverse elastic response, T100(2) test.

mathematically predicted frequencies into close agreement. The amplitudes of the math model

are higher than the measured, suggesting that the damping in the analytic model may be set

slightly higher than appropriate. Modification of the damping would be expected to bring the

displacement amplitudes into close agreement as well.

Once again, the ability of the planar frame mathematical model to simulate the measured

response of the three dimensional structure indicates that the motion is relatively free of mul

tiaxial response coupling or interaction. The models were established with a fairly simple

approach using calculated section stiffnesses. Selection of the correct section stiffness for the

reinforced concrete members, generally not a problem with other materials such as steel,

required some consideration of the past load history and anticipated loading. T-beam
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sections, with differing stiffnesses under positive and negative moment, require special judge

ment in selection of correct stiffness to use in various regions along their length.

Inelastic analysis,TlOOO

Two dimensional frame models, identical in spatial geometry to those detailed in the elas

tic analysis, were used in mathematical simulation of the TlOOO earthquake test which caused

significant inelastic behavior. The mathematical models had the same configuration, structural

member-element representation and placement of lumped masses as described previously. In

addition, specific strength characteristics in the form of resistance capacity at yield and stiffness

qualities after yielding were required.

Elastic models- loading past elastic range:

An initial response analysis was attempted using the elastic models with cracked section

stiffness described previously. Behavior was artificially kept elastic by prescribed yield levels

fifty to one hundred times above the expected. Partial time histories for the two frames may be

seen in Figures 8.7 & 8.8. In both directions, the analysis is consistent with measured results

until the first major displacement cycle, which initiates yielding in the real structure. It might

be noted that the elastic analyses underestimate the first story displacements (longitudinal:

actual = 2.12in., predicted = 1.24in., transverse: actual = 1.54in., predicted = l.07in.) though

the internal forces which were calculated reached nearly four times the member yield levels.

The prediction overestimated structural stiffness and produced a mathematical model with con

stant higher natural frequencies which were also excited by different sequences of the earth

quake motion than the true structure, which had yield softening and degradation of its lateral

stiffness causing time variation of frequency.

Nonlinear characterization:

Simulation of the post elastic behavior requires specific knowledge of the strength and

stiffness variation of a member resulting from any particular loading history, since the behavior

of most materials, and particularly reinforced concrete, are dependent on deformation history if

yielding has occurred. Description of the behavior of reinforced concrete is particularly difficult

as a result of the various nonlinear phenomena which may occur including:

I tensile cracking of concrete,

2 yield of tensile reinforcing and residual elongation,

3 compression crushing and spalling of unconfined concrete,

4. compression crushing of confined concrete,

5. loss of bar concrete bond at high strains or from cyclic loads,

6. bar slip at joints,
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Figure 8.7 Analytic results using elastic analysis, with a motion causing inelastic response,

longitudinal, TlOOO test.
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transverse, TI000 test.

7. yield of compression reinforcing and subsequent buckling,

8. apparent strength increase due to visco-elastic behavior with dynamic rates of straining.

Though the list is by no means exhaustive, it is exemplary of the multitude of possible

mechanisms which may affect the post-yield response.

The specific mathematical modelling of each of the above occurrences would not only be

cumbersome but in certain cases beyond the limits of current ability to generate behavioral

rules. The common approach to such modelling is one of including particular components

(1,2,3,4) of non linear behavior averaged in a single general deformation mechanism, such as
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bending moment-curvature or a moment-end rotation type of relation. Tests have indicated a

general pattern for moment-curvature behavior of beam elements as outlined in Figure 8.9.

While such a method includes most of the sources of inelasticity which develop within the

member, it neglects the other components which allow deformation at the joint interface (5,6)

or are normally considered of lessor importance (7,8).

MOMENT

Figure 8.9 Typical moment vs
rotation relation for reinforced
concrete beams.

The reinforced concrete beam element available for use in the DRAIN2D computer facilitated

analysis package incorporates non-linear rotational springs at the ends of the element. The

moment-rotation behavior of the springs is a modified version of the mUlti-linear degrading

hysteresis rule proposed by Takeda[151 and outlined in Figure 8.10. Basic behavior of the

model is similar to Fig. 8.9, with the same drawbacks, but also neglects strength deterioration

caused by mechanisms '3' and '4' above.

MOMENT

Figure 8.10 Moment rotation
rule for rotational springs, a , {3

, '1 define characteristics of
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The parameters which described the moment-rotation rule of Figure 8.10 include:
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a. initial flexural stiffness,

b. slope of post yield envelope or yielding stiffness,

c. unloading stiffness parameter a

d. loading stiffness parameter f3

e. small amplitude cycle parameter 11

While selection of the initial flexural and the post-yield stiffness may be accomplished through

section analysis, there are no generalized guidelines for selecting appropriate parameters ( a fJ 11

) to describe the stiffness degradation characteristic of a particular crosS section.

This element does not have any provision for including the important interaction effect

between axial load and bending moment yield level. Accurate modelling is quite diffiCUlt.

without such an ability. However, a clumsy attempt to incorporate some axial load vs. yield

moment interaction was facilitated by a feature of the beam element which allowed differing

values of positive and negative yield moments to be defined at each end of the element. Thus,

the sign of the bending moment could be foreseen when the frame was displaced in either of

the two lateral directions, with an associated compressive or tensile column axial force due to

overturning, and values could be assigned for the positive or negative yield moments dependent

on the expected (;olumn axial force when bending was occurring in that particular direction.

Longitudinal frame- nonlinear analysis:

The section properties derived through the RCCOLA analysis of member cross sections

(Appendix B) were used to calculate a post-yield stiffness for the non linear rotational springs.

The maximum curvature at the column ends was arbitrarily assumed to reach 0.005 radians per

inch for calculation of an average post yield stiffness in the degrading rotational springs. Refer

ring to the moment-curvature plots of Figure 7.26 and Figure 8.3· from the RCCOLA calcula

tions, moment and curvature values at yield and at a curvature of 0.005 rad/in. were deter

mined for an axial load of 10K compression (the column dead load force). The end deflection

values for a cantilever beam of half the column length were calculated through integration of

curvature along the beam, assuming a maximum curvature equal to the yield curvature and

secondly equal to 0.005 rad/in. at the fixed end. The change in deflection after yield was used

to calculate the post-yield stiffness of the rotational spring. It was assumed that the columns

would be in reverse bending under the lateral loading: thus the use of half length in the cantil

ever. Quantities used in calculation of spring properties are inclUded in AppendiX B.

The remaining parameters, a , fJ , and 11 , were somewhat arbitrarily selected since there

were no definite guidelines, other than can be obtained by experimental testing and matching

response, to describe the degrading stiffness. Based on illustrated moment curvature results of

other researchers mentioned in Appendix A and results seen in previous tests conducted on the

shaking table, [1],[2],[10], the factor fJ was set to zero. Thus reloading proceeded towards the

previous maximum rotation point. Then, with (3 set to zero, and reloading path always toward

the previous maximum, definition of '1 was not required. The value to be used for a was unc

ertain, and varying values were used in sequential analysis runs.
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The first analytical model assembled for the longitudinal frame used bilinear yielding ele

ments in the beams with a post yield stiffness at 4% of elastic, and multilinear degrading

stiffness elements to model the columns with properties, as listed in the accompanying table.

(Table 8.5) The specified column-yield moments, 223 and 160 in-k, were calculated assuming

that axial forces due to overturning would be 20k compression and 5k tension respectively, at

times when yield moment would be reached.

The stiffness and yield level for the lower floor beams, at the beam-column joints, were

obtained by neglecting the reinforcing bars in the flanges of the T section, which did not anchor

in the column. Previous tests,[ll, [21,&116l, have shown a tendency towards formation of diag

onal (torsion-shear) cracks, as described in Chapter6 and noted in Figure 6.6, in the slab above

the transverse beams near the column faces; essentially isolating the flanges of the longitudinal

beams from the columns. The reduced moment of inertia calculated in this manner is noted as

'cracked section-' in the table.

The previously described elastic analysis employed an integration time step of 0.02

seconds, or one-fifteenth the first mode natural period. Use of the same time step was

attempted in the inelastic analysis. However, during the initial computer run the analysis

diverged at 5.27 seconds, resulting in sudden displacements beyond a preset limit of 5 inches.

Subsequently an integration time step of 0.01 seconds was specified and the analysis was com

pleted successfully albeit more expensively.

Figure 8.11 compares the predicted motion from the analytical model with the measured

displacement data. Since the elastic stiffnesses were nearly the same as those used in the previ

ous analyses, it is reasonable to expect the model to be accurate at least in the elastic initial

motion, before large displacements cause yielding. The results do agree fairly well until slightly

after 3 seconds when the first major displacement occurs. Through the rest of the excitation,

the mathematical model retains too high a stiffness while the actual frame degrades consider

ably.

As a means of increasing the degradation during unloading after yield, the a factor was

increased from 0.1 to 0.8 (see Fig. 8.10). And the yield level with additional from overturning

was changed from 160in-kips with 5k axial tension to 200in-k with 10k axial compression as

noted in Table 8.6.

The results of the second model appear nearly identical to the previous if Figures 8.11 and

8.12 are compared. Apparently the modified a did not have a significant effect on the overall

response. An inspection of the moment-curvature behaviorof one of the rotational springs at

the base of the first floor column (Figure 8.13) indicates that:

1. very little yielding has occurred in the mathematical model,

2. the combined a and (3 parameters have created a model with narrow moment rotation

loops and little energy dissipation.

The increase of column yield moment in model 2 was certainly in error since the real structure

will have axial tension forces created by the combined overturning moments about the two
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Longitudinal frame- Inelastic (l)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower 150 cracked section
-upper 280 gross section

Beam-lower
ends 350 cracked section-

center 550 cracked section

Beam-upper
ends 320 cracked section

center 380 cracked section

Member yield moment (in-k)

Columns 223 under axial compo (20k) Table 8.5
160 under axial tension (-5k)

Beam-lower 304 positive-sagging
356 neg.-humping

at ends 240 negative

Beam-upper 195 positive-sagging
235 neg.-humping

Member
rotational nonlinear springs

k-post yd. a

Columns 6930in-k/rad 0.10 0.00

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

structural axes, effectively reducing the axial compression below the 10k dead load (at which

the 200 in-k yield was specified). Judging from the types of moment rotation cyclic loops nor

mally seen in beam tests, wider loops with greater energy dissipation would be expected and

should be used in the analytical model; requiring a decrease in the value of a .

As mentioned previously, the shaking table itself tends to pitch slightly during testing,

particularly when a structure has high induced overturning moments. In essence, table

structure interaction occurs. The modelling of such behavior can be included in the analysis

procedure by adding a rigid table with rotational lumped mass on spring elements as described

earlier. The spring elements were given a stiffness of ISO k/in each, providing an effective

rotational stiffness of 21640 in-klrad, as used successfully in correlation analyses of previous

tests with similar mass characteristics 1171.
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Longitudinal frame- Inelastic (2)
Model characteristics:

moments of inertia and yield level
same as previous model except:

Member

Columns 200

yield moment (in-k)

axial compo (10k) • Table 8.6.

Member
rotational nonlinear springs

k-post yd. " (3

Columns 6930in-k/rad

* Value modified from previous analysis.

0.80 0.00 •

Inspection of the analytical results of model 2 also indicated that the ends of the lower

story beam (modelled with a bi-linear non degrading element) developed maximum rotations of

0.01 radians in their concentrated plastic hinges. Rotations of such magnitude should cause

stiffness degradation. Thus the third analysis model used stiffness degrading reinforced con

crete beam elements to model the two end segments of the lower level beam with parameters

as specified in the Table 8.7. A further modification included in the third analysis involved a

change in the stiffness definition for the lower column elements. Axial force in the columns,

due to the static dead load, remained constantly at IOkips. Additional axial forces, due to the

combination of overturning moments along both of the structure's main axes, varied with a

maximum of approximately 35kips, tension and compression. Since the predicted uniaxial

column yield moments varied as:
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277in-kips at 40k axial compression

168in-kips at Ok axial

109in-kips at 20k axial tension

it seems likely that column yielding, and the stiffness degradation induced, occurred more fre

quently or to a greater extent when column axial load was reduced by the overturning moment

force component. In fact, witb the single axis component of overturning moment in the second

analysis, the static axial compression was offset, at peaks, by the overturning induced tension.

Therefore, the column element properties, and rotational spring stiffness in particular, were

reformulated, basing the new parameters on an assumed no axial load situation within the

columns (during inelastic excursions the uplift is assumed to cancel deadload). The resulting
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parameters are noted in Table 8.7.

Longitudinal frame- Inelastic (3)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Column-lower 146 cracked section, 0 axial ••
-upper 280 gross section

Beam-lower
ends 350 cracked section-

center 550 cracked section

Beam-upper
ends 320 cracked section

center 380 cracked section

Member yield moment On-k)

Columns 223 under axial compo (20k)
170 no axial load ••

Beam-lower 304 positive-sagging
356 neg.-humping

at ends 240 negative

Beam-upper 195 positive-sagging
235 neg.-humping

Table 8.7.

rotational nonlinear springs
k-post yd. 0:

Member

Columns
Beam end

3214in-k/rad
91000in-k/rad

0040
0.00

f3

0.00
0.00

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

** Value modifiedfrom previous analysis.

The results of the third model, plotted in Figure 8.14, match the experimental displace

ments, and especially their frequency, fairly well, particularly during the first seven seconds,

though the amplitudes vary slightly, and an overall drift in the negative (north) direction seems

to have developed in the mathematical model and not in the measured data. The later part of

the motion shows a greater amount of stiffness degradation, in the associated lower frequency,

present in the experimental results. The moment-rotation behavior of the rotational spring at

the base of the north column (from the analysis) is included in Figure 8.15. The data is

presented in the form of a moment-curvature plot to allow comparison with the experimental
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plots of Chapter 7. (Figure 7.16 & .18) Analytic curvature was calculated by combining rotation

of the spring divided by 4in. with the elastic curvature. The experimental curvature was based

on the rotation measured at the base of the column divided by the 4 in gauge length. Thus

both 'pseudo-curvatures' should match. More yielding is apparent and the overall shape of the

hysteretic loops look better than that of the previous model, while the general shape and mag

nitudes compare acceptably with the measured results in Figure 7.16. However certain impor

tant deviations should be noted. Comparing the first negative yield cycles in Fig. 8.15 and Fig.

7.16, one of the previously listed shortcomings of the analytic model is apparent. During the

actual test yielding in that cycle was followed by a large axial compressive load, causing concrete
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crushing and deterioration in strength of the column while it continued to deform, causing a

negative slope. The analytic model is incapable of such strength deterioration, but rather,

shows strain hardening behavior. The pinching effect in the hysteresis loops is not modelled

and the later cycles exhibit less total stiffness degradation than was apparent in the measured

results. The hysteretic response of Figure 8.15 has been separated into short segments, with

the same time intervals as used in the 'windows' I to 8 of Chapter 7 -Section 2, and can be

seen in Figure 8.19 near the end of this chapter.

see
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Figure 8.15 Analytic moment
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strong axis, third run, T1000.
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Transverse frame- non linear analysis:

Stiffness values for columns, beams, and rotational springs were calculated for the

transverse direction in the same manner as described previously for the longitudinal direction.

Bending stiffness in the elastic range was specified as being identical to that used in the elastic

correlation analysis. The initial model, with characteristics as in Table 8.8, did not include

pitching effects of the shaking table itself.

The overall predicted response using this non linear model, Figure 8.16, seems nearly

identical to the results obtained from a pure elastic analysis as shown earlier in Figure 8.8.

However, yielding and inelastic deformation did occur at both ends of the lower story columns.

The amount of stiffness degradation developed did not begin to approach the amount necessary

to match the change in frequency of the test frame. The experimental displacements appear to

have a natural frequency of 1.7 Hz, while the measured data has peaks at an average of 1.1 Hz,

and, as time increases the true response frequency becomes lower. Maximum first floor dis

placement predicted by the analysis was 0.9lin. compared to a measured peak of 1.54in..

Three possible improvements can be suggested. The results from the first analysis indi

cate axial tension forces are occurring in the lower story columns in association with dynamic

overturning moments. The non linear degrading hinge stiffness used was calculated assuming

the columns carried 10 kips of axial compressive load. Recalculation under lower axial load
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Transverse frame- Inelastic (I)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Columns 45 cracked section
10k axial tension

Beams 340 cracked section

Member yield moment (in-k)

Columns 169 under axial compo (40k)
103 under no axial

Beams 257 positive-sagging
252 neg. -humping

Table 8.8

Member rotational nonlinear springs
k-post yd. " (3

Columns 4666in-k/rad

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

0.40 0.00
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may be desirable since the stiffness is reduced, particularly after yield, if no axial load is

assumed. The column element yield levels were specified for 40 kip and 0 kip axial loads.

Since the maximum axial load listed in the analytic results was 24 kips compression, and since

tensile axial loading was indicated, lower yield levels associated with such axial forces should be

specified. And thirdly, the pitch effect of the shaking table, which is important when appreci

able structural overturning moments are being generated, should be added to the mathematical

model.

Transverse frame- Inelastic (2)
Model characteristics:

Member moment of inertia (in. 4)

Columns 50 cracked section with ••
no axial load

Beams 340 cracked section

Member yield moment (in-k)

Columns 122 under axial compo (lOk) •• Table 8.9
90 with axial tension (-10k) ••

Beams 257 positive-sagging

252 neg.-humping

Member
rotational nonlinear springs

k-post yd. a (3

Columns 4666in-k/rad 0.40 0.00

Damping: 4% first mode
3% second mode

** Value modified from previous analysis.

The analytic displacements, plotted with experimental values in Figure 8.17, resulting

from the modifications listed in Table 8.9, still show poor correlation. An analytic predicted

maximum displacement of 1.05in. is considerably short of the 1.54in. measured. Inspection of

the column moment vs. pseudo curvature behavior depicted in Figure 8.18 indicates that the

analytic member yields during the first large displacement cycle at 3.40 seconds. During the

remainder of the motion no further yielding of the element develops and the column stiffness

remains at a constant degraded level. Such predicted behavior is in strong contrast to the

experimental results for the NA column seen in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The actual column has

a much higher stiffness degradation effect without any obvious yield sequence. As discussed in

Chapter 7 -Section 2, the weak axis or transverse direction response is strongly affected by the

longitudinal axis motion causing an apparent low stiffness. The planar frame analytical model is
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incapable of including such interaction and fails to provide an acceptable correlation with the

experimental results.
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Observations- analytic correlation

. Elastic response:

The correlation between predicted response results from the mathematical mOdel and the

measured experimental response data was quite successful when the structural deformations

remained in the elastic range even though the analytic model used 2D planar frames to simulate

a 3D structure. As one might have expected, under low loading, interaction between multi

dimensional loads on members and member response was minimal, allowing uncoupled analysis

as long as the material remained nearly elastic. Selection of correct section properties (Le. gross

area or cracked section moment of inertia, effective lengths) requires a degree of knowledge

able judgement based on the past loading history, configuration of structure and expected mode

of load resistance. However, the actual calculation of possible section properties is straightfor

ward and easily accomplished.

Non linear response:

The correlation between analytic and measured behavior, once the non-linear deformation

range was entered, was fairly poor when attempted using uncoupled planar frames to model 3D

frame response with simultaneous multi axial member loading. The uncoupled planar frame

analysis was not able to produce the amount of stiffness and strength degradation which

occurred in the test frame.

Displacement amplitudes predicted along the longitudinal and transverse axes, using

independent planar analyses, were found to be seriously underestimated when compared to

measured results. The final analysis in the longitudinal direction predicted a peak displacement

of 1.79in., while actual measured displacement of the first floor reached 2.12in., a 16% error.

Along the transverse (weak) axis, where considerable interaction had been noted in the experi

mental data, the prediction accuracy was much poorer. The second analysis resulted in a max

imum displacement of 1.05inches, 68% of the experimental first floor displacement, I.54inches.
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In both axes the mathematical model waS able to match the initial sequence of low ampli

tude motion. When large amplitude motion was induced in the models, particularly the

transverse, they were unable to match the amount of stiffness degradation which was apparent

in the experimental frame. Hence, the natural frequency of vibration, in the inelastic models,

invariably differed from the experimental results by the end of the motion.

Pecknold and Suharwardy [31) and Aktan [27] have suggested that biaxial 'bending effects

might be neglected if the system strength is such that predicted 10 or uniaxial loading ductility

is less than 2. The ID lateral displacement ductility predicted in the third inelastic analysis

(longitudinal) run was approximately 3.14 (max. displacement= 3.14 limes yield displacement).

Certainly some interaction effects did occur in the strong axis direction. However, the sug

gested relation between predicted 10 ductility and actual extent of biaxial interaction effects

was not based on experience with rectangular section columns. It is doubtful whether that cri

teria could serve as an acceptable basis of judging the capability of rectangular section columns

to perform during biaxial bending as a part of the design process.

Unfortunately, successful design of columns to resist multi axial load, presupposes an

understanding of biaxial response and a biaxial analysis capability. At the present the behavior

under randomly oriented cyclical biaxial loading in the inelastic range is just beginning to be

interpreted, and existing analysis procedures are lacking in ability to simulate important charac

teristics of behavior, or are computationally too complex and expensive. While various means

have been suggested for evaluating the capacity of columns under biaxial bending [32-34],

load-deformation relations are still not understood well enough to describe mathematically.

When modelling reinforced concrete, degradation of the uniaxial mathematical moment

vs. curvature or rotation stiffness rule is necessary. The uniaxial concrete beam modelling ele

ment used in the correlation analysis had a fairly sophisticated mechanism for including degra

dation. However, there are no available guidelines for determining or predicting what the

characteristics of the degradation should be. Selecting parameters to define the elements'

mathematical degradation rule was partly a matter of guesswork. While the stiffness rule incor

porated .into the element which 'was used (modified Takeda) is able to model general moment

curvature non linear degradation, it cannot model the effects of bar slip or end rotation after

large cracks have formed and the actual hysteresis loops begin to show a pinching type behavior

as the moment reverses, associated with less energy dissipation, which some of the column

loops started to show near the end of the response.

It is necessary, particularly for reinforced concrete, to consider the effect of axial force

interaction on the bending yield moments and on the instantaneous bending stiffness. Certainly

there are structural analysis packages, such as ANSR-I and ANSR-I1,[18],[19], available with

3D capabilities allowing correct combination of column axial forces from multi-dimensional

overturning, and with column elements available which have bi-axial bending and 3D yield sur

faces. However, they do not have stiffness degrading characteristics, which may be as impor

tant as axial interaction.
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The results of Chapter 7 Indicate the obvious necessity of including biaxial bending

interaction effects, as well as those of axial loading, in a proper modelling process. Elements

have been proposed and tested in various correlation studies (see Appendix A ) which have

multi-axial interaction and .simulate degradation. Probably the most attractive approach,

because of its seeming simplicity and elegance, was proposed by Takizawa and Aoyama [20].

The model is of a degrading tril-linear envelope type. Interaction and degradation is achieved

through definition of biaxial moment vs moment cracking amplitude and yield amplitude curves

which translate and expand during loading, Such an element would be expected to give good

results for member cross sections which are circular and have axisymmetric steel location with

the reinforcing continuous, or at close discrete spacing around the axis. With a deviation to a

square section (which is the closest quadrilateral fit to a circular section) and reinforcing at

wider discrete intervals, the results should be acceptable but not as accurate as in a circular

case. However, when the section becomes rectangular with a well defined strong and weak axis

and widely spaced discrete reinforcing, such as the columns in the present test, it is doubtful

whether the model would be appropriate. Simulation of the yielding and residual straining of

widely spaced discrete bars, leaving cracks open and creating rocking effects in the weak direc

tion, as described in the analysis of local behavior in Chapter 7 could not be expected of such a

general element. Such local phenomena may be fairly unimportant, however, when in an

analysis of a structure with numerous members the overall global behavior is desired, since the

irregularities in any single column tend to be masked when combined to define the total lateral

load vs. displacement characteristics of the structure.

If simUlation of individual column behavior is desired, particularly for an irregularly

shaped cross section, the 'finite filament' approach used by Aktan [27] and others [22,26] is

preferable. In that method the column cross section is divided into multiple small areas,

defining filaments which run the length of the column. Thus each rebar within the section may

be modelled separately since the behavior rule for the material in any of the individual area

segments may be specified explicitly. In this manner concrete cracking, crushing, and spalling,

rebar yield, elongation and buckling may all be simulated. Effects of dynamic straining can be

implemented as well by inclusion of appropriate visco-elastic properties. A deflected shape is

assumed for the member axis, from which curvature and restoring forces may be calculated

based on the individual stress- strain characteristics of the filament materials. The disadvantage

of such a method is in the tremendous complexity that is introduced into the analysis process.

Computing time and cost become excessive.
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Chapter 9

Summary:
Observations, Conclusions, Recommendations

The two story reinforced concrete frame was mounted on the shaking table at a skew

angle to induce multiaxial response during testing under earthquake motions. Though the shak

ing table only had a single horizontal component of motion, the structure responded to

different facets of the excitation along its two principal axes, since the lateral natural vibration

frequencies in the two axis directions differed.

A weak column-strong girder design was used for the frame. Biaxial moments, deforma

tions and their interrelation were the prime quantities under investigation in the test program

and provided a major influence on the overall structural response. Two initial low amplitude

tests (accel. 0.06g) were followed by a large amplitude motion (O.68g) using displacements

derived from the Taft 1952 earthquake record. Additional testing and repair followed but the

investigation of the present program was limited to the former.

The frame's dynamic response was recorded through 140 transducers of various types.

Visually apparent damage was noted and frequency tests were conducted after each earthquake

sequence. Considerable biaxial effects were detected and the experimental data for a particular

column was subjected to detailed analysis to determine mechanisms of the interaction. Catas

trophic collapse did not occur, rather, failure was the result of excessive deformation and

stiffness degradation.

A brief mathematical vs experimental correlation study was attempted. Independent

planar frame analytic models were used in the directions of the frame's two principal axes to

simulate the response of the 3-D structure. The second small amplitude earthquake test was

simulated using modelling behavior which was linear elastic. The large amplitude test was

simulated using behavior with stiffness degrading characteristics.

131
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Observations:

Since most existing structures that are susceptible to damage in an earthquake are not

instrumented to indicate probable extent, physical observations might be used as a means of

judging the degree of destruction. Visual observation did serve to locate possible areas where

damage had occurred. However, it was difficult to ascertain whether such damage was

superficial or serious. The visible condition certainly did not provide an accurate estimate of

the extent of damage after the first Taft 1000 signal. Cracking occurred at the ends of the first

floor columns where measured response data indicated the development of inelastic deforma

tion. Very little spalling was seen, yet the strain values indicated corners at the base of the

column had reached levels of 0.015, much beyond the crushing strain for unconfined concrete.

Probing in the areas of cracking or the chipping away of crushed pieces would make a visual

judgement more accurate. This was not undertaken here because further testing, e.g. the

Pacoima record as an aftershock, was planned for the damaged frame.

The change in natural frequencies of the structure, as measured before and after each

shake, served as an indicator of the model's stiffness. This between test variation, in the lateral

displacement vibratory modes, was indicative of damage but provided no information about the

type, extent, or location. From the small TIOO (2) to the large nooo tests, natural frequency

in the longitudinal direction declined 45%, while the bending stiffness at the lower column

bases decreased by over 80%. No interpretation of this frequency decrease could lead directly

to a judgement of either column stiffness degradation or damage.

A combination of visual information and frequency measurement provides a definite asset

when conjoined with mathematical analysis of a damaged structure. Visual inspection can indi

cate where inelastic deformation may have occurred (and with probing may give some measure

of extent), allowing a mathematical model to be assembled with inelasticity developing in the

correct locations. Correlation between measured and predicted frequency should develop when

the correct local stiffnesses are selected. These stiffnesses serve as indirect indicators of dam

age in individual load resisting members of the structure.

A comparison of frequency and changes in frequency during tests on this frame and a pre

vious one, which had only uniaxial displacement, showed that greater frequency shift and

accompanying stiffness degradation developed during the present test. In the large Taft 1000

earthquake, the biaxial frame's longitudinal first mode frequency declined from 3.46 to 1.86

Hz, a decrease of 46%, while the uniaxial frame's longitudinal frequency varied from 3.13 to

2.03 Hz, a decrease of 35%. The larger drop in frequency during the biaxial test was attribut

able to greater stiffness degradation caused by non elastic deformation and damage under the

combined multi-axial loading.

An interaction effect of combined loadings in a structure undergoing inelastic motion was

immediately apparent when the deformation histories of the uniaxially displaced frame were

compared to those of the biaxial frame. The first floor longitudinal displacement histories of

the two frames were nearly identical during the initial 6 seconds of the test (Fig. 6.18) Then at

6.2 seconds, the present biaxial frame had simultaneous peak displacements along both its prin

cipal axes while the columns were in an in-elastic yield state. Additional damage and stiffness
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deterioration developed, greater than that in the uniaxial frame, as evidenced by a decrease in

frequency relative to and subsequent motion disjoint from the uniaxial frame's history.

The overall stiffness and strength along the longitudinal axes of the two frames were com

pared by plotting the column shear vs. first floor displacement. The structures showed identical

initial shear-displacement stiffness. Interaction effects in the bi-axial frame were apparent as:

1 lower yield levels than in the uniaxial frame,

2 greater stiffness degradation,

even though the individual materials in the biaxial frame had slightly higher yield and/or ulti

mate strengths.

The resultant column shear force, obtained by vectorially combining the simultaneous

shears along the two column principal axes, was 15% below the maximum shear resisted in the

uniaxial frame. These results indicate that biaxial loading re.duces the total column lateral load

capacity (controlled by bending strength in the present case) ..

The response along the weak direction of the rectangular section columns was severely

affected by motions along the strong axis. This significant result of multiaxial force interaction

in rectal)gular columns during inelastic motion became apparent from column shear vs displace

ment and column local end moment vs. curvature data plots for the two principal column axes.

The strong axis lateral restoring force characteristics, with normal yielding, hardening, strength

and stiffness degradation, were generally similar to those seen previously in uniaxial lateral dis

placement tests. The restoring moment vs. curvature characteristics of the weak axis motion

became extremely irregular after initial inelastic deformation had occurred. Weak axis response

exhibited excessive stiffness degradation with intervals of apparent zero and negative bending

stiffness.

The irregular behavior observed in the restoring force vs deformation history along the

weak axis was attributable to:

1 -concrete cracking caused by combination of biaxial moments and axial loads,

2 -residual rebar deformation, primarily a result of bending yielding in the strong axis direc-

tion coupled with weak axis bending and axial load.

These conditions caused formation of unsymmetric section stiffness when concrete in only one

corner was carrying compressive load or when a rebar in one corner was yielding. Residual bar

deformation (elongation) intermittently left the entire concrete cross section cracked open and

supported solely on the reinforcing bars. In such circumstances the column exhibited rocking

in the weak axis direction when strong axis loads were changing, particularly when reversing

direction, and caused formation of unexpected moments in the weak axis direction.

Unfortunately, the irregular low stiffness behavior in the weak axis direction, which

developed without any obvious sign of yielding due to weak axis load, resulted in moment vs.

rotation response having hysteretic loops with little enclosed area. Thus, the soft weak axis

motion resulted from a local mechanism which did not have the energy dissipation qualities that

are desirable in seismic design.

The effect of the extreme interaction measured in the column members was slightly

masked when the differing restoring forces in all of the columns were summed and the overall
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base shear vs. lateral displacement response was inspected (Figure 7.5b). While the particular

irregularities noticed in the response of specific columns are not clearly visible, the general

shape of the hysteresis response still clearly shows pinching characteristics indicative of low

energy absorption.

Axial loads, developed within the columns due to dynamic overturning moments, were

quite sizable and in fact were not typical of a low rise structure. Axial compression reached a

maximum of five times the dead load compression, and axial tension developed at certain

times. The large axial force variation was created through a combination of overturning

moments in the transverse direction, being resisted by columns at a very close spacing (3 ft.l,

plus the additional axial components from longitudinal overturning, which had also existed in

the uniaxial frame. Axial force remained slightly below the "balanced point" of the column

axial vs. moment interaction diagrams when under the maximum compression load.

Yield load level, ultimate bending strength, and effective lateral stiffness of the columns

were dependent on the simultaneous axial load resisted within the column. The yield moment

capacity varied from 277 in-kips with 40 kips axial compression, to 156 in-kips with 5 kips axial

tension for strong axis bending and from 169in-kips to 94in-kips, under similar axial load, for

weak axis bending. After initiation of cracking and accumulation of residual elongation,

existence of axial load could determine whether the section remained with open cracks or

closed with effective concrete. This considerably affected section stiffness, especially when

under low bending or during moment reversals. Inspection and comparison of the response of

various columns under similar deformation indicated that when high axial compression existed

in the column, higher lateral load resistance was developed prior to yielding and increased

stiffness was apparent.

Relatively high strain rates under the earthquake excited motion occurred in the reinforc

ing bars. Strain rates as high as 22% per second in the rebars allowed development of strength

beyond that elicited from slow rate or "statically" tested material behavior. Correct estimation

of member strength would require visco-elastic modelling to include strain rate effects. Stati

cally predicted strengths are, however, generally acceptable in their conservative quality.

An approximate maximum displacement ductility of 2.4 was developed, during the strong

amplitude shake, in the structure's longitudinal axis direction. In the transverse, (weak), axis

direction quantitative definition of ductility, the ratio of maximum displacement to yield dis

placement, tends to be meaningless or at least misleading. While column lateral stiffness

decreased by two thirds during the test, resulting in large lateral displacements, there was very

little actual 'yielding' in the weak axis direction. That ductility implies the occurrence of yield

deformation is deceptive in a situation where the development of large deformations along a

particular axis is a result of multi-axial interaction without yielding along that axis.

Correlation between the measured structural first floor displacements and those predicted

through a mathematical modelling procedure were fairly good for the initial small earthquake

test. Predicted displacements along the longitudinal axis were within II % of each other (0.108

in. experimental vs. 0.120 in predicted, first floor) with excellent agreement in frequency.

Transverse displacements could have been just as accurate with a slight modification in the
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estimated damping. Frequencies were in good agreement. During that test, the actual frame

essentially responded in a low amplitude elastic manner. The analysis procedure simulated

response of planar frames oriented along the two axes of the structure independently. The suc

cess of such independent modelling indicates that interaction of motions along the frame's prin

cipal' axes had only minor effects on the overall response under small motion. While good

correlation was possible using easily calculated member section properties, poor judgement in

estimating the correct status of the section (ie, cracked, uncracked) resulted in prediction of

displacements which were 20% low and at an incorrect frequency in one case.

The correlation between mathematically predicted and measured response under the

TIOOO excitation was poor. the analysis again used two independent planar frames. The longi

tudinal analysis predicted a first floor displacement of 1.79 in. while the measured maximum

was 2.21 in., a 16% error. Local member behavior generally followed the experimental reality.

In the transverse axis first floor displacement was 68% of the measured. Frequency matching

was quite poor, final measured frequency was 0.95 Hz and the analytic model's was 1.34 Hz.

Individual column bending resistance was modelled with a uniaxial inelastic degrading stiffness

relation. The analysis did not include the effects of biaxial simultaneous moments and axial

load on yield level or stiffness, and did not include strength deterioration, reinforcing bar slip or

joint deformation. Degradation in the stiffness of the analytical model could not reach the

amount caused by such simultaneous loading and deformation mechanisms,- which were

induced in the actual test frame. Moreover, the uniaxial degrading stiffness relation used

required selection of descriptive parameters for which no estimation guidelines exist, resulting

in a guessing procedure.
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Conclusions

Biaxial lateral loading effects:

Biaxial bending of reinforced concrete members can be expected to decrease the resultant

lateral (bending) stiffness. The combined bending moments cause higher strains to occur in

corner rebars with higher residual strains after yielding. Combined concentrated strains in the

corner concrete areas are likely to initiate crushing and spalling of unconfined concrete and

crushing of confined concrete, with associated section strength deterioration, earlier than under

uniaxial loading.

Biaxial bending interaction should be particularly considered in the design and analysis of

rectangular columns to be used in moment resisting concrete frame applications subject to

lateral cyclic loading. Even when 'strong column-weak girder' design is employed, biaxial over

load causing inelastic deformation may be serious, since the columns of a moment resisting

frame will have induced loading from motion along both of the structure's horizontal axes,

additional lateral displacement from structural torsion and axial load cause by overturning

moments. The results of the tests described herein show that motion along the strong axis of a

rectangular section may cause damage and section deterioration which can significantly decrease

the weak axis stiffness, resulting in excessive unexpected deformation in that direction under

low loads. Unfortunately, such behavior is specifically associated with pinched load deformation

hysteresis loops providing a decreased energy dissipation mechanism.

Since weak axis stiffness, under low load, may rely solely on the rebar after concrete

cracking and bar residual elongation have developed in the columns, the rebars on the opposing

weak axis faces should be placed with as long a distance between them as possible.

Weak axis stiffness degradation and rocking effect noted in the tests, could be reduced by

placement of additional reinforcing bars at the center of column faces, particularly along the

weak axis column faces, rather than concentrating the steel at the corners where it is more

effective in resisting moment because of the high corner straining during biaxial bending.

Intermediate bars, at the centers of the weak axis faces, would not yield and develop residual

elongations under strong axis bending at the load levels which initiate yielding in the bars at the

strong axis faces. Intermediate bars would then serve as ties, tending to constrain the amount

of concrete crack opening in the initial strong motion cycles and to reduce the likelihood that

all of the bars in a section would develop residual strains due to motion along either axis, while

allowing energy dissipation to occur in the highly strained and yielding corner bars. Such a pol

icy, of distributing rebars at close intervals about the periphery, has been recommended as a

means of increasing the overall ductility of concrete sections as well.

Mathematical analysis with multi axial loading:

Based on the observed member behavior and attempted correlation studies, an accurate

analysis procedure for a reinforced concrete structure under multi-axial loading would require:

a) 3 dimensional structural modelling. with coupled simultaneous multiaxial forces and

degrees of freedom,
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b) individual member simulation with response behavior rules specifically incorporating:

I. an inelastic moment-rotation with stiffness degradation,

2. the effects of biaxial moment and axial load on defining the bending yield level, ie.

definition of a yield surface,

3. axial load effects on increasing or decreasing the effective bending stiffness,

4. explicit memory of previous yielding and the concrete crack opening status,

5. a deteriorating stren~th envelope, particularly if high axial loads exist, which could

include the deteriorating effects of concrete crushing and spalling.

In addition to these primary components of biaxial bending response, various other structural

mechanisms, such as joint deformation, rebar slip, and visco-elastic simulation to include strain

rate effects, could be integrated into the analysis technique. In the present study, inclusion of

joint deformation, rebar slip and load interaction could have reduced the 16% error in longitudi

nal response to the 5%-10% range at the expense of considerably more money and modelling

complexity. Transverse axis response, however, simply cannot be mOdelled reasonably;!! all

without inclusion of load interaction as listed in a, bl, b2, and b4 above. The complexity of an

analysis including these characteristics should be quite evident if compared to the correlation

technique used in Chapter 8 which was based solely on the criteria in bl above.

Existing techniques embodied in computer analysis packages, such as those used in the

correlation studies, include fairly sophisticated mathematical "elements" for modeling reinforced

concrete beam behavior. The bending moment-bending rotation patterns incorporated in the

elements simulate the general type of bending stiffness degradation often seen in reinforced

concrete beam tests. The relative availability and apparent sophistication of such elements have

made them attractive for commercial use in response analysis of structures under dynamic load

ing. Unfortunately, even the moderate complexity of the stiffness degrading rule of the present

beam element requires definition of parameters for which no guidelines exist. Even with the

experimental results in hand, selection of specific parameters was difficult and the resulti,ng

response predicted by the analysis varied considerably from the experimental measurements

when a parameter was set incorrectly. Such element, or prescribed element behavior, should

not be relied upon to predict possible structural response unless rational guidelines are

developed to aid in establishing correct degrading parameters for the element behavior rule.
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Recommendations

Recommendations, concerning use of existing computer assisted analysis programs, exper

imental and theoretical research, are listed in the order which indicates their priority as viewed

by this author.
a) The excessive interaction of strong axis motion or weak axis response for

the rectangular section columns was not entirely expected. Previous biaxial tests (Appendix A)

have used square columns with equal, or nearly equal stiffness and strengths along both axes.

Additional biaxial bending tests, pseudo-static, or dynamic and cyclical, sbould be completed on

rectangular column components to verify the degree of strong axis interaction with weak axis

behavior noted in the limited tests. described herein. In addition to verification of the interac

tion mentioned, such a program could specifically investigate how variation in the ratio of sec

tions dimensions in a rectangular column can:

-change the weak axis response to one having more favorable energy dissipation charac

teristics,
-affect when strong axis motion becomes predominant over weak axis response.

A second set of tests should determine how layout of reinforcing within a rectangular section

can affect the behavior, again particularly looking for increasing energy dissipation and ductility.

b) Acceptable analytic modelling, as part of the structural design evaluation process, requires

the establishment of a general set of guidelines or procedures for estimating the values to be

assigned to the various parameters governing the form that the model behavior, in the present

study stiffness degradation, will take. Methods of estimation should be based on the section

layout and material properties, just as calculation of yield strengths is, not only for biaxial

response, but also for existing uniaxial bending response rules. It would seem that a method

similar to the finite filament technique, could be used which would model a member cross sec

tion divided into small segments of area. Each particular segment could be assigned indepen

dent stress-strain properties. Then a specific standard series of cyclic loads, dependent on the

section uniaxial capacity, would have to be devised. If results from application of such loads on

the analytic section model could be correlated with stiffness degrading characteristics of experi

mental tests using the same loading, a general rule for establishing characteristic parameters,

using the section modeling technique with standard loading, might be developed.

c) Development of a three dimensional reinforced concrete beam -column element, for use

in mathematical analysis, which includes 3 D force deformation response defined by multiaxial

load levels (effects on stiffness and yield load) with stiffness degradation, will be necessary

before accurate member load and deformation can be predicted analytically.

d) The modest analytic correlation program initiated here should be expanded. The ability of

various more advanced analysis methods, such as proposed by Takizawa [21], to predict the

response should be compared. Effects of inclusion of the various modelling parameters dis

cussed previously (see Conclusions) should be measured, to determine if certain modeling
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techniques have a major influence on improving predicted results. Attention should also be

directed toward means of duplicating stiffness degradation due to biaxial interaction without

causing inherent stability problems in the analysis itself, a result of frequently changing

stiffness, which might necessitate use of small, unacceptably expensive, time steps in a dynamic
step by step analysis algorithm.

e) Additional study should be initiated concerning biaxial response behavior with axial load

ing, and p- ~ effects. The lowered stiffness and additional displacements due to multiaxial

column interaction, which were measured in the structure's weak axis, may have important

implications regarding creation of a possible failure or collapse situation when the p-~ effect is

important, as in high rise building structures. In the present tests, the column axial loads were

low and the p-~ effect was small. Computer assisted analytical simulation of earthquake

response of medium high rise buildings should particularly assess stiffness deterioration effects

on stability.

f) Seismic testing of a similar frame with square column sections would be desirable to com

pare the earthquake induced response behavior of columns tied together in a frame with exist

ing component result of square columns and to contrast the behavior with the present struc

ture, which used rectangular columns and had a strong and weak axis. While individual com

ponent tests have indicated that increased permanent drift occurs under biaxial loading in the

yield range, a structure with similar columns tested on the earthquake simulator may show

reduced global residual drift due to differing loads in the various columns and slightly varying

capacities forcing certain columns to yield before others,dissipating energy, and modifying the

overall structural stiffness, which may change the manner of response before subsequent

columns yield.

g) Analytic and experimental studies of structures with multiple bays and frames undergoing

biaxial motion should be attempted. Their purpose would be to determine if local response

irregularities (as seen along the weak axis of columns in the present test) occurring in any

specific rectangular column at a particular instant are significant in affecting the overall global

displacement response of the structure. With the multiple column force resisting elements, the

irregularities occurring in specific columns may be masked when the overall summed lateral

resistance vs. displacement is considered. If so, analysis procedures which are incapable' of

explicitly modeling such irregularities as crack opening and rocking (e.g. plasticity type

approach)may yet be able to predict the overall response of the structure.
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List of Symbols

ic = maximum stress of concrete test cylinder,

Ec = strain at max. stress ie>
iu = ultimate tensile stress of steel bar,

i y = yield stress of steel reinforcing bar,

Mu = ultimate moment capacity of a section,

My = capacity of section when yield starts,

Esh = approximate Young's Modulus during strain hardening,

Ec = Young's modulus for concrete,

Esh = strain at which strain hardening starts in steel,

Esu = ultimate strain in steel bar,

E = strain,

Ecu ~ ultimate strain in concrete cylinder test,

.,2 = rotational frequency,

v = Poisson ratio

MNs = moment in the north-south direction,

MEW = moment in the east-west direction,

Ineg = moment of inertia of a beam in negative bending,

Ipos = moment of inertia of a beam in positive bending,

Ix = moment of inertia in the x-axis direction,

Iy = moment of inertia in the y-axis direction,

a {3 '1, = parameters to describe the stiffness degrading spring model,

d = lateral displacement,

P = axial force,



Appendix A

Previous Studies of Biaxial Bending in Reinforced Concrete

Capacity with biaxial bending

The non homogeneous character of reinforced concrete sections, concrete combined with

discreet steel bars, and the low strength capacity of concrete in tension, make design and

analysis more difficult than with most structural materials. Symmetric section design and

assumption of no tensile strength for concrete have facilitated design and capacity analysis for

uniaxial bending. However, with biaxial bending, location of the neutral axis, which will no

longer be parallel to the section's principal axis, and determination of strain distribution become

much more difficult. Bresler [34) suggested a general non-dimensional interaction equation

which describes a load contour capacity curve relating the simultaneous moments acting along a

rectangular section's principal axis when under a given axial load. Pannell [33J developed two

equations which define the biaxial moment failure curve in association with any axial load, and

include a flattening effect when combined moments create bending along a diagonal to the

section's principal axes. As part of a master's thesis, Row [32], authored a computer code to

solve the biaxial moment-axial load interaction equations of section capacity and plotted a set of

design interaction curves. Basic methods of analyzing sections for capacity under biaxial bend

ing are reviewed by Ferguson [A11 and Park and Paulay [A21.

Experimental investigation of load vs deformation

Though column capacities may be defined by a 3D moment vs moment vS axial load

failure surface, as described in the previous section, prediction of the response of a structure

under multiaxial loading requires an understanding of the deformations which will be associated

with biaxial loading. To this end, researchers have recently begun testing reinforced columns

under cyclical biaxial displacement traces to simulate earthquake loading. Karlson et al [28J

completed a series of tests on six specimens modelled after spirally reinforced columns dam

aged under biaxial bending in the Olive View Medical Center during the San Fernando earth

quake. However, the tests were with cyclic uniaxial motion. Takiguchi and Kokusho [22J

undertook pseudo static testing of 26 square columns with biaxial bending. Constant bending

moment was maintained along one of the section's principal axes while reversing moments

were applied in the orthogonal axis. Restoring force characteristics about the varying load axis

and deformation along the constant moment axis became unstable in cases where large

moments were applied. Okada, Seki and Asai [26) tested six square reinforced concrete

columns with uniaxial (along principal axis), diagonal (to principal axes), elliptical and circular

Al
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displacement traces. They noted significant strength deterioration and loss of ductility due to

ihe biaxial loading. Takizawa and Aoyama [20] referred to a series of tests carried out by Aoy

ama, Fuji, Umemura and Hoh at the University of Tokyo. Five specimens, square cantilever'

columns, with constant axial compressive load, were subjected to uniaxial, diagonal, diamond

and rectangular shaped (with respect to the section's principal axes) cyclic displacement traces.

The restoring force showed distinctive characteristics, most normally not seen in uniaxial tests,

such as decrease in restoring force along one axis with constant displacement while movement

along the orthogonal axis varies. As would be expected, the square columns exhibited similar

behavior along each axis and generally maintained open load-deflection hysteretic loops charac

teristic of an energy absorbing mechanism. Jirsa, at the University of Texas, has partially com

pleted a test program concerning biaxial bending of square columns which will involve future

testing of rectangular concrete columns.

Response analysis

Prediction of the load deformation response of columns under inelastic biaxial bending

through mathematical analysis has recently been attempted. Aktan, et at. [25] devised a com

puter implemented approach to the analysis of column response under multi-axial loading,

referred to as a "finite filament method". The column section is divided into numerous small

segments of area. Each segment forms an individual prism with the length of the column.

Stress-strain properties, such as those of unconfined concrete, confined concrete and the steel

rebars, may be specified for each particular filament. The load displacement relation for a

column of multiple filaments is then obtained by assuming a general displaced shape. Several

check points are established along the length of the column and the geometry of the prescribed

displaced shape is used to relate internal deformation at the checkpoints to end displacements,

providing a means of stiffness formulation. Comparing the predicted response of a lumped

mass on the column system using this biaxial finite filament method with traditional analyses,

'Aktan determined that predicted 2D response to an earthquake motion exceeded uniaxial pred

ictions by 20 to 200% if the calculated 'motion of the latter was more than twice the crushing

deflection. Okada, et at. [26] used a similar method of analysis and compared predicted results

with experimental restoring forces. Given the experimental displacement trace, this analytic

model was able to predict restoring forces which matched the experimental results fairly well,

except when loading was along the diagonals. Takiguchi and Kokusho reported similar results

using a finite filament model in correlation studies with square column tests. Suharwardy [30]

simplified the method used by Aktan and reported similar results.

A second general approach to biaxial analysis depends on the definition of a biaxial

moment yield curve. Nigam [A3], using this plasticity approach, defined a limiting yield curve

for the simultaneous biaxial moments in his column elements. Results indicated that lower

yields could be expected under biaxial bending, and permanent drift developed at lower levels

of excitation. The increased drift was partly a result of using elastic-perfectly plastic stiffness.

Under earthquake motion, his modelling studies suggested that redistribution of energy can be

expected when inelastic interaction develops. Nigam postulated that the normal reduction in
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stiffness of a structure, due to yield initiation in specific localities as the overall load- displace

ment relation moves from elastic stiffness to post-yield hardening, may have a significant effect

on response prediction. Various other authors have used a similar approach, based on classic

plasticity theory, to define the overall yield condition of a member under multi-axial loads [23,

A4l. Takizawa and Aoyama [20] extended the plasticity model by using a degrading tri linear

moment-rotation stiffness. In addition to the circular or elliptical yield curve, the model used

an inscribed cracking curve which defined both cracking and changes in stiffness as functions of

the biaxial moments. The elliptic yield curve was allowed to. expand as strain hardening and

permanent deformation developed after yield. Upon reversal of loading at a point beyond yield,

the stiffness degrades in inverse proportion to the post yield deformation amplitude; the

unloading and reloading curve is aimed at the maximum deformation point experienced in the

opposite direction. Response, predicted with the analytic model, agreed fairly well with results

from a set of biaxial column tests. However, in cases where the square cantilever columns

were subjected to rectangular and diamond shaped displacement traces, in the plane perpendicu

lar to the member axis, certain discrepancies appeared between the measured and the analyti

cally predicted restoring forces. Under the diamond shaped deflection path, the analytic hys

teresis loops were too broad, and with the rectangular path, they were too narrow when com

pared with the experimental load deflection curves. In both cases, the restoring forces.during

the virginal displacement trace were overestimated and slightly underestimated in subsequent

cycles by the mathematical model. Some inaccuracies were attributed to deviations in the actual

displacement traces of the experimental specimens, others may have resulted from incorrect

estimates of controlling parametres in the analytical model itself. The experimental results and

analytical correlations were based on 3 to 5 cycles of high deformation, while earthquake

excited response may involve more cycles of inelastic deformation resulting in considerably

higher stiffness and strength deterioration. Takizawa [21] later created a quadrilinear stiffness

model which added post crushing stiffness to the tri linear curve proposed previously. Crushing

was again defined by an elliptical curve, relating the simultaneous biaxial moments, which con

tracts and translates in the moment-moment plane. Takizawa additionally included p- 11 effects

in reducing the failure level of columns under multi-axial loading. Biaxial effects were found to

reduce significantly the input intensities needed to develop ultimate failure. None of the plasti

city studies have included varying axial load interaction on definition of yield curves, and the

yield curves do not include flattening of sides as mentioned earlier.
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Material Tests
Section and Response Calculations

Design Dimensions

Material properties

Reinforcing bar tests

Samples of all the types and sizes of reinforcing steel bars were tested under slow

pseudo-static rates of applied axial tension. The specific mechanical quantities measured from

analog load deformation plots included:

a,) Young's modulus of elasticity (E) which defines the linear relation between stress and

strain under low magnitude elastic stress, stress= E x strain

b,) yield stress, maximum stress beyond which a linear stress-strain relation does not

apply,

c,) the strain value, £ sh , beyond which strain hardening starts and stresses increase

significantly above yield,

d,) the ultimate stress, f u , whereupon the the steel suffers a tensile rupture,

e.) strain level at which ultimate stress is reached.

The load deformation plot allowed development of a means of approximately describing the

stress-strain relation in the strain hardening region as well.

The specimens were pulled in a universal testing machine with axial deformation meas

ured by linear variable differential transformer devices attached to the bars with a two inch

gauge length. Results of the individual tests are listed in the following tables.

HI



Table B.1

Tests for Young's Modulus

I (bar diam. machined to Iimprove grip in test machine)
original specimen specimen average measured average

bar label diam. area E E
type (in.) ( in. 2 ) (ksi) (ksi)

A 0.5024 0.1982 30660
No.5 B 0.5068 0.2017 31230 30880

C 0.4999 0.1962 30740
A 0.4212 0.1393 30120

No.4 B 0.4146 0.1350 32450 31080
C 0.4189 0.1378 30620

No.3 A 0.3470 0.0945 28650 29200
B 0.3530 0.0979 29750

No.2 A 0.2570 0.0519 30900
31460B 0.2511 0.0495 32030

Mesh A 0.2301 0.0416 28800
27600

B 0.2299 0.0415 26390

Table B 2
Ultimate Load Tests on Rebars

bar area yield ultimate yield ultimate
type ( in. 2 ) load load stress stress

(kips) (kips) (ksi) (ksi)
15.20 24.5 49.0 79.0

No.5 0.31 15.06 24.7 48.6 79.7
- 24.8 - 80.0

9.74 14.76 48.7 73.8
No.4 0.20 9.94 14.73 49.7 73.6

- 14.76 - 73.8
6.24 8.82 56.7 80.2

No.3 0.11 6.24 8.82 56.7 80.2
6.24 8.80 56.7 80.0

0.0498 - 4.22 - 84.7
No.2 0.0519 2.96 4.32 57.0 83.2

0.0495 2.94 4.32 59.3 87.2
Mesh 0.0230 1.71 1.92 74.2 83.4

Table B.3
Rebars- Inelastic Parameters

bar average average approx.*
type 'sh .'" Esh

(in/in) (in/in) (ksi)

No.5 0.0090 0.121 1170
No.4 0.0160 0.121 838
No.3 0.0185 0.093 902
No.2 0.0021 0.072 783

• Esh = based on stiffness at
onset ofstrain hardning.

B2
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Concrete cylinder tests

Fourteen concrete cylinders, 6in.xI2in. (15.2x 30.5cm), were taken during the pouring of

the model structure. The cylinders were stored in similar atmospheric conditions to the model:

Compression tests, at a standard load rate of 1000 lbs. (4.45 kN) per second, were completed at

7 days, 14 days, 28 days, and near the time of the structural model tests, at 244 days. Three of

the cylinders tested at 244 days were fitted with linear variable differential transformers

(LVDT's) to measure axial deformation over an 8 inch gauge length and produce an analog

plot of load versus deformation from which the initial elastic Young's modulus, strain at max

imum = 'c , and strain of the ultimate or crushing load, = 'cu , could be measured. Addi

tional LVDT's measured deformation along the radii of the cylinder to define an effective Pois

son ratio = v . Results of the cylinder tests are listed in Table B.4.

Concrete Cylinder Tests

specimen max max
age load stress

(kips) (psi) (MPa)

A 48.25 1735 11.96
7 B 50.40 1783 12.29

C 50.55 1788 12.33
14 D 63.75 2292 15.80

E 97.25 3497 24.11
28 F 93.75 3371 23.24

G 96.75 3479 23.99
H 137.5 4944 34.09
I 141.0 5070 34.96
J 120.0 4316 29.76

244 K 141.2 5077 35.01
L 121.8 4380 30.20
M 130.0 4675 32.23
N 127.2 4574 31.54

Average stress at 244 days = 4720psi

Stiffness and Deformation- Spec. H
E " 'cu

(ksi) (in/in) (in/in) v

2803 0.00305 0.00511 0.20

Table B.4

Specimen H was taken from the concrete in the truck chute during the pouring of the first

floor columns. Its strength and stiffness characteristics, similar in general to the other

cylinders, were used to define the material properties in the first floor columns for section pro

perty and strength calculations.
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The concrete cylinder test results for the previous RCF2 model frame are also listed in

Table B.5 to allow comparison with the properties of the present frame's material. While the

age at testing (91 days) of the RCF2 frame was less than half the age of the RCF5 frame, (244 .

days) the average maximum compressive stress from the cylinder tests, 4395 psi and 4720 psi

respectively, vary within only 7.5% of one another.

RCF2. C6nerete Cylinder Tests
(age= 91 days, date of model test)
spec. max
no. stress E,

(psi) (MPa) (jnlin)
I 4465 30.79 0.00330
2 4395 30.30 0.00344
3 4430 30.54 0.00338
4 4465 30.79 0.00350
5 4320 29.79 0.00330
6 4285 29.55 0.00318

avg: 4395 30.29 0.00335

Table B.5

Member section properties

Various theoretical member section properties, including strengths, stiffnesses, and yield

loads, may be calculated based on the member dimensions, material properties and expected

loading.

Column strength analysis

An accurate estimate of the real strength and stiffness of concrete sections must be based

on exact modeling of the various materials within the section, particularly when properties for

behavior beyond the elastic range are desired. Of the two materials which are successfully com

bined to make reinforced concrete a practical structural component, the properties of steel rein

forcing are by far the easier to describe. Use of a stress strain relation for the reinforcing which

effectively captures the yield and post yield strain hardening behavior of the steel in tension is

necessary for acceptable results. This can be efficiently achieved for the present purposes by

defining the yield stress, assuming no increase in stress between initial yielding and a given

strain at which hardening starts, and defining a strain hardening stiffness for values beyond that

point. Since the maximum steel strains measured during the test sequence were less than 2%

or 0.02 in/in and strain hardening started at 0.009 in/in, the total amount of strain hardening

was relatively small and stress could be fairly well predicted by a linear relation after the strain

hardening point, using an initial tangent stiffness. An exact modeling of the steel behavior

under compression is slightly more difficult, particularly under deformations beyond the yield

strain where the low yielding stiffness allows little resistance to buckling. In this case, the

buckling strength of the longitudinal bars depends on the spacing of the lateral hoop-tie rein

forcing and the integrity of the confining concrete cover. Since concrete spalling and loss of
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cover occur at strains of approximately the bar yield, for most of the inelastic range the con

crete confinement of the rebar is small. However, lateral reinforcing in the form of spirals and

ties can significantly increase buckling resistance if closely spaced along the longitudinal bars.

In the present columns the lateral hoop spacing of I 3/8 in. was assumed to provide sufficient

restraint against buckling, allowing a moderate amount of inelastic deformation to occur in

compression under a stress-strain relation identical to that in tension.

Realistic definition of the mechanics for the concrete, including the concrete cover outside

the reinforcing cage and the concrete confined within the cage, under tension and compression

stress is a considerably more complex problem. Various researchers have tried to develop

model stress-strain relations for concrete [BI], [B21, [B31, [B41, [B5], [B61, [B71, under

differing loads, member configuration, and type of loading. Experimental results described by

Vallenas et al [B5], are compared with predictions from relations developed by Kent [B2],

Blume [B3], and Sargin [B4] for uniaxial compressive loading in the Vallenas report.

The concrete cover is most easily assumed to respond to the same stress strain charac

teristics seen in compression tested concrete cylinders. It is certain that variations from the

cylinder result will occur, such as earlier crushing or spalling due to the plane of weakness at

the reinforcing cage and due to lateral expansion of the cage and confined core under loading.

However, minor variations in the cover mechanisms will have only small effects on the overall

section behavior.

The confined concrete tends to show various mechanical characteristics distinctly different

from the compression test results, depending on the effectiveness of the confinement, includ

ing:

a) A higher maximum compressive stress, greater than Ie ,

b) Maximum compressive stress occurring at a higher strain,

c) Continued load capacity beyond the max strain measured in a cylinder test,

The effect of these variations may be seen in Figure B.l where possible confined and

unconfined stress-strain plots are compared. The extent to which such variations occur was

shown to be related to the existence of both lateral and longitudinal reinforcement by Vallenas

[B51 in columns under pure axial loading. In beam-column members under moment and axial

loading, the low stressed material near the neutral axis could be expected to provide additional

confinement for the highly stressed material under post-crushing strains in the outer regions.

Because of the uncertainty in defining definite properties for the concrete material,

assorted analyses were completed for the columns used in the present model frame, varying

parameters such as the maximum compressive stress, and strain level at which the maximum

compressive stress occurs. The concrete was assumed incapable of carrying any tension

stresses. Stress-strain characteristics for the rebar were assumed to be generally defined by the

axial tension tests and modeled as having a linear relation at strains below yielding, constant

stress at strains between the yield and strain hardening level, and a curve with cubic equation

based on the initial tangent slope at onset of strain hardening, and zero slope at maximum
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Figure B.1 Typical stress-strain
curves for confined and
unconfined concrete.

STRAIN

strain, for values beyond the hardening point. All of the column analyses were achieved using

the RCCOLA [B8) analysis program including axial loading and uniaxial bending.

Column analysis- type I

A first prediction of the column strength used the average of measured column dimen

sions from all of the lower story columns. The strength and stiffness from this "average" pred

iction would provide the logical values to use for modeling the whole frame in a computer

analysis sequence if the actual dimensions of the columns had not been explicitly obtained.

Material properties were described as :

-concrete cover with stress-strain relation as obtained from cylinder tests,

-confined concrete with Kent [B2,B7) type stress-strain relation; assumes that lateral rein-

forcing provides sufficient confinement, which allows concrete to continue carrying load at

a decreased magnitude, beyond the crushing strain,

-steel with stress-strain relations from tensile tests as mentioned previously.

Axial-moment interaction and predicted moment-curvature plots from the analysis may be seen

in Figures B.3 along the strong and weak column axes. Though the column capacity under

axial load is predicted as nearly 300 kips the actual forces in the test frame varied between a

maximum compression of 45 kips, below the "balanced", to 20 kips tension during large

dynamic overturning cycles. Thus the axial interaction plot near the zero load axis is the only

relevant segment for the present frame. Similar interaction plots for the RCF2 frame, based on

average column dimensions and measured material properties, with Kent modeling for confined

concrete may be seen in Figure B.2.
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Column analysis-type 2

A second analysis used the actual measured dimensions and steel locations in the north A

frame column, rather than average dimensions, to provide a close comparison between

predicted and actual column strength and deformation on a local level. In fact, the average

dimensions for the strong direction (NS) were the same as the actual dimensions in the INAB

column; the weak axis dimensions (EW) varied slightly from the average. Material properties

were modeled in the same manner as in type 1. Results for the weak axis are plotted in Figure

BA. The results of this analysis are nearly identical to those of type I, except for small devia

tions due to non symmetrical placement of the bars.

c"'O.OO35

Figure B.4 Predicted
moment-axial load interac
tion, actual dimensions of
NA column.
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Column analysis-type 3

With confinement provided by the lateral reinforcing, longitudinal bars and low stressed

concrete near the neutral axis (in bending plus axial load), it is to be expected that the concrete

may actually reach a higher strength [B5) than measured in the cylinder test and used in the

normal Kent model. The confined concrete in this analysis was assumed to reach a strength of

1.1 times the measured cylinder strength. Material properties were:

- confined concrete, Kent type relationship with maximum stress of 1.1 times the max

imum test cylinder strength,

-unconfined concrete and steel, same as previous types.

The actual INAB column dimensions were used again and the analysis was applied in only the

weak (EW) direction.

Column analysis-type 4

The Kent model assumes that the actual stress in the confined concrete is attained at a

strain of 0.0020. Since the strain at max stress in the cylinder tests was 0.00305 this third varia

tion of the Kent relation defined the max stress to be at a strain of 0.00305 as compared to the

normal Kent curve (used in analysis types 1&2) which is illustrated in Figure B.5. In this

analysis, the material properties were assumed to be:
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-confined concrete- similer to Kent model with max stress occurring at a strain of

0.00305,

-unconfined concrete and steel- same as previous analysis.

The actual 1NAB column dimensions were used with the analysis applied only in the weak

column direction.
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Figure B.6 Predicted
moment-axial load interac
tion for model type 2,
model type 3, and model
type 4 analyses.
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Results of the type 2 analysis are compared with the variations of the Kent model, ana

lyses 3&4, in Figure B.6. The variations on the Kent model made no identifiable differences in

the column strength when axial loads were less than 25 kips. At higher axial load the strength

was slightly higher in the 1.1 t, model. While these models vary the size and strain at which

maximum concrete stress occurs, they do not significantly change the behavior beyond the
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maximum strength point. The actual slope or rate of loss of strength at at high strain may be

less than described by Kent if the confining effect of the low strained concrete near the neutral

axis, and the lateral stirrups, remains intact; however, after cyclical bending Teversals, the·

confining will be effectively reduced and the slope of the stress-strain curve at high values will

increase.

Section stiffnesses

Bending and axial stiffness, in terms of the moment of inertia and area, were calculated

for the column strong axis direction and the longitudinal girders in the report on the RCF2 test

series [B91. Those results and results of additional calculations for the column weak axis and

the transervse girders are presented in' Table B.6 and are based on the section dimensions

described at the end of this appendix.

Section properties based on transformed full section: . Cracked section properties:

Column

Area=58 in. 2

Ix = 149 in. 4 (weak axis)

Iy =357 in. 4 (strong axis)

Column Ix = S8 in. 4 at 20k axial

=49 in. 4 at Ok axial

=45 in. 4 at ·lOk axial (tension)

Longitudinal girder

1st floor Area=169 in. 2

1-1749 in. 4

2nd floor A-166 in. 2

[-1650 in. 4

Transverse girder A= 103 in. 2

[-1127 in. 4

Iy -160 in. 4 at 20k axial

= 146 in. 4 at Ok axial

=136 in. 4 at -10k axial (tension)

Longitudinal girder

1st floor Ipos =558 in. 4 (sagging)

JileK =445 in. 4 (humping)

f neg * =330 in. 4 (hump)

Section properties based on gross area:

2nd floor Ipo, -379 in. 4

I . 4
neg =318 tn.

Column

k=49 in. 2

Ix -135 in. 4

Iy -294 in. 4

, I 6' 4Trans. girders pos =3 5 tn.

I . 4
neg =333 tn.

-Neglecting tensile steel illjfalJges Qf T,

Longitudinal girders A=152 in. 2

[-1440 in. 4

Transverse girders A=77 in. 2

1-886 in. 4

Table B.6
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Yield moments

The cracked section stiffnesses and predicted member yield levels were derived (as in

Table B.7) from the bending axial load interaction analyses of RCCOLA [B8]. Since the

columns resist varying axial loads, their yield-moment and to a lesser extent, stiffness, depend

on the instantaneous loading. The yield loads listed were developed using average section

dimensions, steel stress-strain behavior based on the tensile tests, unconfined concrete stress

strain similar to tested cylinders, and confined concrete behaving as described in the Kent
model [B2,B7,B8].

Predicted yield moments:

Columns- strong axis 277in-k at 40k axial
223in-k at 20k axial
197in-k at 10k axial
l68in-k at Ok axial

Columns- weak axis 169in-k at 40k axial
138in-k at 20k axial
122in-k at 10k axial
I03in-k at Ok axial

Long. girders-lower + 304in-k (sagging)
-356in-k (humping)
(-240in-k hump)'

Long. girders-upper + I95in-k
-235in-k

Transverse girders +257in-k
-252in-k

*Steel in flanges neglected,

Table B. 7

Stress in reinforcing bars

The restoring force characteristics of columns depend extensively on the behavior of the

reinforcing steel. Correlation and explanation of the column load versus deformation response

required an indication of the resistance provided at any instant by the steel. Thus it was neces

sary to develop an estimate of the steel stresses corresponding to the measured strains..Since

the motion in the test series was of an inelastic cyclical nature, the bar stress-strain relation

became history dependent after first yield.

A number of researchers have proposed rules for relating steel stress to measured strain,

often based on some variation of the Ramberg-Osgood type of formulation as described by Ma

[BIO] or Park et al [Bll]. The model proposed in Ma's report was able to follow experimental

cyclical testing of individual reinforcing bars quite well. However, uncertainties in bar strains at

particular locations (as described in Chapter 7-Part ]) caused by discrete cracking in the con

crete, and bridging between cracks may make a complex modeling unwarranted, especially
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when the main use of the results is to define the approximate stiffness state at any instant.

Based on the results of the previously quoted researchers, and simplified models exam

ined by Aktan [B12), a simple linear algorithm was written to estimate the bar stress and

stiffness state based on the measured bar strains. The cyclic stress strain loops were modelled

by three line segments representing initial elastic stiffness, Bauschinger softening and yielding,

as shown in Figure B.7. Bauschinger effects were included in cycles after the first yield and

started when the stress came within a fixed percentage (25%) of the initial yield stress from

reaching the new yield level. The slope in the softened range was 20% of the initial elastic

stiffness. After yield, a strain hardening stiffness of 712 ksi or 2.3% of the elastic stiffness was

maintained.

STRESS

STRAIN

-------

----
.,--"'-';;;r=".=j

E..

I

E1
YIELD LEVEL ENVELOPE i
_____ L--:...--:a;

Figure B.7 Stress strain
rule for calculating stress
from measured rebar strain.

Calculation of degrading rotational spring stiffness

Cortcentrated rotational springs were used in the correlation analyses, with the DRAIN

2D [B131 computer program, to simulate inelastic deformation and stiffness degradation of the

columns. Properties for the springs were calculated by:

I. assuming a maximum curvature expected at the column ends,

2. determining the curvature distribution along the length of the column, based on predicted

uniaxial moment-curvature results for specific axial loadS from the RCCOLA analysis

described previously, assuming the column was in double curvature with equal and oppo

site end moments,

3. integrating curvature over half the column length to calculate tip displacement and rota

tion of an imaginary cantilever beam half the length of the columns,
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Figure B.9 Strong axis (2). Figure B.II Weak axis (2).

Figures B.8-B.II Moment and curvature distributions assumed over columns for use in
defining characteristics of rotational inelastic springs used in frame analyses.
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4. assuming that the difference in tip rotation and dellection of the imaginary beam, when

the fixed end curvature is increased from yield to to the assumed maximum curvature, is

due to rotation of a concentrated spring at the beam fixed end and calculating the stiffness

from the change in tip configuration and the increase in end moment over the yield

moment.

A first calculation was completed assuming the column carried a 10 kip axial compressive

load and a maximum curvature ductility of 5. Column moments and curvatures in the strong

and weak axis, respectively, are drawn in Figure B.8 and B.10. Resulting spring stiffnesses were

used in the initial inelastic models of Chapter 8 and are listed in Tables 8.5 and 8.8.

A second calculation assumed no axial load was present and used higher assumed max

imum curvatures. Moment and curvature distributions are drawn in Figures B.9 and B.ll for

this case. Since the moment capacity at a maximum curvature of 0.004 RAD/in in the weak

axis direction (112 in-Kl is less than the maximum capacity (136 in-k at 0.0026 rad/in), as may

be noted in Figure 7.28, calculation of hinge length (8.95in) was based on a 140 in-kip max

imum moment which would have occurred if the initial inelastic slope of the moment-curvature

relation had continued rather than deteriorating. Resulting spring properties are listed in Tables

8.7 and 8.9.

Calculation of structural relative displacements

Installation of the displacement measuring potentiometers on reference frames off the

shaking table, to avoid vibration of the mounting frames and potentiometers, was described in

Chapter 4 and illustrated in Figure 4.1. The potentiometers provide a calibrated electrical out

put which varies proportionally to the distance a cable is pulled out of the instrument. As the

instruments were mounted, Figure 4.1, the cable extensions of one unit would have been

exactly equal to a pure longitudinal Iloor displacement, and the cable extension or retraction of

the remaining two units, at each Iloor level, would have been exactly equal to a pure transverse

Iloor displacement; such were defined as the primary sensitivities. Unfortunately, each instru

ment was also sensitive to displacements in directions perpendicular to the directions of prime

sensitivity, e.g.- cross sensitivities.Definition of the frame's lateral motion, two horizontal dis

placements and torsion at each Iloor, based on extensions measured at the three potentiometers

per Iloor resulted in three simultaneous second order equations. A Newton-Raphson iteration

technique was used to solve for estimates of the instantaneous displacements at each data time

step.

Plans- design dimensions

Dimensions of the present biaxially tested frame and of a frame previously tested under

uniaxial motion [B9] were identical except in design of the footings which were stressed to the

shaking table. Original contract drawings (not to scale) are included in Figures B.12 thru 8.19.
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Appendix C

Instrumentation- Description and Response Characteristics

The accuracy of data collected during experimental testing depends on the accuracy of

calibration of the instruments, the suitability of the instruments for the particular application,

the quality of the instruments themselves, and the degree to which their attachment changes

the response of the model from that which would occur without their presence.

The accuracy of the manufacturer's specified calibration for the instruments used in the

test program was verified at the time of procurement. Short recalibration of each instrument

(other than strain gauges) was undertaken before the instruments were mounted on the test

frame. Such recalibration primarily checked the linearity of the instrument with a three point

calibration procedure and established a voltage vs. measured units rule. The force transducers

were subjected to an exhaustive adjustment under numerous multi-axial loadings.

The suitability of the instrumentation in this test is primarily a function of:

a) the natural dynamic characteristics of the individual measuring instruments versus those

of the test model,

b) the amplitude of the quantities to be measured versus the range of the instrument.

The frequency range within which an instrument's output can be directly related to the meas

ured quantity, preferably through a linear rule, must coincide with the range of frequencies of

interest in the test model. Based on the manufacturer's listed specifications, all of the instru

ments used in this test had frequency characteristics (as will be listed) appropriate to motions in

the structure's basic first and second translational modes along each axis (frequencies from 0.9

to 20Hz). And secondly, individual instruments were selected with a measuring range of

approximately twice the expected amplitude of motions to avoid accidental overloading, while

maintaining a good proportion of the full scale output under expected motion.

The quality of the individual instrument is generally a function of the linearity of its out

put versus the measured quantity over the full range. For any given movement within the

measuring range of the instrument, the output must be proportional to that motion in a

describable manner. While responding with a preferably linear output to the motions being stu

died, the instrument should show no response to displacements other than those to be meas

ured (i.e.- zero cross sensitivity). All of the instruments used had very good linearity and cross

sensitivity characteristics except the single active arm strain gauges as will be described later.

The amount of model instrument interaction or the degree to which which the added mass,

stiffness or movement of the attached instrument changes the response of the model from what

it would be without the instrument must be minimized. The mass and stiffness of the

Cl
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instruments used in this test were trivial relative to the model's characteristics. However, the

strain gauges attached to the reinforcing bars caused some interaction, as mentioned in the

strain gauge characterization of this appendix.

,.. , •. •
..- .. «..

Accelerometer

concrete added

C.2 Accelerometer

al south end of first

Figure
mount
floor.

Figure C.I

mounted on

mass block.

Accelerometers

Two basic types were used- electronic servo accelerometers and open loop strain gauged

mechanical accelerometers. They were mounted directly to the floor slabs at cenler span in both

axes of the frame near floor level, and to the sides of the top mass blocks as shown in Figures

C.I and C.2. Mounting elevations of the accelerometers are indicated in Figure C.3.
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ACCELEROMETERS

Figure C.3 Accelerometer
mounting positions.
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Servo accelerometers

Four precision (Kistler) servo-accelerometers using a closed loop feedback were located to

measure motion along the north-south axis of the frame. The response characteristics, well

within the necessary range, for the electronically damped instruments follow: (based on

manufacturers' specifications)

frequency response .... within 5%, 0 to 200 Hz

-3db at 470Hz

noise... less than Imv, RMS

(accelerometer and amplifier)

transverse sensitivity ....less than 0.005g per g.

static linearity deviation .... 0.05%

Strain gauge accelerometers-

These linear accelerometers (Statham) incorporated an unbonded, balanced, fully active strain

gauge bridge. Four such instruments were used to monitor frame motion along the frame's

east-west axis. The accelerometers were damped to of 70% of critical with a viscous liquid

medium, producing the relatively fiat response curve of Figure CA.



Figure C.S Mounting system for DCDTs (LVDT) on beams.
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range Sg to -Sg

natural frequency 37SHz

non-linearity and hysteresis 0.75% full scale

transverse sensitivity less than 0.0 Ig per g

Displacement measuring, direct current, linear variable, differential transformers were

used extensively to measure member rotations through small differential displacements on

opposite sides of members. A typical beam mounting is shown in Figure C.S. Typical column

DCDT displacement amplitudes measured during the Taft 1000 test were on the order of 0.1 to

0.2in (0.2S to O.Slcm). The instrument's displacement range is linear from +O.Sin. 10 -O.Sin

from the null or centered position.

characteristics
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maximum non linearity ~ 0.5% of full scale

internal carrier frequency ~ 204kHz

frequency response down 3 db at 135 Hz

(function of filter frequency)

calibrated to within I milli-inch at 0.500in.

Potentiometers

Linear variable potentiometers were mounted on reference frames off the shaking table

with leads attached to the structure to monitor frame motion (from which relative displace

ments are calculated by subtracting table motion). The large displacements expected (to 8 in,

20.3cm) and necessity of a flexible connection suggested the use of cable actuated potentiome

ters. The mechanical limitations of the retracting system dictated that the maximum accelera

tion of the actuating cable be less than four g's. The manufacturer's specifications are:

linearity = within 0.020%

sensitivity ~ 62.8 mVlinch/volt excitation

nominal resistance = 0 to 500 ohms output

calibration to within O.Olin. at 10.00 inches

maximum cable travel = IS in.
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Strain Gauges

Individual reinforcing bars are monitored at critical locations through strain gauges

attached to the bars before pouring. Gauge attachment, wiring, and waterproofing techniques,

designed to allow large bar strains and concrete cracking without harming the gauge operation,

are shown in Figures C.6 and C. 7.

Figure C.6 Strain gauge attachment to reinforcing bar.

Figure C. 7 Strain gauge on rebar with protective coating.

The possible disruptive effect of a data measuring instrument upon the system which it moni

tors is evident from these figures. In addition to a slight weakening effect due to removing bar

deformations in the gauge mounting region, is the more obvious loss of concrete to bar bond in

the area of the protective coating. The inaccuracies induced by these effects are difficult to

avoid, particularly on small diameter bars, but must be kept in mind when evaluating data.

Additional errors, though small, are due to Wheatstone bridge non-linearities. All of the

gauges attached to reinforcing bars are used in single active arm' 0/4 bridge) Wheatstone
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bridge circuits. The bridges are initially balanced through signal conditioner circuits but any

subsequent loading and straining causes resistive change in the single arm. Under single active

arm operation, current change in the half bridge containing the active arm causes a small non

linearity between bridge output and actual induced strain. At the level of straining measured in

the present tests, the error is inconsequential (ie. at .015 strain error is 0.00023 strain or 2%

error).

Various types of gauges were used, induding post yield operable gauges. Attachment was

with cyanoacrylate glue or 100% solids epoxy- both allowing high elongation and cyclic strain.

Gauges denoted as MM were manufactured by Micro-Measurements, the YL-1O by Tokyo

Sokki-Kenyujo. All strain gauges had resistances of 120 ohms and were connected with low

resistance cables to the data acquisition system.

Gauge types:

gauge gauge cross max. type
name length factor strainsens.

MMEA125 .125in. 2.065 0.9% 5% constantin foil
MMEA250 .25in. 2.110 0.2% 5% constantin foil
MMEP250 .25in. 2.070 0.6% 20% annealed" "

YL-IO .39in. 2.02 20%ten Cu-Ni wire0.3. 5%comp

Force transducers

The force transducers were intended to provide the actual flexural moment and shear his

tories along the two column axes at mid-height. The individual transducers were made of hol

low rectangular steel sections as drawn in Figure e.8 and shown in Figure C.9.

~'O"~

I r- 6"i I

.-$-. .~ .

- -----..
- 5" . '21--"6 '"

,)'. iSQUARE
TUBE

-i-
~~

FULL
PENETRATION
F.ILLET WELD

1" STEEL PLATE
(TOP a BOTTOM

f' ~ BOLT HOLES

C.8 Section through
force transducers,

Figure
column
(steel).

Bending was monitored by a half hridge strain gauge circuit comprised of one gauge mounted in

the direction of compression stress on the compression flange and a second in the tensile
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Figure C.9

mounted at
column.

Force transducer

mid-height of

direction on the tension flange. This particular Wheatstone bridge configuration (Figure C.10),

in contrast to the 1/4 bridge mentioned previously, exhibits a linear correspondence between

strain and bridge output voltage. Shear was monitored by a full bridge circuit with two gauges

mounted at 90 degrees to each other on each of two shear webs, as shown in Figure C.II.

E -

GAUGE 2

TENSIONCOMPRESSION

~I,w====!fJI
GAUGE 1

Figure C.lO Strain gauge

bridge configuration to measure
bending.

v,

E-

v,
Gl~:'':'-'G2

E~_~G4 _
/ V
~,

V, E+
=(>

Figure C.ll Strain gauge

bridge configuration for shear
measurement.

The four active gauges, subjected to opposite strains, again form a Wheatstone bridge

configuration which produces linear shear strain ys. voltage output, and are arranged to elim

inate effects of normal forces due to bending and shear strains due to torsional loading. A con

stant correction factor for exact shear strain should be applied to eliminate cross sensitivity if

shear strain is desired.
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The transducers were subjected to a rigorous calibration procedure including various com

bined loadings of shear, moment and axial load applied simultaneously. Data from the calibra

tion was analyzed graphically and through a statistical multiple regression to define prime and

cross sensitivities directly in moment or shear units as a function of voltage output from the

prime circuit and the three other secondary circuits. Typical results from a single transducer are

listed below.

Calibration factors, transducer 2

(Actual force quantity ~ sum of factors x output quantities)

AVNS = actual shear in north-south axis

etc.

RVEW = transducer output shear along east-west axis

RMNS = transducer output moment in north-south direction

etc.

desired output channel square of
channel RVNS RVEW RMNS RMEW correlation
AVEW -.0469 .9195 0 0 .995
AVNS 1.0229 0 0 0 .994

AMEW 0 0 0 .9662 .997
AMNS 0 0 .9125 -.0241 .991

Calibration:

maximum applied shear: 14kips (62.3kN)

maximum applied moment: 140in-k (I5.8kN-m)

Nelf data acquisition system

The data acquisition network is based on a Neff System 620 analog signal processor.

Important characteristics of this unit are listed below. The processor amplifies an instrument's

analog signals, applying variable gains, multiplex-scans channels and converts data to digital

form. The sampling scan rate of 50Hz was definitely sufficient to detect motions in the

structure's frequency range.



Gain- preamplifier per channel:

accuracy- 0.012%

linearity- 0.02%

Analog-digital converter:

crosstalk 0.001% at 20kHz, 50kHz capability,

Noise, peak to peak,:

50 micro volts at 10Hz

Overload:

settles to 0.05% in 1 millisecond

from 1000% overload-preamplifier

input overload on 1 channel will not affect any other channel

by more than 0.006%

C10



Appendix D

Data Channel Description

One hundred and forty one data channels, each providing a unique response history, were

recorded during the earthquake shaking tests. The channels contained accelerometer, force

transducer, strain gauge, displacement measuring potentiometer and differential transformer

output signals converted to digital form at 0.01952 second intervals in each channel. A detailed

listing of the data measured and identity of each channel follows.

Mnemonics

The mnemonics used to describe locations of the various measuring devices normally con

sist of a four digit sequence QRST in which the digits have the following meaning (refer to Fig

ure D.O.

COLUMN "NS"

NORTH-SOUTH
MAJOR
AXIS""

COLUMN "NA'

EAST~WEST

MINOR
AXIS,

COLUMN "S)

SHAKING TABLE

AXIS OF TABLE

~
MOTION

01

Figure 0.1 Key to column and frame notation
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(Q) denotes story level, either I (first) or 2 (second),

(R) denotes north or south end of structure (N or S),

(S) denotes longitudinal frame, either frame A or frame D,

(T) denotes location, particularly for columns, either T (top) or D (bottom).

As an example, the mnemonic 'INAB column' refers to the lower story (t), north end (N), A
frame (A), column bottom (B).

Channels_ EERC Data A_lsIll"" System

Chn. no. Name Description Units Polarity

Av H T Disp Average horizontal N-S table displacement in. +S

2 Av.V T Disp Average vertical table displacement in. +up

3 AvHTAce Average horizontal table NS acceleration 8 +S

4 AvVTAce Average vertical table acceleration 8 +up

5 Pitch Ace Table pitching angular acceleration radlsls +E

6 Roll Ace Table roll angular acceleration nd/s/s +N

7 Twist Ace Table twist angular acceleration radlsls +down

8 Ace-S-FI NS accelerometer at S end. first Roor 8 +N

9 Ace-S-BI NS accelerometer at S end, lower blocks 8 +N

10 Ace-S-F2 NS accelerometer at S end. second floor B +N

11 Ace-S-B2 NS accelerometer at S end, upper blocks 8 +N

12 Ace-E-Fl EW accelerometer at E side, first floor 8 +W

13 Ace-E-BI EW accelerometer at E side, lower blocks 8 +W

14 Ace-E-F2 EW accelerometer at E side. second Ooor 8 +W

15 Ace-E-B2 EW accelerometer at E side, upper blocks 8 +E

16 Disp-SI Potentiometer. south end. first floor, dispJ. in. +eJCtend

17 Disp-S2 Potentiometer, south end, second floor, displ. in. +extend

18 C-LB-TB DCDT on A frame long. beam at INA column. loP, 8 side in.

19 C-TB-TS DCDT on N Irans. beam al INA coJumn, lap. S s;de in.

20 Disp-SEI EW pot, SE frame corner, first floor, displ. in. +extend

21 Disp-SE2 EW pot, SE frame corner, se~nd floor, ~ispl. in. +cxtend

22 Disp-NWI EW pot, NW frame corner. first noor, displ. in. +extend

23 Disp-NW2 EW pot, NW frame corner, second floor, displ. in. +e.tend

24 C-INAB-N Col. DeDT at INABat N race in.

25 C-INAB-E Col. DeDT at INAB at E race in.

26 C-INAB-S Col. DeDT at 1NAB at S race in.

27 C-INAB-W Col. DeDT at INAB at W race in.

28 S-INAB-NWB Col. strain. INAB, NW bar, bottom gauge miVln 2

29 S-INAB-NWM Col. strain, INAB. NW bar, middle gauge. at joint millin 2

30 S-1NAB-NWT Col. strain, INAB. NW har, top gauge mil/in 2

31 S-INAB-NE Col. strain, INAB, NE bar, at joint miVin 2
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Channels- EERC Data Acquisition System

Cho. no. Name Description, Units Polarity

32 S-INAB-SEB Col. strain, INAB, SE bar. bottom gauge mil/in 2

33 S-INAB-SEM Col. strain, INAB. SE bar, mid gauge, at joint mil/in 2

34 S-INAB-SET Col. strain. 1NAB, SE bar. top gauge mUlin 2

35 S-INAB-SW Col. strain, INAB. SW bar, at joint mil/in 2

36 V-NS-INA Transducer output, col. INA, NS~shear kips A

37 V-EW-INA Transducer output, col. INA. EW~shear kips B

38 M-NS-INA Transducer output. col. INA. NS-moment in~kips C

39 M-EW-INA Transducer output, col. lNA. EW-rnoment in_kips D

40 S-INAT-NW Col. strain, tNAT, NW bar. at joint mil/in 2

41 S-INAT-NE Col. strain, INAT. NE bar, at joint mil/in 2

42 S-INAT-SE Col. strain. INAT. SE bar, at joint mil/in 2

43 S-INAT-SW Col. strain, INAT.. SW bar, at joint mil/in 2

44 Ace-Lat Horizontal EW table acceleration g +W

45 S-LB-TB Long. beam strain, at INA col.. top B side bar mil/in 2

46 S-LB-BB Long. beam strain~ at INA col.~ bottom B side bar mil/in 2

47 S-LB-BA Long. beam strain. at INA cot.. bottom A side bar mil/in 2

48 S-TB-TN Trans. beam strain. at INA col.. top N side bar mil/in 2

49 S-TB-TS Trans. beam strain, at tNA col., top S side bar millin 2

50 S-TB-TS Trans. beam strain. at INA col.. bottom S side bar mil/in 2

51 S-TB-BN Trans. beam strain. at INA col.. bottom N side bar mil/in 2

52 S-2NAB-NW Col. strain, 2NAB_ NW bar at joint millin 2

53 S-LB-SAT Long. beam strain. at lSA col.. top A side millin 2

54 S-2NAB-SE Col. strain. 2NAB. SE bar at joint millin· 2

5S S-2NAB-SW Col. strain, 2N AB, SW bar at joint mU/in 2

56 C-INAT-N Col. DCDT. INAT at N face in. I

57 C-INAT-E Col. DCDT, INAT al E race in. t

58 C-INAT-S Col. DCDT_ INAT al S race in.

59 C-INAT-W Col. DCDT, INAT al W face in.

60 C-LB-T Long. beam DCDT. allNA col., top A side in.

61 C-LB-B Long. beam DCDT. at INA col.. bollom A side in.

62 C-TB-T Trans. beam DeDT. al INA col.. top N side in.

63 C-TB-B Trans. beam DCDT. at INA col.. bottom N side in.

64 C-2NAB-N Col. DCDT, 2NAB, on N race in.

65 C-2NAB-E Col. DCDT, 2NAB, on E race in.

66 C-2NAB-S Col. DCDT_ 2NAB, on S race in.

67 C-2NAB-W Col. DCDT, 2NAB, on W race in.

68 V-NS-2NA Transducer output. col. 2NA. NS-shear kips A

69 V-EW-2NA Tra.nsducer output. c'ol. 2NA. E~·shear kips B

70 M-NS-2NA Transducer output. col. 2NA. NS·moment in-kips C
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Channels- EERC Data AoqulsUlon System

Chn. no. Name Description Units Polarity

71 M·EW-2NA Transducer,output, co1. 2NA. EW~moment in-kiPs D

72 V-NS-2SA Transducer output, col. 2SA. NS-shear kips A

73 V·EW·2SA Transducer output, col. 2SA. EW-shear kips B

74 M·NS·2SA Transducer output, col. 2SA, NS-moment in·kips C

75 M-EW-2SA Transducer output, col. 2SA, EW-moment in-kips D

76 C-ISAT-N Col. DCDT, ISAT. N race in. I

77 C-ISAT-E Col. DCDT, ISAT, E race in. I

78 C-ISAT-S Col. DCDT, ISAT, S race in. I

79 C-ISAT-W Col. DCDT. ISAT, W race in. I

80 V·NS·lSA Transducer output, col. lSA. NS-shear kips A

81 V-EW-ISA Transducer output, col. ISA. EW-shear kips B

82 M-MS-ISA Transducer output, col. lSA. NS-moment in-kips C

83 M-EW·ISA Transducer output, col. lSA. EW-moment in-kips D

84 C-ISAD-N Col. DCDT, ISAD, N race in. I

85 C·ISAD-E Col. DCDT, ISAD, E race in. I

86 C-ISAD-S Col. DCDT, ISAD, S race in. I

87 C-ISAD-W Col. DCDT, ISAD, W race in. I

88 C-INDD-N Col. DCDT. INDD, N race in. I

89 C·INDD·E Col. DCDT. INDD, E race in. I

90 . C-INDD-S Col.'DCDT. INDD. S race in. t

91 C-INDD-W Col. DCDT, INDD, W race In. . I

92 V-NS-IND. Transducer output. col. INa. NS-shear kips A

93 V-EW·IND Transducer output, cot. IND, EW-shear kips D

94 M-NS-IND Transducer output, col. INB. NS-moment in.kips C

95 M-EW-IND Transducer output. col. INB. EW·moment in-kips D

96 V-NS-2NB Transducer output, col. 2ND, r·,jS-shear kiJlO A

97 V-EW-2ND Transducer output. col. 2NB. EW·shear kips B

98 M-NS-2ND Transducer output. col. 2NB. ~S~moment in~kips C

99 M-EW-2ND Transducer output. col. 2NB. EW~moment in·kips D

100 V-NS·2SD Transducer output. col. 2SB. NS~shear kiP. A

101 V-EW-2SD Transducer output. col. 2SB. EW~shear kips B

102 M-NS-2SB Transducer output. col. 2SB. NS·moment in·kips C

103 M-EW-2SD Transducer output, col. 2SB. EW·moment in·kips D

104 V·NS·ISD Transducer output. col. ISB. NS-shear kips A

105 V-EW-ISD Transducer output, col. 19B. EW·shear kips B

106 M-NS-ISD Transducer output. col. 1SB. NS·moment in..kips C

107 M-EW-ISD Transducer output. col. ISB, EW·moment in·kips D

108 C-ISDD-N Col. DCDT. ISBB, N race in.

109 C-lSDD-E Col. DCDT. ISDD. E race in.
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Channels· EERe Data Acquisition System

ehn. no. Name Description Units Polarity

110 C-ISDD·S Col. DCDT, ISDD, S race in.

111 C-lSDD·W Col. DCDT, ISDD, W race in.

112 C-ISAM-N Col. DCDT, middle ISA col.. N race in.

113 C-ISAM-E Col. DCDT, middle ISA col., E race in.

114 C-ISAM-S Col. DCDT, middle ISA col.. S race in.

115 C-ISAM-W Col. DCDT, middle ISA col., W race in.

116 OKUDA-I

117 OKUDA·2

118 OKUDA-3

119 OKUDA-4

120 Displ·L First floor, relative long. (NS) displacement in. +S

12l Displ-T First floor, relative trans. (EW) displacement in. +W

Notes:

1. OCOT polarity: + for extension,

2. Strain gauge polarity: + for extension,

A) Force transducer, north-south shear, + with shear acting from north to south in column

when section viewed from above,

B) Force transducer, east-west shear, + with shear acting from east to west in column when

section viewed from above,

C) Force transducer, north-south moment, + when compression stress formed in south face .

of column,

0) Force transducer, east-west moment, + when compression stress formed in west face of

column.
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Channels- High Speed Scanner System

Ch. no. Name Description Units Polarity

1 S-ISAB-NW Col. strain, 1SAB, NW bar at joint mil/in 2

2 S-1SAB-NE Col. strain, 1SAB, NE bar at joint mil/in 2

3 S-1SAB-SE Col. strain, 1SAB, SE bar at joint mil/in 2

4 S-1SAB-SW Col. strain, 1SAB, SW bar at joint mil/in 2

5 S-1SAT-NWB Col. strain, 1SAT, NW bar, boltom gauge mil/in 2

6 S-1SAT-NWM Col. strain, 1SAT, NW bar, mid, at joint mil/in 2

7 LB-S-AB Long. beam strain, at 1SA col., bOltom A side bar mil/in 2

8 S-1SAT-NE Col. strain, lSAT, NE bar at joint mil/in 2

9 S-1SAT-SEB Col. strain, lSAT, SE bar, boltom gauge mil/in 2

10 S-ISAT-SEM Col. strain, 1SAT, SE bar, mid, at joint mil/in 2

II S-1SAT-SET Col. strain, lSAT, SE bar, top gauge mil/in 2

12 S-ISAT-SW Col. strain, 1SAT, SW bar, at joint mil/in 2

13 LB-S-StirrupB Long. beam stirrup strain, at lSA col., B side mil/in 2

14 LB-S-StirrupA Long. beam stirrup strain, at 1SA col., A side mil/in 2

15 LB-N-BA-BM Long. beam strain, at INA col., A side bottom, in beam mil/in 2

16 LB-N-TA-BM Long. beam strain, at INA col., A side boltom, in beam mil/in 2

17 TB-TS-BM Trans. beam strain, at INA col., S side top, in beam mil/in 2

18 TB-BS-BM Trans. beam strain, at INA col., S side boltom; in beam mil/in 2

19 LB-8-BT Long. beam strain, at 1SA col., B side top bar mil/in 2

20 LB-S-BB Long. beam strain, at lSA col., B side bottom bar mil/in 2

21 AHTACC
Average horizontal table acceleration

+8
(same as EERC channel no. 3)

g

2 Strain gauge polarity; + for extension,
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